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ABSTRACT
Interferometric gravitational wave detectors recently started to unveil
a completely new view of our universe. The international community is
currently engaged in further increasing the sensitivity of these detectors
to bring the field of gravitational wave detection from a discovery mode
to a mode of regular astrophysical observation. The AEI 10m Proto-
type located in Hannover, Germany, is a dedicated, rapid-prototyping
facility for developing and testing new technology, aimed precisely at
such research. The read-out of the interferometer arm-length fluctu-
ations is currently limited by thermal noise arising in the highly re-
flective, multilayer, dielectric coatings. Measuring and understanding
this noise source is therefore a crucial step in developing methods to
minimize it.
The thermal noise interferometer (TNI), designed and built at the
10m Prototype, aims at a direct interferometric measurement of Brown-
ian noise of coatings. The free space cavity design of the TNI, with two
individually suspended mirrors, allows to continuously explore several
cavity geometry related parameters. This includes beam size scaling
effects and even mapping of coating inhomogeneities. It is designed
to cover a large frequency range, from 20Hz to beyond 10 kHz, which
is the most important band for ground based interferometric gravita-
tional wave detection. The ability to easily replace the flat test mirror
allows to rapidly test new experimental coatings. These features enable
the exploration of a larger parameter space in coatings than other such
instruments in the past.
The design, installation and commissioning of the TNI are covered
in this thesis. First a simulation was developed to examine various de-
sign considerations. This gave the performance requirements of various
subsystems, which constitute the TNI. These subsystems, such as the
triple stage suspensions to isolate the cavity mirrors from seismic dis-
turbances, various sensors and actuators to keep the suspended cavity
in proper alignment and its length locked to the laser, were developed
and installed in the 10m Prototype facility. Many of these subsystems
are also used in a triangular reference cavity (RefC), whose long round-
trip length provides a high stability to the facility’s laser frequency.
Similarly, there are many opportunities for synergy between various
subsystems all over the 10m Prototype.
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KURZFASSUNG
Interferometrische Gravitationswellendetektoren ermo¨glichen seit kurz-
em eine vo¨llig neue Sicht auf unser Universum. Nun versucht die inter-
nationale Gemeinschaft auch weiterhin die Empfindlichkeit dieser De-
tektoren zu verbessern, um nicht nur gelegentlich Signale aufzuspu¨ren,
sondern eine vollwertige Gravitationswellenastronomie zu etablieren.
Der AEI 10m Prototyp in Hannover ist eine Entwicklungsumgebung,
die speziell fu¨r die Weiterentwicklung bestehender sowie Erforschung
neuer Technologien ausgelegt ist. Mittlerweile ist die Messgenauigkeit
ho¨chstpra¨ziser interferometrischer La¨ngenmessungen ha¨ufig durch das
thermische Rauschen der hochreflektierenden, mehrschichtigen, dielek-
trischen Beschichtungen begrenzt. Eine experimentelle U¨berpru¨fung
der bestehenden Vorhersagen ist fu¨r die weitere Verbesserung von Spie-
gelbeschichtungen von entscheidender Bedeutung.
Am 10m Prototypen wurde daher das TNI Experiment zur direkten
interferometrischen Messung von Brownschem Rauschen von Spiegel-
beschichtungen geschaffen. Das spezielle Resonatordesign mit seinen
zwei einzeln aufgeha¨ngten Spiegeln ermo¨glicht es, die Resonatorgeo-
metrie kontinuierlich zu vera¨ndern und Zusammenha¨nge wie z. B. zwi-
schen thermischem Rauschen und der Strahlgro¨ße zu vermessen, aber
auch die Gleichfo¨rmigkeit der Beschichtung zu kartieren. Das Experi-
ment wurde speziell darauf ausgelegt, in dem fu¨r erdgebundene inter-
ferometrische Gravitationswellendetektion wichtigsten Frequenzbereich
von 20Hz bis jenseits von 10 kHz ausschließlich durch das thermische
Rauschen begrenzt zu sein. Der flache Testspiegel erlaubt dabei ein ein-
faches Umru¨sten auf neuartig beschichtete Spiegel im experimentellen
Stadium. So ist es mit nur einem einzigen Experiment mo¨glich, einen
erheblich gro¨ßeren Parameterraum abzudecken als vergleichbare bishe-
rige Experimente.
Diese Arbeit beschreibt die Konstruktion, Installation und Inbetrieb-
nahme des TNIs. Zuerst wurden verschiedene Designs simuliert. Dies
ergab Anforderungen an die verschiedenen Bausteine, aus denen das
TNI besteht. Zu den installierten Teilsystemen za¨hlen dreistufige Spie-
gelaufha¨ngungen, die den Resonator von seismischen Sto¨rungen entkop-
peln, wie auch verschiedene Sensoren und Aktoren, die eine U¨berlappung
der Resonatormode mit dem einlaufenden Strahl sicherstellen und ge-
nutzt werden, um die Resonatorla¨nge auf die Laserfrequenz zu stabili-
sieren. Viele dieser Teilsysteme werden auch in dem aus drei Spiegeln
bestehendem Referenz-Resonator (RefC) verwendet. Durch seine La¨nge
bietet er eine sehr gute Frequenzreferenz fu¨r den Laser. So ergeben sich
viele Gelegenheiten fu¨r Synergien zwischen verschiedenen Teilsytemen
innerhalb des 10m Prototypen.
VII
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OUTL INE
Chapter 1 gives an introduction to the AEI 10m Prototype facility for
interferometric studies. An ultra-high-vacuum system reduces air dis-
turbances. Low frequency, passively suspended and actively enhanced
optical benches pre-isolate seismic noise. Their relative distance and
alignment is measured interferometrically by a suspension platform in-
terferometer and fed back to the tables to form a single virtual rigid
system. A Michelson-type SQL interferometer aims at a position sen-
sitivity limited by the uncertainty principle of 100 g test masses.
In chapter 2 beam geometry fluctuations are investigated mathe-
matically. On this theoretical foundation a very stringent requirement
for input beam jitter is deduced for the proposed SQL interferometer. A
triangular spatial filter cavity was designed to suppress the beam jitter.
This mode cleaner was built and characterized in a master work.
Seismic noise is a limit in large scale interferometry as shown in
chapter 3. Complex suspension systems isolate test masses (mirrors)
from ground motion above their resonances. Active damping allows to
reduce resonant enhancement at the eigenfrequencies while maintaining
a good noise performance in the interferometric detection band.
A triple stage horizontal suspension chain design with two vertical
stages was proposed by Robert Taylor. This system was built and
characterized as described in chapter 4. Active readout of the upper
mass’ position and electromagnetic actuation by means of real-time
digital feedback loops provides active damping of all major resonances
and allows remote positioning of the mirrors in six degree of freedom .
The projection of readout and actuation noise terms are realized by a
state space model of the suspension.
A high finesse cavity (RefC) with a round trip length of approxi-
mately 23m suspended in vacuum was proposed to satisfy the frequency
stability requirement for the laser of the SQL interferometer. The sys-
tem and its realization are described in chapter 5. Projections of
various noise terms ensure sufficient noise clearance and deduce a stan-
dard sensitivity. The ingoing light is co-aligned with the cavity mode by
means of electro-magnetically actuated single stage suspended steering
mirrors. A robust remote alignment acquisition procedure was devel-
oped and demonstrated.
The TNI described in chapter 6 is a 10 cm short companion of the
RefC. The small beam diameter on the flat test mirror enhances its
Brownian coating thermal noise contribution. The free space cavity
design allows for easy spot size tuning to investigate scaling laws and
spot positioning for mapping coating homogeneity. First results are
limited by laser frequency noise and await an improved laser stability.
1

1
THE AE I 1 0 M PROTOTYPE FACIL ITY
The AEI 10m prototype interferometer facility is currently being con-
structed at the Albert Einstein Institute in Hannover, Germany. It
aims to perform experiments for future gravitational wave detectors
using advanced techniques. Seismically isolated benches are interfero-
metrically interconnected and stabilized, forming a low-noise testbed
inside a 100m3 ultra-high vacuum system. A well-stabilized high power
laser will perform differential position readout of 100 g test masses in a
10m suspended arm-cavity enhanced Michelson interferometer at the
crossover of measurement (shot) noise and back-action (quantum ra-
diation pressure) noise, the so-called Standard Quantum Limit (SQL).
Such a sensitivity enables experiments in the highly topical field of
macroscopic quantum mechanics. This chapter follows [1] to introduce
the subsystems employed to achieve such sensitivities.
1.1 major objective: sql interferometer
The first major goal is to design and build an apparatus able to reach
the standard quantum limit (SQL) for a system with macroscopic
(100 g) mirrors [1]. Such a system is limited in sensitivity by quan-
tum noise in a wide band around the frequency at which shot noise
(the measurement noise) and radiation pressure noise (the back-action
noise) are equal. The margin between the sum of the classical noise
contributions and the SQL is expected to be at least a factor of 3. This
will enable research in quantum mechanics with macroscopic optical
components and light fields.
A range of experiments is made possible by a system where classical
noise is insignificant. These include the observation of ponderomotive
squeezing [2] due to strong opto-mechanical coupling and the entangle-
ment of macroscopic mirrors via light pressure [3]. While it is possible
to reach the ground state with micro-mechanical oscillators [4, 5], a
macroscopic experiment could reveal underlying decoherence processes
such as gravity self decoherence [6]. Furthermore, non-classical inter-
ferometry, e.g. frequency dependent squeezed light injection or back-
action evasion readout, can be investigated [7].
For the initial configuration, no optical recycling techniques (power-,
signal recycling) are foreseen although discussed; mainly to assist the
marginally stable interferometer by means of mode-healing. The read-
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Figure 1.1.: The intended optical layout of the AEI 10m Proto-
type facility SQL interferometer is shown. A 1064 nm laser is in-
jected into vacuum via a photonic crystal fiber (PCF). A pre-mode
cleaner (PMC) serves spatial filtering. Approximately 250mW is
split off to be stabilized to the length of a 10m triangular frequency
reference cavity (RefC) with a finesse of 3500. Approximately 8W
enter the arm cavity enhanced (finesse 670) Michelson interferom-
eter. The differential arm length is sensed quantum noise limited
at the antisymmetric, dark tuned port.
out technique (DC or homodyne) has not yet been decided. However,
the local oscillator used to enhance the signal sidebands can be split
off in front of the interferometer and locked to an arbitrary readout
quadrature for variational readout.
1.1.1 Reaching the design sensitivity
Large beam spots on the arm cavity mirrors are required to achieve
low mirror thermal noise. This comes at the expense of operating the
arm cavities close to instability (garm≈0.99). To prevent inoperability
of the interferometer, a stepwise approach is planned [13]. Initially, the
arm cavities are set up shorter reducing the cavity g-factor with the
consequence of a smaller beam size. Therefore, this initial configuration
will be limited by coating thermal noise between 100 Hz and 1 kHz.
Once realized, the arm length can be increased gradually by moving
the end mirrors towards their desired position.
4
1.2 vacuum system
Figure 1.2.: The design displacement sensitivity of the SQL in-
terferometer is optimized to be purely quantum noise limited over
a wide frequency range, i.e. photon shot noise at high frequencies
(above 200 Hz) and quantum radiation pressure noise at lower fre-
quencies. The margin of ≈3 above the total classical noise, dom-
inated by coating thermal noise at the crossover frequency and
suspension thermal and seismic noise at the low frequency end,
enables the investigation of Heisenberg limited behavior of macro-
scopic (100 g) test masses. Furthermore, techniques of quantum
noise manipulation such as squeezing injection or quantum dense
readout can be tested.
The initial SQL interferometer design [8, 9] incorporated Khalili
cavities to separate interferometric readout from mechanical losses.
Advances in coating technology by means of of crystalline AlGaAs
coatings [10] and coherent cancellation of thermo-optic noise terms
[11] allow for a classical arm cavity enhanced Michelson interfer-
ometer to reach a sufficient margin to the SQL. In contrast to
the design study, the actual 100 g suspensions have several high-
frequency resonances giving rise to this more realistic noise esti-
mation [12]. Some of the internal suspension resonances might
be susceptible to radiation pressure which would change the SQL
shape.
1.2 vacuum system
To reduce the influence of air damping, refractive index fluctuations and
acoustic coupling, a large ultra-high vacuum system is used. Three
tanks of 3.4m height and 3m diameter are interconnected by 1.5m
diameter tubes to form an ‘L-shape’ (see figure 1.3). The center-center
distance of the tanks (the arm length) is 11.65m. To facilitate the
hardware installation, the system can be entered through 1m doors.
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The large-aperture beam tubes allow light beams to be sent from any
point on a table to any point on its neighbor.
11.65 m
4
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3
4
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Figure 1.3.: The vacuum system was designed to fit into the
basement of the AEI prototype hall. Three ‘walk-in’ sized tanks
(1) are interconnected by 1.5m diameter tubes(2) in an ‘L-shaped’
configuration of 11.65m arm length. Fast pump down is provided
by a screw pump (3). A pressure of 5 ·10−8hPa is reached with
two turbo-molecular pumps (4) attached to the middle of the arm
tubes.
A screw pump (175 l/s) evacuates the 100m3 system from atmo-
spheric pressure down to 5Pa within two hours. Then, two turbo-
molecular pumps (2400 l/s each) attached to the center of each arm
pump down to 10-6 hPa, which is sufficient for most experiments, within
10 hours. A pressure of 10-7 hPa is reached within one week. The turbo
pumps are backed by one scroll pump. Flanges up to 600mm are sealed
by copper gaskets, while bigger ones are sealed by double VitonR© O-
rings with the gap in between. This gap is separately evacuated by an-
other shared scroll pump to reduce the leak rate by differential pump-
ing. Since these pumps are running during interferometer operation,
they are located in a separate room and are seismically decoupled by
triple stacks of SorbothaneR© hemispheres and granite plates of several
hundred kg. A pressure of 10-8 hPa was reached before populating the
system with experiments, limited by partial pressure of water, since
the system cannot be baked out at high temperatures due to the Viton
gaskets (80◦C), NdFeB magnets (65◦C) and the shear complexity.
1.3 seismic attenuation system (sas)
On a microscopic level the ground is continuously moving driven by
natural and anthropogenic sources, requiring the isolation from seis-
mic motion for many experiments. A passively isolated optical bench
(1.75m·1.75m) will be installed in each of the three tanks (the central
and south tables are in place, the west table is used for testing poten-
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tial improvements and is close to installation) [14, 15]. Local sensors
are employed to damp eigenmodes and to provide active isolation. The
signals of a Suspension Platform Interferometer and optical levers are
used to merge the SAS into a single, virtual platform with reduced
differential motion down to very low frequencies. The mass of each
optical table is 950 kg, including 230 kg ballast, the most part of which
can be converted into payload. Inside the vacuum tanks, each table
is supported by a vibration isolation system (see figure 1.4) provid-
ing passive seismic attenuation in all six degrees of freedom above the
corresponding natural frequencies.
1
45
64 2
5
3
3
Figure 1.4.: Passively isolating optical benches were developed
based on the HAM-SAS design [16]. Inverted pendulum legs (1)
provide horizontal isolation from seismic noise starting at low fre-
quencies (0.1Hz). Vertical decoupling is achieved by geometric
anti-springs (2) tuned to a resonance frequency of 0.25Hz by means
of positive feedback. The so-called tilt stabilization system (3) pro-
vides additional elastic restoring torque to the pitch and roll modes
which might get unstable due to the soft tuning of the GAS filters
in conjunction with the high center of mass positions of the opti-
cal tables (including the payload) otherwise. Static position/tilt
and thermal drifts are compensated by means of springs driven by
stepper motors (4). Linear variable differential transformers (5)
and specifically designed accelerometers (6) sense the table’s posi-
tion and acceleration to produce feedback signals for active noise
suppression and damping carried out by actuators co-located with
the LVDTs.
The isolation system consists of a rigid platform (spring box) mounted
on three inverted pendulum (IP) legs providing seismic attenuation for
horizontal translation and yaw. The stiffness of the flexures holding
the IP-legs is counteracted by an anti-restoring force exerted by grav-
ity, effectively softening the support. The resonance frequency of the
inverted pendulum stage is tuned down to 0.1Hz by loading the spring
box (adding ballast).
For the isolation along vertical, pitch and roll degrees of freedom,
the spring box hosts three vertical spring systems (filters). To keep
the tables compact, the main parts (IP and filters) are interleaved.
Since vertical isolators cannot benefit from an anti-restoring gravita-
tional potential, the geometric anti-spring (GAS) approach was cho-
sen; cantilever springs are connected to a common center. There they
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are loaded strongly such that they bend. Compression of the blades
towards this center creates a tunable anti-spring effect by means of
buckling. A shallow potential can be obtained around the working
point [17]. By adjusting the compression, the resonance frequency was
tuned down to 0.25Hz. Further electronic tuning by means of positive
feedback or magnetic anti-springs might bring the vertical isolation per-
formance closer to that of the horizontal stage. Pitch and roll isolation
rely on the vertical and angular compliance of the GAS filters and on
the position of the table’s center of gravity (COG) which is located
several centimeters above the GAS’ virtual pivot point. To cope with
low frequency tunings of the GAS springs and/or strongly elevated
payload an additional tilt stabilization device was implemented. The
non-zero moment of inertia of the IP legs and GAS blades would cause
the transmissibility to saturate at ≈60 dB in both cases called ‘center
of percussion effect’. Suitable adjustable counterweight systems [18, 19]
have been implemented to achieve additional 20 dB improvement.
Each isolator is equipped with voice-coil linear actuators for the con-
trol of the optical table in all six degrees of freedom and with local
sensors. The horizontal inertial motion of the spring box is measured
by three custom designed UHV compatible accelerometers while three
commercial L22 vertical geophones (Geospace Technologies) are placed
inside the optical tables (into suitable sealed vacuum cans) to monitor
their pitch, roll and vertical movement. These are going to be assisted
by more sensitive L4C geophones in the near future. Above 1 Hz,
passive isolation provides sub-nanometer and sub-nanoradian residual
root-mean-square motion, while at lower frequencies the system eigen-
modes are actively controlled using local (linear variable differential
transformers (LVTD) and accelerometers) and global (interferometric
link) sensors. Below the microseismic peak [20], the residual differ-
ential motion between the tables would be too high for experiments
related to space missions such as LISA or Grace follow-on. Therefore,
an additional readout system was developed, as described in the next
section.
1.4 suspension platform interferometer (spi)
The Suspension Platform Interferometer [21, 22] forms a virtual inter-
ferometric interconnection between the center table and each of the
end tables (see figure 1.5). The idea is to actively control the posi-
tions (and angles) of the tables in the low frequency range, where no
passive isolation of the tables takes place. Thereby, it is possible to
maintain the center-center distance with a high degree of stability thus
creating a unique low-frequency displacement environment. The de-
sign goal for the inter-table distance stability was set to 100 pm/
√
Hz
between 10mHz and 100Hz [21]. For pitch and yaw the goal was set to
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10 nrad/
√
Hz. Roll motion about the optical axis between two adjacent
tables is not sensed by the SPI.
To carry out the SPI sensing, an Nd:YAG laser beam is split by a
beamsplitter. The resulting beams are shifted by 80MHz−10 kHz by
means of acousto-optic modulators and superimposed in a heterodyne
Mach-Zehnder setup. One of them, the reference beam, is kept on a
plate (250·250·30mm3) located in the center of the table in the central
tank. To this plate, which is made of ultra low thermal expansion glass
(Clearceram R©-Z HS), all optical components are attached by hydrox-
ide catalysis bonding. The measurement beam, however, is split into
four identical copies. Two of those are kept on the central plate. They
are brought to interference with the reference beam in interferometers
having identical path lengths. One of them, the reference interferome-
ter, measures all differential phase delays introduced upstream, such as
phase noise in the fibers feeding the laser beams into the vacuum sys-
tem. The second, namely the diagnostic interferometer (not shown in
figure 1.5 for simplicity), serves for debugging purposes and out-of-loop
measurements. Another copy is sent to the west end table where it is
bounced off a mirror (radius of curvature -11.8m) placed in the middle
of the table. The beam is redirected back to the central plate under a
small angle. There it is interfered with the reference beam. An equiv-
alent interferometer is formed by the fourth beam sensing the south
table position. Such interferometers with 23m arm length mismatch
require the laser to be well frequency stabilized. For this reason the
iodine reference option for the Innolight Prometheus laser was chosen
[23]. Quadrant photodiodes are used throughout the whole SPI. Thus,
angular misalignments can be detected via differential wavefront sens-
ing [24]. An LTP style phase meter [25] based on field programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs) for fast data processing is employed for the pho-
todiode readout which performs single bin discrete Fourier transforms
on the signals. A micro controller processes the signals further, send-
ing DC-power and heterodyne amplitude and phase data via Ethernet
to the control and data system (see following section). There calibra-
tion and subtraction of the reference interferometer signal are carried
out digitally in CDS. Furthermore, channels are combined and digitally
filtered to produce suitable actuation signals for the table position con-
trol.
The recombining beamsplitter of the first long arm (south interfer-
ometer) had to be bonded in situ. With this in place, the full length
sensitivity could be demonstrated, so that the corresponding relative
table positions can be controlled accurately at low frequencies. Tilt
motion of the tables, however, directly translates into vertical motion
off the axis. The angular sensitivity of the heterodyne interferometer,
turned out to be insufficient for active control. Hence, the SPI is being
assisted by optical levers. A small fraction of the SPI light is sent to
the far table. Its pointing is detected by spot position sensors (QPDs)
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+10 kHz
1064 nm
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Figure 1.5.: The suspension platform interferometer (SPI) mea-
sures the relative position of the optical benches by means of het-
erodyne Mach Zehnder interferometers. While at high frequencies
their passive isolation system delivers decoupling from ground mo-
tion, at low frequencies the SPI and local sensors signals are uses
to actively stabilize the tables to give a single platform.
which vastly increases the sensitivity for yaw and pitch motion and
even enables some limited readout of roll about the optical axis.
1.5 laser
As the sensitivity of high precision interferometry is often fundamen-
tally limited by the available laser power (i.e. shot noise) a highly stable
high power laser is required. A monolithic non-planar ring oscillator
(NPRO) provides a highly stable seed for a solid state single pass am-
plifier. This system supplies 38W at a wavelength of 1064 nm [26].
While the seed is a well established, commercially available 2W In-
nolight Mephisto with Nd:YAG crystal, the amplifier is built after an
LZH/AEI design for Advanced LIGO. Four Nd:YVO4 rods are pumped
by fiber coupled diodes at 808 nm with 150W in total. More than 95%
of the 1064 nm light is emitted in the TEM00 mode. Mode cleaning
as well as injection into vacuum are provided by a 6m long photonic
crystal fiber (type: LMA-15-PM). Its mode shape provides 99% over-
lap with the fundamental Gaussian mode. The transmitted power was,
however, was found to be limited to ≈10W before the onset of stim-
ulated Brillouin scattering [27], while higher power levels have been
achieved without being limited by Brillouin scattering [28]. This power
level is sufficient for early experiments. Once more power is required,
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the power handling capabilities will be investigated in more detail. A
different fiber, sectional heating or to use free space coupling of the light
into the vacuum system at the expense of an automatic beam alignment
system can circumvent the limits. A pre-mode (PMC) cleaner is rigidly
mounted to the seismically isolated optical bench inside the vacuum. It
provides further spatial mode filtering and beam jitter suppression and
serves as fixed spatial reference for experiments. It’s design decisions
are detailed in chapter 2. The power fluctuations after this point are
sensed to establish a feedback loop by means of an intensity stabiliza-
tion system (ISS) that stabilizes the output to a relative intensity noise
of 2·10−9 [29]. Optimization of the incoupling to the fiber is still under
investigation to reduce losses in terms of scattered light. About 10W
of highly stabilized light are planned to be allocated for the sub-SQL
interferometer and further experiments.
1.6 frequency stabilization system (fss)
Despite the high inherent stability of the NPRO design, a much bet-
ter (seven orders of magnitude!) frequency stability is needed. The
isolated tables provide a perfect environment to set up a length ref-
erence in the frequency range of interest, which is described in more
detail in chapter 5. A triangular (ring) optical cavity is formed between
three suspended mirrors. The cavity round trip length is 21.2m, the
finesse of the cavity is ≈ 3500, and it is illuminated with 260mW of
input power. To reach the aspired sensitivity of 10-4Hz/
√
Hz at 20Hz
dropping to below 10-6Hz/
√
Hz at 1 kHz [30], all three mirrors are
suspended by triple cascaded pendulums isolating from lateral seismic
motion, while two blade spring stages yield passive vertical isolation
above their corresponding eigenfrequencies of approximately 1Hz as
explained in chapter 3. Internal resonances of the suspension system
(described in chapter 4) are locally sensed by BOSEM style [31] shadow
sensors and controlled by co-located voice coil actuators at the upper
stage. The lowest stage wires are heavily loaded (30% of breaking
stress) to reduce bending losses for lowering the suspension thermal
noise floor and to decrease vertical bounce mode frequencies. A mirror
mass of 850 g was chosen to reduce radiation pressure effects as well as
substrate thermal noise. A test suspension was set up to verify that
the overall weight, including surrounding cage (about 13.5 kg per sus-
pension), is within the payload budget of the tables. Furthermore, it
allowed faster commissioning of the feedback and easy access without
following cleanliness rules required for in-vacuum use.
A Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) sensing scheme is used to match the
laser frequency to the length of the cavity, always maintaining reso-
nance and thereby full sensitivity. For the chosen cavity parameters,
the theoretical shot noise limit of the PDH sensing is below the sta-
bility requirement. Below ≈1Hz actuation is carried out by the laser
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temperature, up to ≈10 kHz a piezo actuator in the laser can be used
while a phase correcting electro optic modulator (EOM) covers the high
frequency range up to the aspired unity gain frequency of ≈ 250 kHz.
Extensive simulations were carried out to design a stable controller
able to achieve the required gain of up to 107 within the relevant band
of 20Hz to 100 kHz (see figure 5.1). Differential wavefront sensing
(DWS) and subsequent feedback control loops always overlap the ingo-
ing beam with the cavities eigenmode by means of fast steering mirrors
[32]. Static cavity misalignment is measured by spot position sensors
behind the mirrors and fed to the cavity mirrors. To improve the low
frequency sensitivity (i.e. below ≈5Hz) where passive isolation is not
effective, the cavity length is stabilized to the frequency of a molecular
iodine reference used in the SPI.
Important experimental results, such as the measurement of suspen-
sion thermal noise and substrate thermal noise, might already be ob-
tained from this setup even before the installation of the SQL interfer-
ometer.
1.7 digital control and data acquisition system (cds)
Digital control offers the flexibility that is needed for a prototype fa-
cility. To operate the 10m prototype interferometer, many subsystems
have to work together. This is orchestrated by a digital CDS that was
developed at Caltech to operate the Advanced LIGO gravitational wave
detectors [33]. The CDS front-end computers run more than hundred
real-time control loops under a real-time enhanced Linux operating sys-
tem to e.g. control mirror positions and laser beam parameters. The
data of all involved signals can be stored to hard disks for later anal-
ysis of experimental results. Together with the data, a precise time
stamp derived from a GPS synchronized clock is recorded. The dig-
ital control loops are designed graphically from generic digital filters
and SimulinkR©-like blocks. A real-time code generator (RCG) com-
piles such a model into a Linux kernel module. The module is then
assigned to a dedicated CPU core of a front-end computer running the
digital loops at an update rate up to 65 kHz whereas full analog/digital
loops are limited below 5 kHz for stability reasons (delay/ phase lag)
[34]. The digital filter coefficients, switches and parameters of the con-
trol loops can be changed online via a graphical user interface (MEDM
screens) that sends commands over an EPICS [35] based network pro-
tocol. Each CPU core can run dozens of digital filters and the signals
can be distributed between CPU cores and front-end computers. The
front-end computers are off-the shelf Intel XEON and AMD Opteron
servers. To digitize analog signals from the sensors, 16 bit ADC PCI-X
cards1 with 32 differential channels each are housed in separate I/O-
1 General Standards Corporation 16AI64SSC
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chassis. 16 bit DAC PCI-X cards2 are located in the same chassis to
drive the actuators, each with 16 differential output channels. The
ADC and DAC cards are clocked externally with a GPS-locked 216Hz
(65536Hz) timing signal. For the 10m prototype interferometer, well
beyond 500 analog channels will be installed. In addition to these fast
(up to 65 kHz) channels, several hundred slow (a few Hertz) EPICS
channels will be used; for example, environmental sensors and com-
puters monitoring the system-wide DC power supplies provide their
data via EPICS channels. For fast communication and data sharing
between real-time modules, the front-end computers are connected via
a low-latency Myrinet fiber network. According to the overall status of
the project, about half of the CDS is installed and working.
1.8 thermal noise interferometer (tni)
Brownian coating thermal noise is expected to limit the current gener-
ation of gravitational wave detectors in their most sensitive frequency
range. Yet the underlying theory is not very well tested experimentally
due to a lack of sufficiently sensitive measurement devices.
The TNI described in chapter 6 targets to fill this gap as a versatile
system. It was designed to be limited within an extremely wide band
between 20Hz and 20 kHz by this coating thermal noise. This allows the
investigation of the frequency dependence by means of direct thermal
noise observation. The TNI consists of a 10 cm long linear free space
cavity. The hemispheric cavity geometry results in a small spot on the
flat test-mirror which dominates the noise and a larger spot on the
curved in-coupler. Tuning the length closer towards optical instability
allows to investigate the spot size dependence of the noise. The test-
mirror can be exchanged easily to test various experimental coatings
[36, 10, 37], even when they cannot be manufactured on curved surfaces
yet. Furthermore, no transmission is required to lock the cavity.
The TNI is the shorter twin of the frequency reference cavity. This
gives plenty margin for laser frequency noise. Both its mirrors are
suspended by the same triple suspension used for the RefC. They are
supported by a single, rigid cage structure giving a high mechanical
common mode rejection. The length is locked by means of a Pound-
Drever-Hall scheme using the RefC sidebands. All optically relevant
degrees of freedom can be sensed by means of in vacuum spot sensors
augmented by out of vacuum differential wavefront sensors.
2 General Standards Corporation 16AO16
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2
MODE CLEANER CAVITY (PMC)
The pre-mode cleaner (PMC) was designed to provide a clean Gaussian
fundamental TEM00-mode inside vacuum. It suppresses static beam
deformations caused by the photonic crystal fiber (PCF) guiding the
laser into vacuum, attenuates residual light in the wrong polarization
and reduces pointing, i.e. beam jitter. Furthermore, it serves as an
ultimate position reference inside vacuum and provides a beam suitable
to feed the SQL interferometer without additional focusing elements
aside from a collimating mirror used under a small angle of incidence.
The first section 2.1 of this chapter introduces the mathematical
framework following and extending [38, 39] to describe laser beams,
their geometry fluctuations and the suppression of these fluctuations.
Section 2.2 gives stability requirements arising from the SQL interfer-
ometer. Based on these, in section 2.3 a design for a PMC fulfilling the
requirements of the prototype facility is deduced. The realization and
characterization of this design is described in [39]. A summary of this
is given in section 2.4.
2.1 mathematical model for beam geometry fluctu-
ations
The Maxwell equations give the most fundamental classical descrip-
tion for the propagation of electromagnetic fields. They lead to the
Helmholtz equation, the wave equation for light. Plane waves and
Bessel waves are sets of general solutions, which are more of theoret-
ical interest as they carry an infinite amount of energy for a given
intensity at the center. Finding an applicable set of solution requires
an approximation: the transverse profile of a beam may not change
quickly along its propagation axis. This is called paraxial approxima-
tion. It allows to factor out the simplest solution of the wave equation,
a plane wave
~E = E0 · ~epol · u(x, y, z) · e−i(kz−ωt) (2.1)
with a frequency of ω propagating along the z-axis. Here ~epol is one
of two orthonormal polarization vectors which are orthogonal to the
direction of propagation. This leads to a reduced beam shape u whose
z-dependence is basically caused by diffraction effects. In the following
it is used to compare a few of the huge set of possible solutions of the
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paraxial wave equation. Gaussian shaped transverse beam profiles are
of special interest in laser interferometry as they are eigenfunctions of
Fraunhofer diffraction. Therefore, they represent the field distribution
of a single mode laser very well. Two transverse modulations of the
Gaussian profile are discussed in more detail in the following sections.
Hermite Gauss modes
Hermite Gauss modes are well suited for axially symmetric problems.
These actually dominate the situations experienced in everyday lab
work (see chapter 2.1.1). The three dimensional field distribution of
any mode of order m propagating along the z-axis
um(x, z) =
( √
2/π
2mm!w0
)1/2 (
q0
q(z)
)1/2 (q0
q∗0
q∗(z)
q(z)
)m/2
×
Hm
(√
2x
w(z)
)
exp
(
−i kx
2
2q(z)
) (2.2)
contains the complex beam parameter q. It can be rewritten in the
form
um(x, z) =
√
w0
w(z)
Hm
(√
2x
w(z)
)
×
exp
(
− x
2
w2(z)
− i kx
2
2R(z)
+ i
2m+ 1
2
ζ(z)
) (2.3)
which is much more intuitive after comprehending the meaning of all
its contributions. It contains the wave number k= 2π/λ, the size of
the beam
w(z) = w0
√
1+
(
z
zR
)2
, (2.4)
which is called the waist size w0=w(0) at the narrowest point, a radius
of curvature of the wavefronts
R(z) = z
(
1+ (zR/z)
2
)
, (2.5)
an order index m,n for the modulating Hermite polynomials Hm/n and
an additional phase
ζ = arctan (z/zR) (2.6)
called Gouy phase. Here zR=πw
2
0/λ is a length called Rayleigh range
which marks the boundary between near field (plane waves) and far
field (spherical waves). Note that the transversely oriented modes can
be obtained by exchanging x→y and introducing another independent
order index m→n. The total beam shape can be obtained by means of
umn(x,y,z)=um(x,z) ·un(y,z) and adding all the contributing modes
up u(x,y,z)=
∑
n,mumn(x,y,z)
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Figure 2.1.: The beam size w(z) of a fundamental Gaussian mode
is depicted in red, the corresponding Gouy phase ζ(z) is shown in
blue for two differently diverging beams: on the left is a waist size
z0 (smallest beam size) of 200µm, on the right it is only 100µm big.
The Rayleigh reaches from −zR to +zR. The Rayleigh distance
±zR can be estimated in terms of beam size increase by
√
2 or
Gouy phase of 45◦ relative to the waist position. The wavefront
curvature (not shown) is the strongest at this point.
Laguerre Gauss modes
Laguerre Gauss modes are better suited for describing radially symmet-
ric problems. In addition to the parameters described already, their
three dimensional field distribution
ul,p(r,φ, z) =
CLGlp
w(z)
(
r
√
2
w(z)
)|l|
exp
(
− r
2
w2(z)
)
L|l|p
(
2r2
w2(z)
)
×
exp
(
ik
r2
2R(z)
)
exp(ilφ) exp (i(|l|+ 2p+ 1)ζ(z))
(2.7)
contains the generalized Laguerre polynomials Llp with the radial (p≥0)
and the azimuthal (l) order index.
Both modal systems, same as any other, form a complete set of
modes, a basis for paraxial light fields. The full beauty of their choice
can only be admired when looking at their influence on common beam
deformations.
2.1.1 Beam geometry changes
The fundamental non-astigmatic Gaussian mode (m,n=0) with a fixed
polarization has got seven degrees of freedom:
• lateral shift in two dimensions
• tilt in two dimensions
• waist size determining the angle of divergence
• macroscopic longitudinal waist position
• microscopic longitudinal phase shift
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Another two degrees of freedom are introduced when allowing more
general, astigmatic beams. These ‘suffer’ from two independent diver-
gence angles and waist positions. They are implicitly covered by the
Hermite Gauss formalism and are therefore not treated separately in
this document.
To understand the influence of the six macroscopic beam geometry
fluctuations listed above, the first terms of the fields’ Taylor expansions
are given in the next sections [39].
lateral shift
A coordinate transformation to x′=x+∆x is equivalent to a transverse
shift in x-direction. If the shift ∆x≪w0 is small compared to the waist
size, the shifted mode can be approximated by
E00(x+ ∆x)
∣∣∣∣∣
x≈0
≈ E00(x) + 1√
2
E10(x)
∆x
w0
(2.8)
or
E00(y + ∆y)
∣∣∣∣∣
y≈0
≈ E00(y) + 1√
2
E01(y)
∆y
w0
(2.9)
respectively – a simple addition of HG10 or HG01-mode.
tilt
To describe the tilt of a fundamental Gaussian mode by an angle α≪θ,
a slightly more complex coordinate transformation is required: x′ =
x−αz, z′=z+αx. Then the approximation for a mode tilted little in
units of divergence angle reads as
E00(x− αz, z + αx)
∣∣∣∣∣x≈0
z≈0
≈ E00(x, z) + i
√
2E10(x, z)
α
θ
(2.10)
and
E00(y− αz, z + αy)
∣∣∣∣∣y≈0
z≈0
≈ E00(y, z) + i
√
2E01(y, z)
α
θ
(2.11)
where θ≃ λ
πw0
is the divergence angle with respect to the optical axis.
In comparison to a beam shift, a beam tilt is achieved by adding an
imaginary HG10 or HG01-mode, i.e. the same but shifted by 90
◦ micro-
scopic phase. It should be pointed out that due to the Gouy phase of
90◦ being accumulated between waist and far field the role of shift and
tilt exchange roles.
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size change
The derivation of a beam size change by ∆w0≪w0, which is small
compared to the actual beam size itself, leads to a field distribution
described by
E00(w0 + ∆w0) ≈ E00(w0) +E00(w0) w0
∆w0
+
1
4
[E20(w0) +E02(w0)]
w0
∆w0
.
(2.12)
The beam profile is widened or narrowed by adding or subtracting
second order HG modes. Some additional E00 content must be added,
probably to compensate for power loss.
longitudinal shift
A macroscopic longitudinal waist shift by ∆z≪zR, which is small com-
pared to the Rayleigh range, changes the field distribution to
E00(z + ∆z)
∣∣∣∣∣
z≈0
≈ E00(z) + i
2
(1+ exp(2iζ(z))) E00(z)
∆z
zR
+
i
8
[E20(z) +E02(z)]
∆z
zR
,
(2.13)
so again some fundamental mode needs to be added to account for
intensity changes but the more interestingly the actual shift can be
achieved by adding some HG20 and HG02 mode in quadrature (i.e. again
90◦ shifted). Also the Gouy phase term must be corrected by adding
some fundamental mode in quadrature to refer the Gouy phase to the
waist position. And again it should be noted that the second order
mode accumulates 180◦ Gouy phase when propagating from the focus
to the far field. Therefore, it’s sign changes and an initially enlarged
beam goes through a region where the size is the same but the radius of
curvature is different, i.e. imaginary second order mode at the Rayleigh
distance, to the far field, where the mode is shrunk now, i.e. second
order mode with opposite sign compared to waist.
It is astounding that the first two higher orders of HG-modes suffice
to characterize the most common beam geometry changes. In prac-
tice the changes described by the first order modes are referred to as
alignment of the beam. The deformation caused by the second order
modes is especially important in mode matching of a cavity mode to
the eigenmode of another optical cavity.
PCF mode
A beam geometry change specific to the prototype facility is investi-
gated in this section. As the laser is sent into vacuum via a photonic
crystal fiber, it passes a prominent hexagonal structure. This structure
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is partly imprinted onto the laser beam being coupled out in vacuum
(compare figure 2.2).
Figure 2.2.: The hexagonal structure of the photonic crystal fiber
(photo taken by Patrick Oppermann) imprints onto a laser beam.
The transmitted mode can be described by a sum of a fundamental
mode plus some LG60 content as shown on the right, where the
intensity in the center of the beam is clipped.
This deformation is of higher order with a sixfold rotational symme-
try. Therefore, the system of Laguerre Gauss modes is well suited for
its description. For visualization, a fundamental mode with about 7%
LG60 mode amplitude content is plotted next to the structure. Note the
similarity to the mode measured by means of detuning the PMC from
resonance figure 2.8. Yet the mode height in the scan suggests only
4..5% content. For good alignment of the PMC, this mode is actually
dominant as can be seen from the scan and therefore shows similarities
to the light reflected by the PMC in lock.
As one usually works with the fundamental mode in interferometry,
all higher order modes are often referred to as ‘junk light’ and need to
be attenuated as described in the next section. They can be static like
beam deformation, imperfect alignment or mode matching or dynamic
as for beam jitter also called pointing, i.e. sideways or angular wiggle.
2.1.2 Mode filtering
Every stable optical cavity serves as a mode filter. Depending on its
geometry, it prefers to pass through a certain field distribution while
others are reflected for a given microscopic length. For the following dis-
cussion it is important that the length is usually stabilized or scanned
slowly, so that the light field inside the cavity is in a static/equilibrium
state.
In most experiments the length of a cavity is only scanned micro-
scopically. This is assumed to change only the round trip phase and
not the geometry and Hence, the shape of the eigenmode. The pat-
tern of transmitted/reflected light then repeats after the additionally
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accumulated round trip phase reaches 2pi- a quantity referred to as free
spectral range (FSR). The attenuation of any mode at a given detuning
from its resonance is given by the Airy formula1
Itrans =
(t2)2
(1− r2)2 + 4r2 sin2 φ , (2.14)
where φ is the length detuning from resonance in radians. When look-
ing at equation 2.3 or 2.7, higher order modes experience an additional
phase shift (1+m+n)ζ(z) compared to the fundamental mode ζ(z)
when propagating. This additional phase is called Gouy phase. It must
be computed section-wise between mode converting, zR-changing, i.e.
focusing or defocussing, optics. It never equals an integer multiple of
2π in any stable resonator. This shifts the resonances of higher order
modes away from the fundamental mode, i.e. reduces the possible de-
generate of modes. In addition, mirroring of the mode happens at every
reflection in a cavity. Therefore, each modes experiences an additional
round trip phase shift of π, i.e. half an FSR, according to its parity.
This is of special importance in planar cavities with an uneven num-
ber of mirrors as in the PMC with three mirrors in a horizontal plane
and modes that are antisymmetric about the normal axis of the plane,
in this case about the vertical axis. Bear in mind that this affects modes
with a horizontal antisymmetry, so where m, which is the index for hor-
izontal field nodes, is odd) as well as horizontally polarized modes. In
this case only modes with even ‘m’ are affected. The opposite of the
higher order mode suppression, i.e. the higher order mode transmission
can be found in figure 2.7.
2.2 requirements
Highly sensitive interferometric experiments are usually operated at or
close to the dark fringe, where very little DC light reaches the readout
port. This method relies on destructive interference of different beam
paths at a beam splitter/combiner. For equally long matching beam
paths, the interferometer should not be sensitive to beam jitter as both
split beams are moving in the same way. In reality, however, the lengths
can be vastly different2 and specific couplings can occur anticorrelated
in the paths like misaligned mirrors, astigmatism etc.. The deduction
of the beam jitter requirements for the sub-SQL interferometer concen-
trates onto the latter effect caused by imperfectly aligned mirrors in
the interferometer. These cause the arm cavity modes to be misaligned
1 Airy assumed a Fabry Perot interferometer, i.e. exactly two mirrors, and the am-
plitude reflectivities (r) and transmissivities (t) of the mirrors to match each other.
For a more generalized case please refer to equation 6.29.
2 Imagine the case of a long Fabry Perot cavity as the 10m Reference Cavity, differ-
ent effective lengths of arm cavities due to imperfect finesse matching or Schnupp
asymmetry in a Michelson interferometer.
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against the ingoing beam and couple into power fluctuations at the
jitter frequency at the interferometers dark port.
2.2.1 Beam jitter coupling in the SQL interferometer
The calculation of beam jitter requirements for the sub-SQL interferom-
eter follows a method described in [40]. The laser, or in the Prototype’s
case the photonic crystal fiber, is assumed to put out a perfect single
frequency TEM00. Initially it is aligned and mode matched optimally
to the PMC mode and more important to the interferometer, espe-
cially the arm cavities and another cavity called output mode cleaner
(OMC)3. Some of these alignments are static, others are established by
auto alignment loops. Now in reality seismic motion moves all compo-
nents. In the following discussion the eigenmodes of the well aligned
arm cavities propagated back to the beamsplitter serve as the spatial
reference for the TEM00 mode. The beamsplitter is assumed to be in-
ertially free, same as the arm cavity input test mass (ITM) and end
test mass (ETM), because it will be well suspended as well. Now the
input beam into the interferometer may jitter in displacement or tilt.
According to equation 2.9 and 2.11 this can be described by converting
some light from the fundamental to first order modes at sideband fre-
quencies of the motion at the interferometer’s input. Now there are
Figure 2.3.: The laser/fiber moves relative to the SQL interfer-
ometer. This causes the beam to jitter in the beamsplitter’s frame
which creates first order HG modes at sideband frequencies of the
motion. Imperfect alignment of interferometer mirrors will mix the
modes again by down-converting first order modes. This causes
power fluctuations indistinguishable from arm length signals even
though an OMC is removing the higher order modes.
3 The OMC is required to remove junk light not carrying any signal but contributing
power on the detection photodiode and therefore adding shot noise.
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Figure 2.4.: The coupling of fundamental and first order modes
in the SQL interferometer is simulated by means of a matrix for-
malism. The coupling of each building block (i.e. beamsplitter,
mirrors, propagation) is described by a particular coupling ma-
trix. Their combination gives the coupling of the whole interfer-
ometer. Only first order effects (TEM10 → TEM00) are covered.
The degrees of freedom are common/differential misalignment of
the ITMs and ETMs. The common mode barely contributes to
the coupling as it is easy to achieve the angular alignment of an
extremely divergent beam. Hence, it is neglected in the following
calculations. The couplings of upper (+f) and lower sidebands (-f)
are calculated separately because of different resonance conditions
(Gouy phase shift).
three main effects leading to interferometer input beam jitter:
• A jitter of the fiber output mode, either originating from the in-
coupling of the laser into the PCF, created inside the PCF itself
or caused by the unsupported fiber end.
• Motion of interferometer input optics couples to beam jitter sim-
ilar as PMC motion but with different coupling factors due to
differing beam geometries.
The laser is installed on the moving ground. It’s jitter is supposed to
be filtered by the photonic crystal fiber guiding it to the seismically
isolating, yet moving SAS table. Motion of the table, acoustic effects
or others However, may cause fiber output mode jitter. This effect
could not be fully quantified yet. Therefore, the PMC was designed to
have a moderately high finesse. In the case that the suppression is not
high enough, a second PMC must be added. Motion of the PMC or
input optics relative to the interferometer’s inertial frame also couples
to beam jitter noise. The allowable PMC motion can be quantified and
is given in figure 2.5 on the right vertical axis. Using the PMC design
parameters, the measured ground motion can be projected into the
allowable TEM10 mode. The SAS tables suffer from internal resonances
in the measurement band above 100Hz. The achievable isolation can
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barely be quantified. A factor of 30 isolation is required at 100Hz. It
is important to mention that the vertical isolation will probably be
worse due to a higher resonance frequency, an isolation plateau which
is increased on the long term a way more complicated GAS filter design
with internal resonances and tilt to vertical coupling. If it turns out that
PMC motion is too large, a simple single stage suspension in horizontal
as well as in vertical should be sufficient for an optional, additional
mode cleaner.
In principle the requirement can be calculated for beam shift and
beam tilt independently. In practice, however, both couplings can be
correlated but it is reported that they both mix up pretty quickly.
Therefore, the final result in figure 2.5 is simplified to
ǫ =
√(
∆x
w0
)2
+
(
α
θ
)2
. (2.15)
Figure 2.5.: The results from figure 2.4 are used to project the
SQL interferometer’s quantum noise limited sensitivity backwards
to equivalent beam jitter. Here a safety factor of 10 is taken into
account, a value every classical noise source should stay below the
quantum noise. ITM and ETM misalignment are assumed to oc-
cur independently, so the worst possible configuration which is the
minimum of ‘common’ or differential mode of relative ITM-ETM
misalignment must serve as a requirement. Below 200Hz the in-
terferometer sensitivity is dominated by radiation pressure effects
which relaxes the requirements, at high frequencies its sensitivity
is limited by the arm cavity bandwidth. The dip in the require-
ment is caused by the resonance condition of the lower sidebands
of the TEM10 mode. The second y-axis is calibrated in equivalent
motion of a PMC with the proposed design.
2.3 pmc design
The photonic crystal fiber, which is used to couple the light into vac-
uum, already shows some mode cleaning effect. However, it also im-
prints its hexagonal structure onto the transmitted light. Furthermore,
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it is dynamically bent from thermal and acoustic couplings and when
the SAS table moves relative to ground. Therefore, another mode filter
was required. As a further advantage, it serves as a mode reference
inside vacuum in case the delicate fiber breaks or must be exchanged.
In order to construct a good mode cleaner, the cavity geometry must
be chosen in a way that good attenuation for the low order modes is
provided. These are higher in content in the beam [41] and have a
stronger coupling to interferometer readout noise. At the same time
some higher order mode suppression should be maintained. Also it
is beneficial, especially for the use after a (not perfectly) polarization
maintaining fiber, to add a polarization selective element, i.e. go for
a three mirror design. To calculate the throughput of an arbitrary
input field one has to decompose it into the modal system of the mode
cleaner by calculating the overlap integral of the incident beam with
each mode. Results for the lowest order beam deformations are given
in chapter 2.1.1.
Figure 2.6: The specified radius of curvature of
the end mirror in conjunction with the desired g-
factor determines the required optical round trip
length. The distance between in- and outcoupler is
limited by the 1” mirror size. The opening angle
of incidence at the curved mirror results in some
minor astigmatism: its effective radius of curvature
is 0.7mm bigger in vertical and 0.7mm smaller in
horizontal. This is on the order of surface deviations
at the λ/20 scale which is small compared to typical
mirror specifications.
The actual mode suppression is calculated by substituting the Gouy
phase shift ζ(z) plus the geometric phase shift c ·π into equation 2.14.
Here it comes in handy that the Gouy phase shift accumulated over
one round trip can be calculated by means of
ζ = arccos (
√
g) (2.16)
from the g-factor directly. The result is visualized in figure 2.7. The
design value of g = 0.735 for the PMC gives a good ratio of mode
suppressions. The actual overall suppression can be improved further
by increasing the finesse as can be seen from equation 2.14. For the
PMC the finesse should not be too high which would decrease the
locking stability. Also 8W of laser power already result in 1MW/cm2
with a finesse of 950. Instead further mode filtering could be provided
by simply adding a second, possibly suspended PMC in line.
The g-factor g=1−L/R fixes only the ratio of round trip length to
mirror radius of curvature. The length as a free parameter is chosen in
a way that the waist size is 386µm. Then the output beam has a size
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Figure 2.7.: The transmission of higher order modes through a
cavity with varying g-factor is shown. The region around g=0.735
provides high low order suppression as well as sufficient higher
order attenuation. It was chosen as design value for the mode
cleaner cavity for the AEI 10m prototype facility. For more details
see figure 5.2
of r=9.7mm after freely propagating 11m between two tables without
further optical elements. On the far table it can be collimated by means
of a concave mirror for the steering into the SQL interferometer. This
scheme has a small enough beam to put optics such as an EOM or a
Faraday isolator behind the PMC. At the same time it expands the
SQL input beam to the correct size without any further lenses which
would introduce beam deformations and scattering. The collimating
mirror is used under a narrow angle of incidence to provide negligible
astigmatism.
In contrast to gravitational wave detectors, where the mode cleaners
are usually composed of individually suspended mirrors, the 10m pro-
totype design follows the rigid spacer philosophy [42]. Recently, many
of these fixed spacer cavities use length tuning by means of tempera-
ture using Peltier elements as a low noise high range actuator. This
solution is not vacuum compatible. A big challenge in vacuum, es-
pecially in a suspended system, is to get rid of heat. On the other
hand, low frequency drifts, like tides, which have large amplitudes, are
mostly common between the three SASs.4 Thermal expansion of the
foundation and/or vacuum system is measured by the SPI. These low
frequency disturbances can be compensated by the long range SAS
actuators. Therefore, the PMC spacer was manufactured from a mate-
rial reacting very little to temperature changes, SuperInvar. Its ther-
mal expansion (CTE= 350 ·10−9) is only 10 times that of ULE glass
(CTE=30·10−9), but it is easier to machine. The residual temperature
to round trip length coupling is 0.17λ/K.
4 Relative SAS motion defines cavity lengths (RefC, SQL arms...) and thereby the
required frequency tuning of the laser
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For microscopic length tuning, a long range piezo (NAC2125-H12-
C01) is used to tune the curved end-mirror. It provides a maximum
range of 13.3µm or 80K in terms of spacer temperature change across
a voltage range of −40..+200V. This comes at the drawback of lower
frequency resonances and a reduced control bandwidth compared to a
thinner model. The thermal stability inside vacuum allows to stay in
lock over hours without any re-locks even when driving the piezo only
with a less noisy −15..+50V HV amplifier.
2.4 results
Manufacturing and specification tolerances lead to the situation that
the built PMC does not match the design exactly. A mode scan is
a good tool to find out the actual g-factor by means of Gouy phase
separation. From figure 2.8 a Gouy phase of ζ=0.170FSR was deduced
resulting in an actual g= cos2(ζ)= 0.741 compared to a design value
of g = 0.735. The measured value is shifted towards increased LG60
transmissivity (about 3 times as much) but suppresses the star mode
still well enough. Normally the accuracy would not be very trustworthy,
Figure 2.8.: A longitudinal scan of the PMC cavity [39] selects
higher order modes to be transmitted while the fundamental mode
is attenuated. The beam coming out of the PCF is already rather
clean. Residual misalignment (1st order modes) shows up shifted
by half an FSR with respect to each other due to the triangular cav-
ity geometry. Mode mismatch (2nd order modes) appears at twice
the frequency shift. The star mode arising from the PCF struc-
ture experiences six times the TEM01’s Gouy phase and appears
close to the next order fundamental mode. Residual p-polarization
shows up close to half an FSR. Actually, it is slightly shifted due to
different path length arising from the different reflection condition
inside the coatings of the mirrors.
as PZTs usually suffer from nonlinear behavior. However, the sixth
order ‘star-mode’ is quite close to the next order fundamental mode,
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which reduces the impact of nonlinearities strongly. Therefore, the
Gouy phase of the sixth order mode can be measured very accurately
and is divided by six to obtain the first order Gouy phase with high
precision.
When increasing the circulating power, the heat dissipated in the
coatings could heat them locally and cause a radius of curvature change
same as the thermal lens in the in- and outcoupler. However, thermal
effects seem to play a comparably small role: When the input power is
raised from 200mW to 8W, the Gouy phase of the sixth order mode
changes only by 0.16% (1.7miliFSR). This is equivalent to a g-factor
increase from 0.741 to 0.742 which should be acceptable.
parameter PMC
Tinput 3300 ppm
Toutput 3300 ppm
Tcurved (HR) 20 ppm
add. loss guess: 200 ppm per round trip5
Finesses-pol 937±28 (design: 950)
Finessep-pol ≈77
FSR 566.04±0.11MHz
FWHM 604±18 kHz
Pin,max 12W tested
Ptrans,max 95.3±2.1%
Rcurved 1m
w0 386µm
g-factor 0.735 design, 0.741 measured
lround trip 530±0.1mm
fmod 35.5MHz
modulation depth 1.5mrad
Table 2.1.: The construction and characterization of the PMC is
described in [39]
5 The measured finesse agrees to about 40 ppm round trip loss in addition to Tcurved
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SUSPENS ION THEORY
One of the biggest noise terms in ground based interferometry is ground
motion also known as seismic noise. In addition to strong but short
earthquake events there are weaker but way more frequent micro tremors
and an everlasting ‘grumble’. But also other sources induce motion of
the ground which is usually not recognized in every day life.
Some origins and the frequency distribution along with the tempo-
ral variability are described in section 3.1. In section 3.2 the simplest
method of isolating the measurement apparatus, i.e. cavity mirrors,
from the seismic disturbances is described: the harmonic oscillator.
This approach can be improved by stacking multiple stages as shown
in section 3.2.4. Such complicated systems suffer from resonant en-
hancement at some frequencies which can be damped according to sec-
tion 3.2.1 and 3.2.3 either passively or actively. Sections 3.2.8 and
3.2.9 discuss the active damping in more detail. The actual design
of the damping system for a system with many modes requires a so-
phisticated modeling which is explained in section 3.3. The practical
realization of two differently complex systems is then depicted in chap-
ter 5.6 and 4.
3.1 seismic noise
Seismic noise is the inherent motion of the ground. It’s floor changes
over the course of days as depicted in figure 3.1 but is also strongly
dependent on the season as shown in figure 3.2. Various natural as
well as artificial effects contributing are described in the following.
• Tides move the ground. However, the prototype facility is rela-
tively small so that displacements usually occur in common. Yet
they also tilt the ground which leads to a modulation of the di-
rection of the gravitational acceleration g. This then shows up as
horizontal displacement of test masses at low frequencies [43].
• Barometric pressure modulates the force exerted onto ground in
the few mHz region. Again tilt dominates [44].
• Earthquakes all around the world release low frequency bursts
and therefore cause broadband noise. The STS2 seismometer
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Figure 3.1.: The horizontal and vertical motion of the ground
next to the experiment was measured with a Streckeisen STS2
seismometer. The spectrogram shows the variability of the seismic
ground motion. At low frequencies (about 0.1Hz) the horizontal
measurement is spoiled by ground tilting. Anthropogenic noise
changes on a diurnal and weekly basis while microseism changes
slower (≈ 2..3 days) and earthquakes all around the world down
to ≈5mag contribute broadband low frequency bursts.
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Figure 3.2.: The variability of seismic noise was monitored over
the course of a year. Each day in 2014 a 1 hour horizontal seismic
spectrum was taken, starting at 3:00 a.m., when the human influ-
ence is the lowest. Yet the anthropogenic 7-day cycle is visible in
the few Hz band. More prominent is the strong seasonal variation
of the microseism in the few tens of mHz region. During winter-
time, the season of storms, the microseismic peak is more than
an order of magnitude higher, while sometimes almost vanishing
during summertime. September which was chosen for figure 3.1
provides a good average.
which is used to measure the ground motion of the experiment,
easily can resolve 5mag earthquakes all around the world (see
vertical low frequency lines in figure 3.1, e.g. between March and
April).
• Wind on shallow waters causes waves. These can interact with the
seabed (primary microseismic peak at 40-170mHz) or with each
other (secondary microseismic peak at 80-340mHz) resonantly
to cause seismic motion. This noise is correlated with the swell
along nearby coastlines [45] and varies over the course of a few
days. The size of the microseismic peak in Hannover depends
mostly on the wind conditions in the North Sea. However, the
associated wavelength are big (tens of km) so that effect is usually
common mode in small detectors (<100m) and thereby for our
experiment less dominant than in gravitational wave detectors
[20].
• Wind pushes against buildings and causes turbulences. This
shows up at 0.5..60Hz [46].
• At the AEI, civilization dominates ground motion in the range of
1..30Hz and tilt in the 10..100mHz region during daytimes. Cars,
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trams, industry etc. cause a diurnal variation. Figure 3.1 shows
that there are mostly two distinct states: anthropogenic noise
is increased during weekdays and reduced in nighttimes and on
weekends. Sensitive measurements which don’t require long-term
observation, are optimally run in nighttime or on weekends.
• From a few Hz towards high frequencies there is typically a roll-off
of the order 1/f1.5 to 1/f2 (figure 3.3).
For easier further use, the seismic data needed to be condensed into
a single seismic spectrum. Unlike gravitational wave detectors [47],
the AEI 10m Prototype is not built to achieve high duty cycles on a
24/7 basis. Therefore, it is sufficient to reach requirements under quiet
seismic conditions. The seismic variability is covered by the probability
density function as found in figure 3.3. Seismic data of two weeks in
September was evaluated.
3.2 seismic isolation
In table top experiments a lot of noise can be avoided by measuring at
high frequencies in the MHz range. Earthbound interferometric grav-
itational wave detectors, however, are limited to the audio frequency
band. Below that, the noise rises quickly (e.g. seismic wall, gravity gra-
dient noise) while above, the weakness of sources requires even better
detection sensitivities (lower shot noise). As the Prototype facility with
it’s subsystems, e.g. Reference Cavity and the TNI described in chap-
ters 5 and 6 respectively, are designed for research and development for
gravitational wave detectors, the aspired displacement sensitivity and
frequency range and therefore the techniques used are similar.
In a lab environment, seismic noise is usually rather correlated. Yet
mechanical responses of optical components to ground motion never
match each other perfectly. When e.g. a mirror moves, this modulates
the phase of the reflected light. Thereby it produces signals which are
indistinguishable from common measurement quantities such as laser
frequency, space-time deformation and many others. For this reason
seismic noise needs to be attenuated by several orders of magnitude
for highly sensitive measurements. It is important that this happens
in a wide band: at low frequencies to maintain the working condition
(usually the resonance of an optical cavity) and at high frequencies
to avoid direct noise coupling into the desired measurement quantity.
Seismic decoupling is equivalent to silencing the sensitive optics in an
inertial frame. There are two approaches to achieve this:
Active seismic isolation
Active seismic isolation of a test mass requires inertial sensors. Their
signals are used to apply forces that counteract the forces exerted onto
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Figure 3.3.: The probability density distribution of horizontal
(a) and vertical (b) displacement spectral density of the ground
next to the experiment is shown. It describes the probability to
obtain a certain spectral density within a 1 dB band during two
weeks in September 2014. Around 0.1Hz the microseismic peak
varies while anthropogenic noise manifests around 10Hz and below
0.1Hz, latter mostly in horizontal direction as tilt. for comparison,
the STS2 instrument noise from figure D.18 is given.
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the test mass by the environment, either by means of feedback (sensor
on the test mass) or feed forward (sensor on ground). This method can
only be as good as the noise floor of the sensor. With existing sensors
active isolation can only serve as pre-isolation (the lowest stage of a
multiple stage isolation system), mainly to reduce the low frequency
contributions [48, 49].
Passive seismic isolation
Passive seismic isolation relies on the 1/f2 decay of the mechanical
susceptibility of a harmonic oscillator (later referred to as pendulum)
above it’s resonance frequency (compare figure 3.4). The ideal (math-
ematical) horizontal oscillator can be realized almost perfectly by sus-
pending an optic close to its center of mass from a thin (and thereby
almost massless) wire. Alternatively it can be suspended from several
parallel wires attached to its circumference. Vertical isolation can be
provided by hanging the optic from springs. It turned out that it is
beneficial to decouple vertical and horizontal isolation stages. There-
fore, horizontally stiff cantilever springs also called blade springs are
used instead of for example coil springs.
Often more isolation at lower frequencies is demanded. This can be
achieved by reducing the eigenfrequency
ωpend =
√
g
l
ωspring =
√
g
∆z
(3.1)
of the suspension where l is the pendulum length and ∆z is the loaded
extension of the spring compared to the unloaded rest position. From
this equation it can be seen that classical low frequency suspensions
would get too large. New techniques, such as inverted pendulums (IP)
and magnetic/geometric anti spring (MAS, GAS) filters [50], however,
increase the complexity of the isolation system and are only used in
pre-isolation. A simpler alternative for mirror suspensions is stacking
several pendula, each of which is providing its 1/f2 transmissibility
above the resonance frequency (which is usually of the order of 1Hz).
Then, significant isolation can be achieved in the audio range above
some ten Hertz.
3.2.1 Passive viscous damping
Passive isolation systems come at the drawback of amplified transmissi-
bility (frequency response of the suspended mass’ motion to suspension
point motion) at their resonances. This increases the rms displacement
of a test mass depending on their mechanical quality factor (see sec-
tion 3.2.4). Hence, the resonances need to be damped.
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A damped harmonic oscillator is described by
Finertia + Fdamp + Frestore = Fext
mx¨ + bx˙ + κx = Fext
(3.2)
where m is the mass, b is the damping coefficient and κ is the spring
constant of the oscillator at the position x(t). Fext is the force acting
onto the oscillator. The equation still holds for multiple coupled os-
cillators as described in chapter 4. Then x and F must be expanded
to vectors, and m, b and κ to matrices (compare equation 3.24). The
second line already assumes the most common form: viscous damping.
In the Fourier domain, the time derivative simplifies to
F˜damp = b ˙˜x
= iωbx˜ ,
(3.3)
where ω is the angular frequency. The i is symbolic for the 90◦ lag of
the damping force behind the position. It is reduces the velocity (i.e.
extracts kinetic energy Ekin = 1/2mx˙
2). High peaks in the transfer
function are associated with high velocities and Hence, experience a
bigger damping force. Therefore, resonances are flattened out while
the off-resonant floor is influenced only little. This can be seen well in
the frequency response
Fext
m
= x¨+ 2γx˙+ ω20x
F˜ext
m
= (ω20 − ω2 + 2iγω) · x˜
x˜
F˜ext/m
=
1
(ω20 − ω2 + 2iγω)
:=
HF
m∣∣∣∣ x˜F˜ext/m
∣∣∣∣ =
√
1
(ω20 − ω2)2 + (2γω)2
phase
(
x˜
F˜ext/m
)
1
= arctan
(
2γ
ω0
1
ω
ω0
− ω0
ω
)
(3.4)
of the oscillator position x to a force Fext exerted onto it which is plot-
ted in figure 3.4. Here the damping constant γ=b/2m was introduced.
The Q-factor Q= ω0/(2γ) =mω0/b is another, experimentally more
convenient way, to express the damping. For Q≫1 it gives the amount
of enhancement on resonance compared to the off-resonant floor (see
figure 3.4 and 3.5). A damping with Q=1/2 is called ‘critical’.
In practice, seismic isolation systems are usually carefully designed
to have little inherent damping. They need to be damped artificially,
e.g. by means of eddy current damping. Magnets and conducting cups
are attached to the suspended mass and the surrounding mounting
1 The phase of a complex number H is calculated by means of phase(H) =
arctan(Im(H)/Re(H))
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Figure 3.4.: The amplitude and phase response plots show
the susceptibility HF (f), sometimes denotes as χ(f) of different
damped harmonic oscillators to an external force. The quality
factor (Q) is determined by the strength of the damping which is
viscous in many cases. As the inherent damping of a well engi-
neered pendulum is low, it has be replaced by controlled means of
eddy current damping (magnet on the test mass, conduction cup
on the ground or vice versa). Beyond the resonance, the response
decreases as 1/f2.
structure called the cage.2 However, the damping force cannot dis-
tinguish between oscillator movement and ground motion. Therefore,
it is important to distinguish between the susceptibility (the transfer
function Fext→x) illustrated in figure 3.4 and the transmissibility (the
frequency response of the oscillator to ground motion x→x0)
0 = x¨+ 2γ(x˙− x˙0) + ω20(x− x0)
(ω20 − ω2 + 2iγω)x˜ = (ω20 + 2iγω)x˜0
x˜
x˜0
=
ω20 + 2iγω
ω20 − ω2 + 2iγω
:= Hx
∣∣∣∣ x˜x˜0
∣∣∣∣ =
√
w40 + (2γω)
2
(ω20 − ω2)2 + (2γω)2
phase
(
x˜
x˜0
)
= arctan
(
2γ
ω0
1
ω
ω0
− ω0
ω
)
+ arctan
(
2γ
ω0
ω
ω0
)
,
(3.5)
which is illustrated in figure 3.5.
At high frequencies, i.e. a factor of Q above resonance, the ω-pro-
portional Fdamp dominates the frequency independent restoring force.
The transfer function only decays with 1/f because seismic noise is
bypassed through the viscous damper. For a better comparison both,
the transfer function and the transmissibility, are shown along each
other in figure 3.6.
2 If the magnets are mounted to the mass, then a coil wound onto the damping cup
can exert forces to align it the suspended mass.
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Figure 3.5.: The transmissibility of various damped harmonic os-
cillator is shown. Different viscous (velocity proportional) damp-
ing strengths are realized by feeding back the test mass velocity
relative to the suspension point. In contrast to a force to displace-
ment transfer function, the transmissibility levels off with 1/f to-
wards higher frequencies as the damping bypasses ground motion
to the test mass with a 1/f slope. Usually a Q-factor of 3 to 10 is
aimed for to obtain sufficient isolation with reasonable ring-down
times.
Figure 3.6.: The force to displacement susceptibility rolling of as
1/f2 towards higher frequencies is shown in blue. Compared to it,
the roll-off of the suspension point to displacement transmissibility
shown in red is getting shallower a factor of Q above the resonance.
This is explained by the damping which bypasses the isolation of
the harmonic oscillator.
3.2.2 Passive structural damping
Beyond viscous damping, there are other kinds of dissipation. Passive
damping effects can be described more generally including the damping
in equation 3.2
Finertia + Fdamp + Frestore = Fext
mx¨ + iκ tan(φ)x + κx = Fext
(3.6)
as an imaginary part of the spring constant. For small loss angles
tan(φ)→φ can be applied
mω2 + κ(1+ iφ) = Fext/x . (3.7)
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Viscous damping is now a special case
φvisc(ω) =
bω
κ
, (3.8)
showing that the loss angle can in fact be frequency dependent (com-
pare viscous, structural or thermoelastic damping, latter even has a
dissipation peak). This potential frequency dependence, i.e. the exact
fundamental loss mechanism, is still poorly known for many systems.
This prompts it’s measurement across a broad frequency range (com-
pare chapter 6).
3.2.3 Active damping
The damping described in chapter 3.2.1 is realized by a velocity-proportional
force. Such a feedback can also be applied actively. This requires a sen-
sor for the state of motion of the oscillator x(t) and an actuator to exert
a force Fdamp onto it. In practice the position of the oscillator is mea-
sured. It is passed through a function D(ω) which infers the velocity
and fed back by acting a force onto the oscillator.
Figure 3.7.: Damping can be seen as a feedback force Fdamp
which is depending on the state of motion xosc. Usually in mir-
ror suspensions the position relative to ground is measured and
fed back by means of electromagnetic actuation, whether actively
or by means of eddy currents. The pendulum transfer functions
HF (x) can be as simple as equation 3.4 or far more complicated
and only experimentally measurable.
Assuming that the equation of motion of the initial, not actively
damped, pendulum is solved by the transfer function
x˜
F˜
=
1
m(iω)2 + biω+ κ
:= HF (ω) (3.9)
as described by equation 3.2, it’s actively damped transfer function can
be deduced from figure 3.7. Additional to the external force determin-
ing the pendulum motion, another term F˜damp is acting onto it
1
HF (ω)
· x˜ = F˜ext + F˜damp
= F˜ext +D(ω) · x˜ .
(3.10)
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The closed loop force to displacement transfer function
x˜
F˜ext
=
1
1
HF (ω)
−D(ω) (3.11)
directly follows from this.
When the allowance for payload is big, as in the SAS (chapter 1.3),
accelerometers or geophones can be used to measure inertial motion.
For mirror isolation systems, a lighter variant is used: the mirror dis-
placement is measured by a sensor fixed to ground x0 (compare chap-
ter 4.5.1). The suspension point is fixed to ground as well. Then the
equation of motion reads in the Fourier domain as
F˜inertia + F˜damp + F˜restore = F˜ext
(iω)2mx˜ +D · (x˜− x˜0) + κ · (x˜− x˜0) = F˜ext ,
(3.12)
where the damping inherent to the oscillator is left out for simplicity –
the damping is assumed to be dominated by the active feedback.
Figure 3.8.: The upper graphs show the contributions to the
effective transmissibility (red line) of a viscously damped oscilla-
tor (compare figure 3.5). Towards higher frequencies the feedback
(light green) is limiting. The lower graphs show that a fairly sim-
ple reduction of the feedback (violet) in this region can reduce the
unintentionally fed back ground motion to almost recover the full
(undamped) transmissibility (light blue) at the slight expense of a
weak servo bump.
In reality, there are some limitations on D(ω). Firstly, it must be a
causal function. Secondly, it should be a linear, time invariant function
of the state. This means, it can always be represented by a separation
into (complex) poles and zeros plus a delay [51]. Stability requires the
phase of the open loop gain to stay away from 180◦ in the vicinity of
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unity gain [52]. Therefore, ‘D’ must be similar to velocity proportional,
i.e. well between constant and f2-slope close to unity gain, around the
resonances which should be damped.3 In regions where the open loop
gain is well below unity, the servo can be shaped quite freely to achieve
minimal noise coupling into the detection band. An example is given
in figure 4.24.
3.2.4 Coupled oscillators – sequencing isolation stages
Often space requirements do not allow for a single oscillator providing
the required isolation (e.g. strong horizontal isolation requires long pen-
dula). This fact can be overcome by stacking several isolation stages. In
case of a pendulum, each stage will be shorter compared to the single
pendulum case, which increases the individual (uncoupled) eigenfre-
quencies. On the other hand, each stage provides a 1/f2 transmissi-
bility above its resonance frequency. The stacking causes the restoring
forces onto the ‘inserted’ oscillators to depend on the position of the sur-
rounding ones. The differential equations, that describe the full system,
become coupled (off-diagonal κ-terms in equation 3.2). The equations
of motion then are not solved analytically but instead numerically (see
chapter 3.3). Hence, the understanding is more observational based
than theoretically founded. Nevertheless, a few properties are be dis-
cussed in the following sections.
The describing differential equations can be decoupled into the eigen-
modes. This results in frequency splitting and shifting in the coupled
system. In the frequency response (Fm→xn), oscillators that are in-
side the measurement path (between Fm and xn) show up as resonances.
The associated quality factors determine their widths and also the steep-
ness of the 180◦ phase loss. If additional oscillators are coupled to the
measured system, they also show up as resonances. But furthermore,
they produce antiresonances at frequencies where their recoil onto the
measured system is out of phase with the driving force. At these an-
tiresonances, the 180◦ phase loss across the resonance is recovered.
3.2.5 Damped coupled oscillators
When considering unequally damped coupled oscillators, not only are
their frequencies are coupled, but also their dampings. A double pen-
dulum serves as a good example. It is shown in figure 3.9. The upper
stage of a pendulum is assumed to dominate the energy loss of the sys-
tem (uncoupled Q1= 10). The lower stage is weakly damped against
the upper stage (uncoupled Q2=109). This resembles the longitudinal
degree of freedom of a real double stage mirror isolation quite well: En-
ergy is extracted at the top stage to reduce the test mass motion while
3 Bear in mind that the pendulum provides a 1/f2 drop across the resonance.
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the lower stage’s Q is intentionally high for suspension thermal noise
reasons (see chapter 5.7.5).
Figure 3.9.: If several oscillators are stacked to obtain higher
isolation, their motions couple to each other. The frequency re-
sponse to forces exerted onto either oscillator of the coupled sys-
tem is shown (L1 =L2, m1 =m2 and individual quality factors
Q1 = 10, Q2 = 109). Even by measuring only the susceptibility
of x1 to a force F1 exerted onto m1, information about further
oscillators coupled to it can be obtained. An antiresonance (dip
in magnitude) develops when an oscillator, which is coupled to
the measured system, moves out of phase with the excitation (see
figure 4.23).
It turns out that the antiresonances observed at an oscillator xn
yield valuable information about a simpler system: They develop at
frequencies, where the rest of the system, usually the stages hanging
below, would have a resonance if the system was held in place at the
observation point xn. In case of the simple double pendulum shown in
figure 3.9, there is an antiresonance in F1→x1 at 1Hz. As the mass m1
does not move at this frequency, the motion of the system cannot be
influenced by its properties. Hence, at 1Hz there must the resonance of
the uncoupled lower pendulum. Moreover, only the lower mass’ loss (in
this case it is known that Q2 is high compared to Q1) can determine the
width of the antiresonance and the steepness of the ‘re-gain’ in phase.
The same can be found for the F2→x2 transfer function: There is
another antiresonance (dip and 90◦ phase retrieved) at 1.7Hz (
√
3Hz).
This agrees to the resonance of the upper mass with the lower mass
fixed in place.
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3.2.6 Damping a suspension chain
Active damping of a suspension is usually applied to the upper mass.
There are two reasons for this: First, the readout of the state is al-
ways noisy. This noise couples into the actuation signal and Hence,
to displacement of the actuated mass. The closer to ground this is in
a suspension, the more this noise is filtered by the lower suspension
stages as can be seen from x2-motion in figure 3.10. The second reason
is that most damping systems measure the state of motion relative to
ground. As the latter is moving, one would unintentionally feed this
ground motion back and thereby bypass the upper stages. Again, this
effect is filtered better, the further at the top of the suspension chain
the actuation is applied. The motion of the test mass itself is then
only damped via its coupling to the motion of the upper mass.4 This
situation is illustrated in figure 3.10 and 3.11, where the lower mass has
little inherent damping Q2≈104) against the upper mass. The masses
are assumed to be equal for simplicity. The wires have the same lengths.
With little damping (uncoupled Q1≪1), both modes are showing up
with high peaks. When overdamping the upper mass (Q1≫1, the lower
mass motion shows resonant enhancement again. In this case the upper
mass is held at rest (relative to ground), so lower mass motion cannot
couple to it, once energy reaches the mirror. To obtain efficient energy
transfer of noise coupling into the test mass (represented by the F2 in
figure 3.11), the damping of the upper stage must be tuned. Usually
a Q1≈ 3..10 is chosen to reduce the feedback noise compared to the
optimal energy transfer case Q1≈1/2 [53].
However, the graph also shows another effect mentioned before: The
damping happens relative to ground. But unlike in many other cases,
the ground cannot be treated as an inertial frame (compare figure 3.3).
Dependent on the strength of the damping, the transmissibility flattens
out at a 1/f slope (limf→∞mag=f0/(fQ)). This means compared to
the ideal n-staged harmonic oscillator (limf→∞mag=(f0/f)2n) addi-
tional ground motion is transmitted to the test mass. This is of impor-
tance because (especially when applied to a lower stage of a multi stage
suspension system) this effect would bypass the isolation. In principle
the slope of a passive damping system could be modified to overcome
the seismic shortcut. However, this would require mechanical systems
with specially designed transfer functions ruining the advantage of pas-
sive damping: simplicity.
3.2.7 Transmissibility in the case of active damping
In the more general case of frequency dependent (active) damping
and ground noise in conjunction with force noise, the situation of
4 In the design of a suspension chain it is essential to provide enough coupling to
damp all modes sufficiently.
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Figure 3.10.: The frequency response of two coupled oscillators
(stacked pendula) to a force applied at the upper mass is shown.
This represents force noise coupling in via the upper mass, e.g.
actuation or seismic noise. Bear in mind that ground motion
coupling depends on the Q-factor as well (see figure 3.5). When
damping only the upper stage, there is an optimum around critical
damping (Q=1/2) for motion of the lower ‘test mass’.
Figure 3.11.: The frequency response of two coupled oscillators,
in contrast to 3.10 to a force applied at the lower stage, is shown.
While damping only the upper stage, there is an optimum around
critical damping (Q=1/2) for motion of the lower ‘test mass’.
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Figure 3.12.: This flow chart describes the coupling of suspen-
sion point noise x0 and an external force Fext into the position
xpend of an actively damped pendulum. Hx and HF refer to the
transmissibility and the force transfer function respectively.
the last section gets more complicated. Imagine the active damping
to measure the pendulum position xpend relative to the ground x0:
xmeas=xpend−x0. This error signal is processed by a damping con-
troller with transfer function D. Together with the force noise F the
resulting feedback signal acts onto the pendulum with a force to dis-
placement transfer function HF . At the same time the pendulum is
driven by the ground noise via the transmissibility Hx. Figure 3.12 can
be translated into the equation
xpend = HFFext +HFD (xpend − x0) +Hxx0 (3.13)
and resolved for the pendulum position
xpend =
HFFext + (Hx −HFD) x0
1−HFD . (3.14)
In the case of no driving force F = 0 this reduces to the generalized
transmissibility
xpend
x0
=
Hx −HFD
1−HFD (3.15)
while for no ground motion x0=0 it can be simplified to the generalized
susceptibility
xpend
Fext
=
HF
1−HFD . (3.16)
3.2.8 Sensors and actuators for active damping
Active feedback requires sensors and actuators. To minimize intro-
duced noise, both should work contact free. Optimally, there would be
inertial position sensors. In practice, performance must be sacrificed
as the payload of a suspension is limited. Therefore, the position is
usually measured relative to ground (the implications are described in
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chapter 3.2.7). This is accomplished electromagnetically (LVDT, capac-
itively), or optically by shadow sensors (BOSEM) or interferometrically
(Euclid).
The actuation method must provide forces to the suspension with-
out spoiling the performance (i.e. reduce parasitic noise couplings). For
strong actuation, electromagnetic actuators (magnet and coil) are com-
monly used. The magnets are attached to the suspension to avoid wires
running to it, which would cause unwanted damping, seismic shortcut-
ting and crosstalk between different degrees of freedom. These magnets
are oriented in a way that their overall magnetic moments cancel in
the sensitive degrees of freedom. In cases where weaker actuation is
required but which are more sensitive in terms of introduced noise, as
the lowest mass of a multi stage suspension, either much smaller mag-
nets or a different actuation schemes such as electrostatic forces [54] or
radiation pressure [55] are used.
3.2.9 Translational vs. rotational damping – the radius of gyration
Six rigid body degrees of freedom require at least six dampers in order
to dampen all modes. The question arises, where to apply the dampers.
To answer this question, the problem of a six degree of freedom oscil-
lator is divided into six one dimensional oscillators: three translational
degrees (usually vertical, perpendicular to the test masses surface and
sideways are chosen) and three rotational degrees (either about the
principal axes or about the eigenmodes axes).
In a single translational dimension x the equation of motion of a
damped harmonic oscillator is
Fext = mx¨+ bx˙+ κx (3.17)
according to equation 3.2. Its general solution without an external
force (Fext=0) is
x(t) = Ax exp
(
− b
2m
t
)
cos (ωxt+ φx) , (3.18)
where Ax is a given amplitude and φx is a phase factor, both determined
by the starting conditions [56] (eq. 11.17a). For weak damping the
eigenfrequency ωx can be approximated by ωx=
√
κ/m.
For a torsional damped harmonic oscillator the equation of motion
reads similar
τext = Iθ¨+ Γθ˙+ µθ (3.19)
with the mass moment of inertia I, the torsional damping factor Γ
and the restoring spring constant µ. In this case the general solution
without a driving torque τext=0 is
θ(t) = Aθ exp
(
− Γ
2I
t
)
cos (ωθt+ φθ) (3.20)
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where the eigenfrequency can be approximated by ωθ=
√
µ/I. In equa-
tion 3.19 the term τdamp=Γθ˙ describes the torque exerted by the damp-
ing mechanism. In suspension damping, the torque τ=rF arises from
a force F applied at distance r away from the rotation axis. In case the
same damper is used for translational as well as for rotational damp-
ing, the induced damping matches, the damping force Fdamp= bx˙ of
the linear oscillator from equation 3.17. The local velocity x˙= rθ˙ can
be expressed by the angular velocity . Now combining the latter four
equations yields
τdamp = Γθ˙
!
= r2bθ˙ (3.21)
which contains the free parameter r. It turns out that the radius of
gyration
rg =
√
I/m (3.22)
is a good choice for this. Mathematically the radius of gyration is the
root mean square distance of an object’s elements away from a given
rotation axis. Physically any body behaves the same in rotation as
the one which got the same mass concentrated in a shell at a distance
rg from the rotation axis. Inserting equation 3.22 into 3.21 gives the
important result
Γ
2I
=
b
2m
, (3.23)
which shows that the decay time in equation 3.18 and 3.20 are the same.
Therefore, the ring-down of all the different modes takes the same time,
independent of the frequencies of the eigenmodes or other parameters
like the mass.
In practice one has to take care to counteract the center of percus-
sion effect. Using only one off-axis damper for a rotational degree of
freedom would couple translation and rotation which is highly unde-
sired. Usually two dampers are used on opposite sides of the rotation
axis. Sometimes it is beneficial due to the geometry of a suspension to
rearrange the dampers (many upper masses are wide to accommodate
cantilevers and flat). In the case of the triple suspension described in
chapter 4, there are three dampers at the top of the upper mass cov-
ering vertical, pitch and roll and only one damper at the side at the
height of the roll axis to not introduce roll motion when acting sideways
(compare figure 4.4). In this configuration the dampers B and C have
to compensate only half of the torque exerted by A. Then according
to equation 3.21 they have to be located r/
√
2 away from the rotation
axis.
However, when using active damping (see section 3.2.3), all dampers
might be moved as far away from the axis as possible. This assures max-
imal sensitivity in the sensing of rotational degrees of freedom. Lever
arm imbalances can be compensated for by different feedback gains
easily.
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3.3 modeling a complex suspension system
the state space
Around its rest position any complex suspension system can be simpli-
fied as structure of coupled harmonic oscillators. Hence, the compound
system is described by multiple coupled quadratic differential equations
([56] equation 11.22a)
mx¨ + bx˙ + κx = Fext(t) (3.24)
similar to the 1D harmonic oscillator in equation 3.2, but this time
in vector notation. They are cumbersome to derive for each degree of
freedom of a realistic suspension system [57]. Using a few tricks, they
can be simplified:
Each of the 2nd order differential equations can be decomposed into
two linear differential equations
x˙ = v
v˙ = −m−1bv −m−1κx + m−1Fext(t) .
(3.25)
When performing a Laplace transform (Lx(t)→ x˜(s)),
sx˜ = v˜
sv˜ = −m−1bv˜ −m−1κx˜ + m−1F˜ext(t) ,
(3.26)
the whole system simplifies to a set of linear algebraic equations. So
it is easy to solve in state space. The answer in time domain can
be obtained by applying an inverse Laplace transform in conjunction
with proper starting conditions. These last steps, however, need to be
repeated for any adjustment of the system, driving force or starting
conditions.
In proper arrangement,(
x
x˙
)
→ x¯ ,
(
x˙
x¨
)
→ ˙¯x (3.27)
equation 3.25 can be used as A and B matrices of the state space
formalism
˙¯x = Ax¯ + Bu¯
y¯ = Cx¯ + Du¯ .
(3.28)
The characteristic of this is that the measurable state y¯ is influenced
by internal states x¯. These are not observable but predictable from the
knowledge of the structure of the system and input u. The A-matrix
already contains all the properties of the non-driven system (u¯= 0).
Its eigenvectors show the shape of the eigenmodes. The correspond-
ing eigenvalues are the eigenfrequencies of the modes. While [57] sets
the direct input to output coupling D to zero, nonzero values come in
handy to simulate sensors measuring for example positions relative to
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the driving ground (compare section 3.2.7). The full state space sys-
tem can be solved only numerically. Matlab contains a lot of built in
functionality for such systems, thereby offloading the work of solving
the differential equations to the computer. There are fast routines to
calculate for example the step response or the spectral response. Even
active feedback loops can be simulated effectively by feeding sensor
signals y¯ back via force actuators u¯.
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Isolating the interferometer from ground noise requires suspended op-
tics (compare chapter 3 for the theory). The design of the RefC sus-
pension system was stimulated by the GEO600 input mode cleaner
suspensions. A 100mm diameter, 50mm thick mirror has the optimal
2:1 aspect ratio for minimizing substrate thermal noise [58, 59]. Never-
theless a BK7 substrate would limit the RefC sensitivity by Brownian
substrate noise (compare figure 5.20) which is why low mechanical loss
fused silica mirrors (Suprasil 2 Grade A) are used. Those weigh ap-
proximately 850 g each. This size is easier to manipulate and is lower
cost compared to several tens of kg masses as used in aLIGO. The sus-
pension system is less delicate than mini-suspensions such as for the
100 g SQL mirrors. The 1 kg class of mirror also results in reasonable
inertias to give low frequency rotational resonances.
The upper mass serves as a feedback point for damping internal
modes and for slow alignment actuation. A triple system has two more
stages below, which efficiently isolate the test mass from unavoidable
actuation noise with 1/f6 as seen in figure 4.25. Thin steel wires are
loaded close to their breaking strength to ensure low suspension ther-
mal noise and high frequency internal violin modes [60]. Well defined
bending points are provided by means of wire clamps which are spe-
cially hardened to reduce the wear on the long term [61, 62].
The sensitivity of the interferometric readout to vertical motion as
well as other degrees of freedom is small. A generic 1:1000 coupling
is assumed [63], either directly by means of tilted mirrors or indirectly
by mechanical coupling to longitudinal motion in the suspension sys-
tem. This is equivalent to the 1/f2 provided by a single stage at 30Hz
when assuming a resonance frequency of 1Hz. Therefore only two ver-
tical isolation stages are implemented: one in the very top holding
the horizontal suspension point which can be seen in figure 6.2 and
one hidden inside the upper mass consisting of two relatively long can-
tilevers each. Those are pre-curved during manufacturing to flatten
out perfectly in their loaded state, providing optimal decoupling from
the horizontal isolation. Their triangular shape ensures a homogeneous
stress distribution along the cantilever. The artificially aged maraging
steel (Marvel18) has extremely low creep noise [64]). For protection
against environmental influences, especially hydrogen embrittlement,
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Figure 4.1.: The geometrical design measures of the 850 g triple
suspensions as encoded in the function build pend.m are visual-
ized for ease of use (the effective values, e.g. effective bending point
of wires differ). Vertically isolating cantilevers are not depicted for
graphical simplicity. All of them were slightly (<10%) reshaped
(plastically deformed by hand) to level out under the nominal load.
Suspension wire lengths and positions inside clamps are defined
by jigs to better than 0.1mm during the assembly. The positions
of wires on the break-off prisms had to be adjusted by eye and
might deviate by 0.5mm. Each suspension chain is designed to be
almost symmetrical about two planes: the one parallel to the mir-
ror surface through the masses’ centers and the other orthogonal
to the mirror surface through the masses’ centers. Only the upper
mass deviates from this due to the nested cantilevers inside. The
biggest unknowns are the position of the intermediate stage break-
off point inside the upper mass; the deflection of the cantilevers
strongly depends on the load. Also the height of the upper masses
center of mass is uncertain; additional ballast was added in order
to level out the upper stages cantilevers.
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their surface is protected with a nickel layer. The blades were tested
in an FEM simulation. As a side-product, their internal modes are
simulated as well (see chapter D.9). In future, the internal modes of
the blades might need additional eddy current damping. Finally the
shape of the blade was EDM cut from sheet material and annealed in
the pre-bent state.
quantity symbol design value
total effective length ltotal 774.2mm
total mass mtotal 2714 g
upper mass mupper 995 g
intermediate mass minterm 873 g
lower mass mlower 846 g
upper stage wire diameter dupper 152.4µm
intermediate wire diameter dinterm 101.6µm
lower stage wire diameter dlower 55.2µm
vertical stiffness top stage ktop 2·60.5N/m
vertical stiffness upper stage kupper 2·137N/m
Table 4.1.: Summary of the key triple suspension parameters
The dimensions of the suspension (see figure 4.1 and table 4.1 for the
key parameters) define their resonance frequencies. Using a full state
space model, an effective energy transfer from the test mass to the
upper mass was ensured. Passive damping for pitch was not sufficient
for this suspension as the dimensions wouldn’t allow for a sufficiently
long lever arm (compare chapter 3.2.9). The employed active damping
comes at the drawback of increased complexity as described in sec-
tion 4.5 but also at the benefit of knowledge about the upper mass’
orientation and the ability to redistribute noise out of the detection
band.
Four equal triple suspension system were built for the RefC: three
mirror suspensions (RC1a, RC2a, RC2b) and one optional reaction
pendulum (RC1b). The latter is reserved to be installed closely behind
RC1a which posed constraints for the design of the whole suspension
chain. It can be used as a suspended actuation point in order to in-
troduce less noise when actuating onto the test mass directly for fast
control.
Two more identical suspensions (TNI-A, TNI-B) were built for the
TNI and another one (TNI-C) prepared as reaction pendulum. A com-
parison of the different suspensions is presented in table 4.2.
The first built suspension of this kind, called the toy model, was never
cleaned for in vacuum use but mainly used for easily accessible damp-
ing tests. Another, very similar suspension was built in collaboration
with the modern controls group at the AEI [65] to investigate modern
feedback loop design on a not fully observable MIMO system, i.e. not
all degrees of freedom can be sensed. Here the state space model is not
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used a priori but might be used for the physical interpretation of the
controller in the end.
4.1 degrees of freedom
Each rigid body has six degrees of freedom. In suspension applications
they are usually called
• longitudinal along the optical axis or normal to a mirror surface
• vertical along with the gravitational acceleration
• sideways, horizontally transverse to the mirror normal
• pitch (or tilt) around the sideways-axis, pointing a reflected beam
up or down
• yaw around the vertical axis, pointing a reflected beam sideways
• roll, around the longitudinal axis, having the least influence onto
a beam
Figure 4.2.: A rigid body has six degrees of freedom, three trans-
lational (left) and three rotational (right). For a suspended mass
these are the same as for an aircraft. They are aligned related to a
specific geometry, usually along the principle axes of inertia: pitch
rotates around the sideways axis is moving the reflected beam up
and down, roll rotates around the longitudinal axis which shows
the least (optimally no) influence onto the reflected beam and yaw
rotates around the vertical axis which tits the beam sideways.
In a system of coupled pendulums, the individual modes couple to each
other. In mirror suspensions this coupling is enforced specifically in or-
der to obtain a well dampable system. The degrees of freedom, however,
are kept well separated from each by the construction. This reduces
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the influence of not perfectly damped modes onto the readout, which
is by definition only sensitive to longitudinal mirror motion. Usually a
parasitic coupling of 1:1000 from other degrees of freedom into longi-
tudinal is assumed [63], either by direct influence onto reflected phase
via imperfect mirror alignment or by residual coupling to longitudinal
mirror motion.
4.2 eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes
Each oscillator has natural frequencies, the eigenfrequencies. In a sys-
tem of coupled oscillators, the individual modes couple and result in
eigenmodes. If an eigenmode of a weakly damped system1 is excited,
then the oscillators either move in phase with the excitation or exactly
out of phase (180◦ shifted). The equations of motion for the individual
masses are
x(t) = A0 exp
(−ω0
2Q
t
)
sin(ω0t) . (4.1)
The amplitudes A0, may be different and even negative for some of the
participating oscillators. But the characteristic frequency ω0 and the
damping Q are inherent properties of the eigenmode.
4.3 observed resonance frequencies
A comparison of all suspensions in use is shown in table 4.2. The
undamped eigenfrequencies can be identified in transfer function mea-
surements as shown in figure 4.23. The frequencies are then measured
exactly in spectra of long time series without damping and compared
to the initial model. One finds that roll modes and the differential yaw
modes are softer than expected. This is actually beneficial as a lower
resonance frequency results in more attenuation in the detection band.
For the fundamental roll mode, the non-flatness of the cantilevers mat-
ters the most (see figure 4.1). Most of the other frequencies match
extremely well within each suspension series (TNI with compound test
masses vs. RefC with bulk mirrors). The cantilever design was changed
during the suspension assembly phase (after modeling) which resulted
in a slightly stiffer stage and thereby additional required mass. This
causes a softer differential roll and vertical mode. The most reasonable
explanation for differential yaw softness is the lateral compliance of the
upper mass blades, although it is included in the state space model in
principle.
1 Weakly damped means that the damping force is negligible against the restoring
force
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model TNI-A TNI-B RC1a RC2a RC2b
long 0.64 0.63 0.63 0.64 0.64 0.66
1.39 1.37 1.38 1.38 1.38 1.37
2.59 2.58 2.58 2.55 2.54 2.54
pitch 0.98 0.75 0.86 0.82 0.79 0.61
1.88 1.80 1.68 1.76 1.76 1.79
5.20 5.42 5.68 4.97 5.02 4.98
roll 2.26 1.54 1.58 1.06 1.08 1.05
9.12 3.67 3.90 3.89 3.65 3.63
26.54
side 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.63
1.39 1.37 1.38 1.41 1.44 1.43
2.61 2.59 2.59 2.54 2.53 2.54
vert 1.24 0.99 1.02 0.99 1.01 0.98
4.07 3.88 3.90 3.70 3.73 3.76
18.62
yaw 0.97 1.02 1.03 0.84 0.84 0.81
2.30 1.86 1.85 1.61 1.60 1.59
5.55 3.17 3.16 3.10 3.11 3.06
Table 4.2.: The resonance frequencies of all used triple suspen-
sions are shown. They are in good agreement with each other,
especially within the individual productions runs (RefC and TNI
suspensions were assembled at different times). The table also
shows the limits of suspension modeling by means of the non-fitted
design parameters. Recent works went into system identification
in order to adjust the model to actual suspension systems [66].
4.4 support structure: the cage
As a suspension is usually hung from above, it requires a support struc-
ture for the suspension point. This should be stiff in order to have
its eigenmodes in a frequency range where the suspension’s filtering
is efficient. This was ensured by adding cross-braces and checking by
measuring impulse responses at various points of each structure.
At the same time the cage needs to be light-weight with a small
footprint. The RC2 cage is designed to host two suspensions under 45◦
angle of incidence. The RC1 cage is suited for two suspensions as well:
The mirror RC1a under 0◦ and a potential reaction pendulum RC1b
behind. The RC2 cage is slightly bulkier in comparison to benefit from
common mode rejection despite of the rather large suspension distance.
In addition to simply supporting the suspensions, the structures also
mount safety catchers, shown in figure 4.3 and 4.4. These hold the
masses in case of wire failure and provide end stops in case of excess
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Figure 4.3.: Safety structures reduce the motion range of the sus-
pended masses in case of excess table motion. They prevent the
mirrors from falling down and breaking in the case of a suspen-
sion failure and Furthermore, serve as a locking structure for the
suspension. On RC1a additional coils for test mass actuation are
mounted onto the ring (not shown). On the 45◦irrors RC2a and
RC2b, they limit the clearance for sideways motion of the laser
beam to a few mm.
excitation for example due to ‘table quakes’2. The upper mass catcher
is significantly more elaborate than the others. It also defines the posi-
tions of the shadow sensor assemblies described in the next section and
therefore requires full 6D tunability.
4.5 local damping & control
Any internal mode of a mirror suspension system couples to the lon-
gitudinal degree of freedom which is read out by the interferometer
and thereby requires controllability. The term ‘local’ comes from the
fact that only local information is processed in contrast to global ap-
proaches, such as global damping [66]. In this case, the more sensitive
interferometric readout is used to replace the position signals of se-
lected degrees of freedom, usually differential longitudinal motion of
the suspension chain. For local damping there are two main schemes.
Passive damping introduces artificial, usually velocity proportional
losses (compare figure 3.4). The geometry of the described suspension
does not allow for efficient eddy current damping (see chapter 3.2.9).
As it was designed rather thin to allow for a close-by reaction pendulum
and the short TNI, the maximally feasible lever arm especially for pitch
damping is too short. An extension in the vertical towards a cross-
structure might have circumvented this.
2 Excess table motion due to strong external excitation or internal malfunction of
feedback loops.
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Figure 4.4.: The upper mass (dark green) with the shadow flags
(light green) attached is freely movable. The catcher (transparent
yellow) is attached to the frame and moves together with ground.
It serves as end stop for suspension motion (screws as stoppers)
and fixes the shadow sensor/actuator assemblies (BOSEM, red)
named with Latin letters A..F in place. The catcher is coarse
aligned to the required upper mass alignment (approx. mm preci-
sion). Axial fine tuning of the BOSEMs is accomplished by means
of clamps (blue).
Active damping, in contrast, measures the suspension’s position
relative to local ground and feeds it back by means of an active servo.
This method allows for less constraints in the choice of actuator po-
sitions and an almost arbitrary feedback shape, especially feedback
noise suppression in the detection band (compare chapter 3.2.3). Fur-
thermore, the sensors give valuable information about the suspension’s
orientation for cavity alignment.
For the local readout, shadow sensor units from a pre-production run
for Advanced LIGO were obtained from the University of Birmingham.
The readout scheme and electronics are described in the following sec-
tions. Space constraints (compare figure 4.4) require a custom support
structure accompanying the readout unit, a compact actuation coil and
the axial adjustment mechanism. This structure defines the work posi-
tion of the flag and the distance to the coil as required by figure 4.20.
See figure 4.5 for the reduction in size compared to the Advanced LIGO
version. In the next sections the sensing mechanism and the readout are
explained. Right after that, the actuation principle and the developed
electronics are described.
3 Optimally it would be called differently (sOSEM?), but in most respects other than
the mounting and the size is held compatible with its larger brother.
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Figure 4.5.: Limited physical space around the 850 g triple sus-
pensions and different actuation required a re-engineering of the
shadow sensor assembly six of which are used for active damping of
each suspension’s resonances. The aLIGO BOSEM [31, 67] (right)
uses the same readout unit (PD, LED, connector) as the reduced
Small BOSEM on the left.3
4.5.1 Shadow sensor – BOSEM sensing units
Active damping and reproducible alignment of a complex suspension
system require knowledge about its position and or state of motion. It
was shown in the past that this information can be obtained by shadow
sensors at the uppermost stage of a suspension chain [68, 69, 70]. A
small, opaque object, the so-called flag, is mounted to the suspended
mass. The active part of the sensing unit consists of an LED (sending
unit) and a single element photodiode (receiving unit). It is usually
mounted to the suspension’s support structure, the cage. Dependent
on the position of the suspension relative to the sensing unit, the flag
pushes into or retracts from the beam path between LED and PD.
Over a large fraction of the sensors range, a linear relation between
position and current through the reverse-biased PD is obtained. A
clear advantage of this readout method is that there is no connection
between the suspended mass and the ground whatsoever4. Also the flag
usually can be lightweight. The advantages of a shadow sensor come
at the disadvantage of measuring only the position relative to ground
(recall figure 3.5).
In the following, the sensing unit delivered by the University of Birm-
ingham is described in more detail. The units are UHV compatible.
Their emitter and sensors properties are summarized in table 4.3. A
lens integral to the OPTEK IRLED (OP232) narrows the output. It is
further collimated by a dedicated lens. A slit of 1.4x4.5mm size serves
as aperture to block the less homogeneous sections of the beam and
cut away light, which could spoil the detection due to multiple reflec-
4 In comparison, cables running to accelerometers or LVDTs are mechanically lossy
and therefore cause nonzero transmissibility and suffer from hysteresis
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Figure 4.6.: An LED is driven by a constant current. The light
is collimated by a lens. The non-homogeneous outer part of the
beam is filtered out by an (rectangular) aperture to give a flat top
beam. The light is sensed by a reverse biased photodiode. The
native point of operation is in the half-light position, i.e. when
the flag shades half of the light. Around this operation point the
detected power is directly proportional to the obstruction due to
an opaque object, the flag, mounted to a suspension and shading
the light.
IRLED (OP232)
TO46 Kovar Package
Hermetically sealed
Peak emission = 890 nm
Maximum forward current = 100mA
Operating forward current = 0.35mA
Maximum radiant power = 8mW (at 100mA)
Photodiode (BPX65)
TO-18 Steel Package
Hermetically sealed
Peak sensitivity = 850 nm
Responsivity = 0.56A/W (at 890 nm)
Responsivity 0.15A/W (at 1064 nm)
Dark Current = 5 nA
Table 4.3.: The key specifications of the BOSEM sensing unit as
taken from [31] and the [71, 72].
tions or scatter processes. The detection photodiode does not contain
further optics but senses, how much of the light is shaded by the flag.
Originally the flags were round rods and later had flats on their sides
[73]. In the current design, the tip is angled as shown in figure 4.6
so that reflected light can not travel exactly the same way back which
would increase the risk of multiple beam paths. The flag is made of
aluminum and is sandblasted to reduce reflections. The power on the
photodiode and therefore the current through it
IPD(∆x) = ∆x · Imax
∆xmax
(4.2)
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is proportional to the flag position ∆x. This equation is assumed to
hold over a linear range ∆xmax which is typically short of a millimeter
(compare figure 4.7). The maximum current through the photodiode
is on average 62.5µA. It is checked for every single BOSEM unit and
together with the ∆xmax used to calibrate the sensors in units of meters.
Figure 4.7.: The BOSEM photocurrent vs. flag position was
characterized by Aston [31]. A ninth order fit with odd exponents
is added, where x˜=x−0.735 to symmetrize the problem around
the working point. The linear approximation agrees very well in
the central 0.5mm. Under the assumption that a slope (gain in
feedback) error of 2 is tolerable, the linear range is 0.75mm wide.
The signal could be linearized by applying the inverse function.
However, this is difficult to calculate analytically. A fit yields
e.g. x=(1.184 · y˜)15+(0.79 · y˜)1 where y˜= y−0.511. Beyond the
interval y=[0,1] the function must be set to the function value of
the boundary values!
The linear range, however, was defined [31] in a way that the slope
of the measured response must not be off by more than a factor of
two. In degree of freedom damping mode (see chapter 4.5.15) this can
already cause large cross couplings or even instabilities. An approach
to circumvent this is to fit the inverse of the position response relation
(brownish graph in figure 4.7). Applying the correction is relatively
easy in a digital control system.
The linearization of the BOSEM response can provide stability of
damping loops over a wider range. On the other hand it comes with
drawbacks: As the slope of the BOSEM signal per flag displacement
goes to zero asymptotically, the inverse function goes to infinity so that
noise in the linearized signal increases dramatically in this region. This
can be circumvented by holding the position value constant beyond
some detected BOSEM signal (say ±0.45). As velocity damping is
proportional to the slope, it would not be smooth at the transition.
This could cause kicks by the damping loop so a better option might
be to approximate the response by a linear function beyond the range,
if necessary.
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Furthermore, the linearization relies on a fixed open light signal. In
reality the optoelectronics will degrade. In particular, the LED’s effi-
ciency changes with temperature and time (see figure 4.26). This will
cause the described error signal linearization to be less trustful at the
open light signal end of range.
4.5.2 Shadow sensor – readout
Shadow sensors are extremely sensitive and have a relatively high dy-
namic range. But the motion on top of the SAS tables is close to the
ultimate (shot noise limited) sensitivity of the current generation OS-
EMs across a substantial frequency range. Also the control and data
system has a limited dynamic range. The active damping loops provide
feedback in the few Hertz region. In the closed loop, any kind of read-
out noise will inject energy into the suspension system. This makes
it especially challenging to build low noise readout and actuation elec-
tronics. Therefore the most important noise sources were simulated in
order to design a circuit fulfilling the requirements. The requirements
for the individual building blocks were set to 1/10th of the ‘funda-
mental’ BOSEM sensitivity shown in table 4.4 and figure 4.8. Either
the noise sources need to be projected into displacement sensitivity or
the fundamental sensitivity is expressed relative to the maximal linear
range.
As a simplified example, power output is proportional to the LED
current which thereby linearly enters into the measured position. The
thermal noise of the 56.2Ω current sensing resistor equals
√
Stherm=√
4kBT
√
R= 0.96 ·10−9V/√Hz. The DC current of 35mA through
it causes a DC voltage drop of 2V. Then the relative thermal noise√
Srel=
√
Stherm/UDC=5·10−10/
√
Hz can be projected into a displace-
ment spectral density using√
Sdisp =
√
Srel · ∆x = 3.5 · 10−12m/
√
Hz .
4.5.3 Shadow sensor – fundamental sensitivity
The fundamental sensitivity limit of a shadow sensor is given by shot
noise. This arises from the uncorrelated occurrence of photons which
are converted into electrons inside the photodiode. The single sided
linear spectral density √
SPPD =
√
2hνPPD , (4.3)
where h is Planck’s constant and ν is the laser frequency. This can be
converted to an equivalent photocurrent
I = R · P
= η
e
hν
· P (4.4)
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by means of the PD responsivity R. The equivalent photocurrent noise
R
√
SIPD =
√
2eRIPD√
SIPD =
√
2e
R
IPD
=
√
1
η
2eIPD
(4.5)
is increased by the inverse of the square root of the quantum efficiency
η≈ 0.78, so by about 13%, when compared to Schottky’s formula for
the photocurrent. In particular, the shot noise level is
√
SIPD ·120kΩ ·
2/21000V/m= 58pm/
√
Hz, where 2 resembles the differential sender
gain and 21000V/m is assumed as average BOSEM responsivity. As
verification, the relative noise
√
SIPD/IPD = 5.1pA/
√
Hz/62.5µA=
8.2 ·10−8 can be calibrated as displacement noise. The total BOSEM
range of 0.7mm leads to a position noise of 57pm/
√
Hz which is in
good agreement with the first result.
To improve the shot noise limited performance, higher power LEDs
could be used. Yet this would come at the drawbacks of worse technical
noise performance and heating. Illuminating the PD with more light
might also be possible but would probably result in a less homogeneous
power distribution and Hence, in a less linear readout. The actual sen-
sitivity of a shadow sensor is strongly dependent on the supply and
readout electronics. Figure 4.8 gives an example for BOSEM units pro-
duced in Birmingham in conjunction with original aLIGO electronics
[74]. The measurements are summarized in a standard sensitivity given
in table 4.4.
Figure 4.8.: A slightly modified version of the sensitivity plot of
a variety of BOSEM units taken at the University of Birmingham
[31] is shown. The legend shows the open light current and the
corresponding calibration. Although the low frequency bump is
probably an artifact, it was included into the deduced standard
sensitivity shown as dashed curve, which is specified in table 4.4.
At high frequencies the readout is dominated by shot noise. In the
mid frequency band below ≈10Hz the noise has a 1/√f slope which
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is probably dominated by the drive/readout electronics. Below 0.5Hz
the observed noise increases drastically. This could be a measurement
artifact as not much effort was put into optimizing the performance at
these frequencies [75] – the aLIGO requirement ends at 1Hz.
frequency range sensitivity @ 1Hz slope
<0.5Hz 1.5·10−8m/√Hz (5·10−2Hz)2/f2
<5Hz 1.5 ·10−10m/√Hz
√
5·10−1Hz/√f
>5Hz 5 ·10−11m/√Hz const.
Table 4.4.: From figure 4.8 a standard sensitivity for the BOSEM
sensors was deduced. This serves as requirement for electronic
noise in the BOSEM readout described in the next few sections.
4.5.4 Shadow sensor – readout electronics
As mentioned before, the sensed position is directly proportional to the
optical power sensed by the PD. Each triple suspension built uses six
shadow sensors. Since all the LEDs require the same current, it was
decided to connect them all in series. This way only a single highly
stable current source is required, while the increased voltage drop of
≈ 6 ·1.2V must be taken into account. As a drawback of this ‘daisy
chaining’ the sensing of a whole suspension breaks down if one LED
fails.
Figure 4.9.: The shadow sensor LEDs are supplied with a highly
stable current by an active stabilization scheme. The voltage drop
across the 56.2Ω resistor is matched to the noise-filtered 10V volt-
age reference.
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Inspired by the LIGO and GEO600 driving/readout scheme [76, 74]
an active current stabilization scheme is used. The current through
the LEDs (set current 35mA) is regulated by an NPN transistor and
measured by means of a shunt resistor. This resistor should have low
flicker noise such as the Vishay Beyschlag MMA0204 0.1% [77] since
standard of the shelf thick film resistors would limit the sensitivity.
A differential amplifier made up from LT1124s measures the actual
voltage drop across the 56.2Ω resistor. A comparator then matches it
with a highly stable 2V reference. The output serves as control signal
for the transistor. The 2V originates from an AD587 10V reference.
This is second order low pass filtered above 0.1Hz for improved ‘high
frequency’ stability and divided by a factor of five for even further
improved noise characteristics using a low noise OP177. As a backup
for malfunction, a 50mA fuse is added in series to the LEDs which is
not shown in figure 4.9.
The photodiode is biased and read out with a transimpedance ampli-
fier. This readout mode provides large dynamic range and is less sus-
ceptible to noise coupling in the long cable than a photovoltage readout.
The bias source can be chosen via a jumper: either -15V from a 7915
voltage stabilizer or -10V from the AD587 voltage reference originally
used for the LED drive. No differences in terms of sensitivity could be
observed so far. The transimpedance amplifier consists of an OP177 in
conjunction with a 120kΩ low flicker noise resistor. The resistor was
chosen in a way that with the worst expectable photocurrent of 80µA
(nominally 62.5µA), the output voltage of 9.6V (nominally 7.8V) is
still within the ADC range of CDS (equivalent to 10V at this point of
the readout). Furthermore, this first readout stage incorporates a low-
pass filter at 6 kHz as there are no signals whatsoever expected at high
frequencies in the shadow sensors (actually this frequency might be re-
duced if required from the rms point of view). After the transimpedance
amplifier the signal is split into two paths: DC and whitened.
The DC path consists of a standard sending stage which is now being
used in many other Prototype’s electronics. It is built discrete and
symmetric to fit the needs of low noise fully differential sending. The
frequency response is white up to the low-pass corner at 10 kHz and has
a gain of two to match the 10V single sided signal to the CDS’s ADC
range of ±20V differentially. With the 180Ω output impedance it is
pretty much safe against output shorting (≈45mA) while maintaining
the exact gain of 2. Another sender output impedance could be added
(e.g. to deal with signal reflections), which was not required yet. An
additional feature is the input offset cancellation: resistors are chosen
to match the voltage drop from parasitic opamp input currents in both
inputs. The latter would cause thermally drifting offsets which causes
low frequency noise. The cancellation scheme comes at the expense of
a factor of
√
2 increased opamp current noise which is not limiting in
any way.
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Figure 4.10.: A transimpedance amplifier converts the maximal
65µA of photocurrent into a voltage. There are two readout paths.
One with a white transfer function, one with a strongly frequency
dependent response to whiten the signal (boost it above ADC
noise). Both signal paths provide fully differential low noise signal
sending.
In the whitened path, filters are employed to effectively increase the
limited dynamic range of the ADCs/DACs. The shadow sensors are
used to read suspension motion relative to the ‘ground’ (in this case
the SAS surface). Almost all suspension motion is injected by ground
motion passing through the SAS. As the SAS isolates beyond its reso-
nance frequencies on the order of 0.1Hz with a 1/f2 decay and seismic
motion also goes down, less motion is expected above this frequency.
A second order 0.16Hz zero accounts for that. Above 8Hz the sensor
noise floor is well above the ADC noise, so a second order pole at 8Hz
levels the filter off. Another pole at high frequencies (1.06 kHz) atten-
uates the part of the spectrum, where no signals are expected. The
output of the whitening stage is sent to CDS via another differential
stage, identical to the one in the DC path.
One driver/readout combinations processes the information of six
shadow sensors each.
4.5.5 Shadow sensor – calibration: open light test
In the aLIGO project every single BOSEM readout unit is character-
ized individually. The comparison in figure 4.13 shows, however, that
the different readout units have very similar characteristics when nor-
malized to the same open light voltage. This is the state, where the
flag is removed completely.
From the legend in figure 4.8 it can be seen that the calibration
divided by the open light current is almost the same for all BOSEMs
tested (±0.5%). This lead to the following calibration method based
on Aston’s figure 3.23.
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Figure 4.11.: The BOSEM sensitivity given in [31] is approx-
imated by a standard sensitivity as shown in figure 4.8. The
AEI readout electronics are based on a mixture of aLIGO (with
less readback options but improved performance) and GEO600
electronics (with improved performance and CDS readout added).
They are designed to stay well (10 times) below the requirement
(given noise curve). All noise terms are simulated using the LISO
[78] plug-in for Cadsoft EAGLE and projected into read out posi-
tion noise via the whitened path. ‘Drive’ items refer to building
blocks for the constant current LED driver, ‘read’ items to photo-
diode readout blocks. It follows that the low frequency noise in
figure 4.8 is not necessarily caused by a too small measurement
bandwidth but maybe caused by a lack of low frequency filtering
capabilities.
The response is assumed to be linear across a range of 900µm. With
an open light voltage of 19.7V this gives a calibration of 45.7µm/V
or 21900V/m which is in excellent agreement with the mean value of
21400V/m from the legend of the sensitivity plot. This calibration was
applied to all BOSEM units: The flag is removed either physically or
by pushing the upper mass out of the sensing unit. The sensed flag
position is then calibrated to 900µm by a digital calibration filter.
It was realized only later that the BOSEMs are required to be in the
linear regime in order to obtain optimal degree of freedom sensing and
Hence, damping, which is described in the following sections. Yet the
calibration described above, takes an average slope across the ‘almost
linear’ range. For optimal comparability with other sensors, it might
be better to calibrate to the actual slope around half light. From the
fit in figure 4.13 the slope of the normalized signal can be determined
to be 1.21 /mm which is 23800V/m in Aston’s units. Then the open
light voltage must be calibrated to a smaller value of 825µm.
The open light voltage calibration will be carried out subsequently
on one suspension at a time. The changes in the required damping
strength are negligible. With the new calibration, better measures
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for e.g. table tilt can be obtained. This comes at the drawback of
new set positions for the upper mass positions in order to achieve an
aligned cavity. It is advised to recalibrate regularly when possible as the
BOSEM sensitivity was observed to degrade over time (see figure 4.26).
4.5.6 Shadow sensor – sensing matrix
The shadow sensors are distributed around the upper mass (compare
figure 4.4) in a way that their signals can be separated into specific
upper mass degrees of freedom. The scheme described in this section
requires well calibrated sensors. The method is described in the last
section.
Then linear combinations of the sensors give the upper mass motion
in its degree of freedom (DOF) system.
xdof =Msense · xshadow (4.6)
A method to find Msense is required: imagine a pure DOF motion,
e.g. in long (or any other base vector of xdof). Now find out in which
sensors it causes a signal. The sign and the lever arm around the
rotation axis are the important measures. Every single shadow sensor
is sensitive to up to two rotational DOFs (the other one(s) appear(s)
as sideways motion of the flag). Therefore one has to assume that the
shadow sensors are only sensitive to motion along the flag axis and not
to transverse motion. No sign of invalidity of this assumption has been
found so far, unless light is passing by the side of a flag due to upper
catcher misalignment.
Figure 4.12: The flag positions are
set by the upper mass. They are
symmetric about the principle axes
of rotation. The length of the lever
arms determine the angular readout
sensitivity and the exerted torque of
the co-located coil magnet combina-
tion.
The geometry of flag placements was chosen in a way that the signals
separate well into DOF signals. For rotational degrees of freedom one
has to calculate the lever arms: project the flag position to a plane
through the rotation axis and normal to the flag axis (in other words
calculate the smallest distance of flag axis and rotation axis. There is
always a set of two sensors equally far apart from the rotation axis but
on opposite sides (see figure 4.12).
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The sensor signal is divided by its according lever arm. Then the
rotational as well as the translational signals are weighted according to
the contributing sensors. The obtained sensing matrix
Msense =


A B C D E F
long 0 0 0 0.5 0.5 0
pitch 0 31.25 −31.25 0 0 0
side 0 0 0 0 0 1
roll 5.264 −2.632 −2.632 0 0 0
vert 0.5 0.25 0.25 0 0 0
yaw 0 3.819 −3.819 5.556 −5.556 0


(4.7)
converts the units of xshadow (when calibrated in meters) to xDOF units
which are meters and radians respectively5. Please note that large
values in Msense are bad as they enhance sensor noise. E.g. pitch is a
noisy channel arising from the short lever arms of only 16mm required
due to space constraints around the upper mass. Please also note the
more complex reconstruction of the yaw signal. The sensors D&E are
not at the same height as there is the cut for the upper mass cantilevers
in the way. Hence, they sense pitch motion as well. To correct the
signal for this pitch motion, some of the real measured pitch signal is
subtracted causing yaw to contain B&C contributions as well.
The described diagonalization scheme is slightly more prone to failure
compared to simple local feedback to only the co-located actuator. As
soon as one shadow sensor signal gets invalid (broken LED, cable, flag
out of the sensors linear range or light passing by the side of a flag),
several DOF channels are spoiled usually leading the suspension into
chaotic motion. Only sensor F is sensitive to a single DOF channel,
side motion, and vice versa, making the damping loop almost as robust
as in local damping.
4.5.7 Shadow sensor – extending the linear range
A big drawback of DOF-damping is that it requires a linear shadow
sensor response, i.e. with constant slope as in equation 4.2. Even with
minor deviations of 20%, the feedback can lead to oscillations. Espe-
cially during alignment procedures the linear range is often exceeded.
If the relation between flag position ∆x and PD current IPD was known
∆x IPD ,
x→ f(x)
f(x)→ f−1 (f(x)) = x
5 xlong=
D+E
2 , xpitch=
1rad
95mm
B−C
2 , . . .
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the inverse could be used to restore the position.
The response of six different BOSEMs (SN009..SN014) was charac-
terized individually by [79] and [80].6 Each unit’s response is measured
individually by displacing the flag deterministically by means of a mi-
crometer table in steps of 0.1mm. The responses are normalized to a
maximum of one, i.e. divided by the open light value where the flag
is completely removed. Since the absolute position of the flag is not
determined, the central region of the data is fitted linearly. From the
fit the half light voltage is deduced as zero-position. Normally this is
rather meaningless, as shadow sensors are measuring only the relative
position anyway. But in this case it is important for comparability of
the different BOSEMs. After this data conditioning, all units show a
rather similar response (compare figure 4.13). The deduced slopes are
suffering mostly from position inaccuracies (accuracy of the micrometer
screw). The slopes are constant across a range of approximately 600µm.
That is significantly less than the range, where they show similarities.
This motivated the feasibility of proper error signal linearization.
For linearization of a sensor, the inverse of its input/output relation
must be known. In this case, no sufficient analytical expression for the
signal or its inverse was found. When looking at the slopes, however,
a supergaussian
∂ sig(∆x)
∂ ∆x
= b · exp
{
−
(
∆x
a
)2n}
(4.8)
with adjusted scaling parameters a (which provides a measure for the
width of the linear region) and b (the slope in the central region) of
order n= 2 fits pretty well in a 1300µm wide region. Further out,
the supergaussian decays too quickly. There the response is only a
few tenth of a percent and the slope is already extremely low. As
the signal-to-noise ratio goes like 1/slope for most noise contributions,
the artificially recovered signal would get 1000 times worse. Especially
at the upper end close to full light, the signal is Furthermore, influ-
enced relatively strong by power fluctuations induced for example by
temperature changes. Therefore at the very wings (for extreme flag
displacements) no clean signal (calibration) could be obtained anyway.
Also in these extreme cases the individual BOSEM units start to differ
from each other significantly. Hence, a linearization reaching further
wouldn’t be sensible.
From the supergaussian slope, the signal
sig(∆x) =
∫
∆x
−∞
∂sig(∆x)
∂∆x
dx (4.9)
can be inferred only numerically. This is going to be the drawback
in experimental implementation. The CDS will need to have a lookup
6 Three LEDs were exchanged after electrical failure. This measurement was carried
out to verify that all units were working properly again.
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Figure 4.13.: The responses of six BOSEMs, measured by [79]
and [80], are shown in the upper graph. They are normalized by
the maximum value (open light calibration). The central regions
are fitted linearly to define an absolute position for comparability.
The slopes are shown in the middle graph on a linear axis and in
the lower graph logarithmically. They are surprisingly similar to
each other and constant (±20%) across a range of ≈ 600µm. A
supergaussian fit matches the data for about twice the range.
table. Possibly an even better approximation could be found and stored
in this table. This, however, doesn’t seem to help a lot due to the
aforementioned power fluctuations (open light voltage), differences and
noise far away from the optimal operation point. Also for the sake of
a smooth signal, the supergaussian approximation was pursued.
After inverting the integral numerically – the last step in the whole
procedure, which needs to be carried out only once – one can infer
the flag position ∆x by searching the corresponding position for the
measured sig-value. Probably, the lookup table will be rather small
and ∆x(sig) will be found by interpolation. From this reconstructed
position a linear signal can be synthesized as
siglin = b∆xreconst + 0.5 , (4.10)
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Figure 4.14.: The exemplary linearization of the BOSEM error
signal is shown on SN009: The response of six BOSEMs was fitted
using a supergaussian (black curve). From the actual BOSEM
output the flag position is inferred by means of inverting the fit
(circles). This is used to create a linear signal (diamonds) with the
same slope in the central region. However, the synthetic signal is
not all the way linear due to the aforementioned differences in the
wings (shown in the inset).
which basically leaves the central region unaffected. This means that
the new signal has got the same half light voltage sig(∆x=0)=0.5 as
well as the same slope
∂sig(∆x)
∂∆x
∣∣∣∣
x=0
= b (4.11)
as the original one. Not every individual BOSEM is characterized,
so one supergaussian is fitted to all of the obtained slope data. The
linearized signals are then deduced from only a single lookup table,
reducing the complexity of future experimental implementation into
CDS. Figure 4.14 shows the whole process and its limits exemplary on
the dataset of SN009.
The results are shown in figure 4.15, where the original supergaussian
fit is plotted for comparison. The width of the linear region (However,
it may be defined exactly) is increased by more than a factor of two.
The linearity in the central region is increased. This means there are
less deviations from a constant slope paired with a sharper falloff at
the edges. Also the slope doesn’t approach zero but stays at the 10%
level even in the wings.
4.5.8 Shadow sensor – scattered light
Recent experience showed that scattered light can pose a severe prob-
lem to shadow sensor readout. Despite being relatively far away from
the light of the intra cavity enhanced 1064 nm main laser, the scattered
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Figure 4.15.: After linearizing the BOSEM signals with a sin-
gle supergaussian, the linear range is more than doubled. The
linearization is limited by the slope of the original response, van-
ishing in its wings. This results in an extremely noisy signal in
this range, even if a better matching fit was used.
light can spoil reference positions. However, even more dangerous is
the possibility of introducing ‘fake flag motion’. The countermeasures
then taken by the damping system actually excite the suspended mir-
ror. In the worst case this can cause a positive feedback via a power
modulation inside the interferometer [81].
In GEO600 this is partly caused by the shadow sensor sensing unit
being enclosed in transparent glass containers. As a workaround the
LED current is modulated in the kHz range while the photodiode’s
current is demodulated at the same frequency where the test masses
response is negligible and no signal is expected.
To avoid this complexity the coil holders were made from opaque
aluminum. The large entrance hole opposing the flag can be closed by
adding a cap (which is at hand). Additional optical cutoff filters were
investigated but are not going to be installed until the taken measures
turn out to be insufficient.
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4.5.9 Coil actuation – principles
Optimally all alignment and damping is carried out at the upper mass,
so that actuation noise is passively filtered by the lower suspension
stages. It is beneficial, to place the sensors co-located to the actuators.
This way creating stable servos is much easier and more robust. With
shadow sensors this can be realized almost perfectly. A magnet can be
used as or be implemented into the flag. Then a coil is wound ‘around’
the sensing unit to exert electromagnetic forces.
The required strength of an actuator (coil-magnet-geometry combi-
nation) is determined by the required actuation range and the stiffness
of the suspension. As there are no requirements for the actuation range
itself, the maximal range again given by the maximal sensing range of
the shadow sensors was used as baseline. It is assumed that a poorly
aligned shadow sensor may yield a total linear range of 0.7mm in one
direction. The original aLIGO BOSEMs incorporate 800 windings [31].
Due to the space constraints, 800 is the very maximum amount of
turns on the BOSEMs. At the coils’ sweet spot, 5mmø, 5mm thick
neodymium magnets give a force of ≈10N/A.7 Taking the number of
coils per degree of freedom and the stiffnesses into account, this results
in .10mA per coil for DC-positioning. In reality, however, it turns
out that a tuning range of several shadow sensor ranges is required
especially in the initial alignment phase: DC currents are applied to
the coils and the shadow sensors are re-aligned (re-centered) multiple
times in a row without realigning the suspension itself mechanically
every time. To allow higher coil currents, smaller sensing resistors are
being used for the start.
4.5.10 Coil actuation – electronics
The coil driver is supplied with a differential signal of maximally ±10V
by the DACs. The low distortion, large slew rate, balanced line input
receiver (SSM2141) yields 100 dB common mode rejection and converts
the signal to single ended with an exact gain of one. A second order
whitening filter (double pole at 0.16Hz, double zero at 8Hz) reduces
the DAC noise below the requirement (see figure 4.18 and B.5). In a
newer version this is switchable so that larger excitations can be exerted
during the setup phase.
A low noise OP27 comparator matches the voltage drop across a sens-
ing/shunt resistor and the set voltage (usually two resistors are used to
increase the power that can be dissipated maximally, see figure 4.19).
7 Samarium cobalt magnets have a higher Curie temperature and suffer from less
Barkhausen noise [82, 83]. They do not require a nickel plating for mechanical
stability or vacuum compatibility. 5mmø, 5mm thick magnets compatible with the
RefC suspensions and steerings are at hand and might be used in the future. When
swapping, wider flags (>5mm) should be installed as well to avoid light passing by
their sides in case of poor alignment.
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Figure 4.16.: The coil driver electronics receive the CDS signal
differentially and apply de-whitening if chosen. The signal is ap-
plied to a current driver explained in figure 4.17. A copy of the
measured coil current is put out differentially via a relatively noisy
sender for diagnostic purposes.
Its output current (absolute maximum 25mA) is amplified by a high
speed unity gain buffer (BUF634, Imax=250mA). This is used in high
bandwidth mode to suppress its quiescent current as much as possible
so it does not show up in the comparison. In this mode a 50Ω decou-
pling resistor should be placed in front according to the datasheet to
provide stable operation.
Figure 4.17.: Actuation coils are supplied by a current driver.
This ensures that the exerted force is proportional to the CDS out-
put (compare figure 4.16). The current is supplied by a BUF634
driver. It is measured via a sensing resistor and actively con-
trolled to suppress noise. A high frequency bypass (Ccomp=1µF,
Rcomp=6.3Ω) is added parallel to the coil (Rcoil=50Ω for triple
suspension) to obtain a stable feedback loop.
As the coil being actuated is inside the high speed current driving
loop, its inductance would drive the loop unstable. Therefore a compen-
sation circuit is added in parallel to the coil, which allows the current
to pass by at frequencies where no actuation would reach the test mass.
The voltage drop across the sensing resistor is buffered (gain= -1)
and sent differentially with a balanced line driver of approximately gain
2 (5.2 to 6.2 dB dependent on the load). This current readback does not
exhibit low noise performance (compare figure 4.18) but can be used
to check the cancellation of whitening/de-whitening, the calibration
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inside CDS using Icoil=(Uout+−Uout-)/2Rsense (to 1 dB accuracy) and
the functionality: whether the driver saturates or the coil is even broken.
Figure 4.18.: Similar to the shadow sensor readout, all noise con-
tributions of the actuation coil driving electronics were simulated
using the LISO plug-in [78] for Cadsoft EAGLE and projected into
forces applied to the upper mass assuming a (1kΩ) shunt resistor.
The reference cavity test mass position requirement starts at 25Hz.
It is projected to a force allowed at the upper mass using the theo-
retical state space model [84] (the projection is continued towards
lower frequencies as dashed curve). At low frequencies, the noise
introduced by the coil drivers should be below the driving seismic if
possible. The 90% confidence seismic in horizontal from figure 3.3
is projected using a simple SAS transfer function (resonance at
0.1Hz, Q=3, no plateau). Noise occurring in the driving electron-
ics is attenuated by large shunt resistors. For smaller values as
used during the initial alignment procedure (10Ω), the coil driver
noise starts to rise above seismic noise at 0.5Hz (figure B.5).
4.5.11 Coil actuation – current sensing resistor
It turns out that with the used coil driving scheme, the choice for a sens-
ing resistor is not trivial. On the one hand the output current (biggest
possible actuation force) shall be maximized, on the other hand the
driver’s noise shall be minimized. The first point is achieved by max-
imizing the voltage drop across the coil and (due to the given maxi-
mal range of ≈±10V) minimizing the sensing resistor. The latter is
achieved by maximizing the voltage drop across the sensing resistor. A
further limitation is the power dissipated in the sensing resistor
Psense = U
2
coil
Rsense
Rcoil +Rsense
(4.12)
which is illustrated in figure 4.19 and should not exceed the rating of
the resistor. The dissipated power is maximal at the crossover, where
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Figure 4.19.: The maximal power deposited in the sensing re-
sistor depends on its value. It is shown in the left graph for
Ucoil=±10V. For comparison the right graph shows the power dis-
sipated in the coil. The shaded areas symbolize the region where
ratings are exceeded. The steering mirror currents are sensed
above the restricted area with 250 and 500Ohm, the triples’ below
at only 10Ohm to provide sufficient range.
the resistance of the coil equals that of the sensing resistor. However,
with the used two SMD0805 resistors in parallel, no more than 0.5W
can be dissipated. This gives two possible regions of operation, above
and below the crossover.
The coils themselves are located inside the vacuum system and elec-
trically isolated from the suspension. Therefore their power dissipation
capabilities are limited as well. A power of one Watt might be radi-
ated at a large BOSEM temperature increase of about 100◦C (compare
section 4.7.1). The current is not constant and its rms value is only
a fraction of the peak value, especially for damping. Therefore the
maximum of the temporarily deposited power in any coil
Pcoil =
U2coil
Rcoil +Rsense
(4.13)
was set to 1W.
In the case of the steering mirrors, a maximal current of 50mA turns
out to be sufficient for any sensible steering range, so a sensing resis-
tor above 250Ohm can be used. The triple suspensions are actively
damped. Hence, higher coil currents are required for severe events
during the commissioning phase. Maximum values up to 150mA were
observed in ‘normal’ operation. This requires the use of small (10Ohm)
sensing resistors. Once the whole system is fully commissioned, the re-
quired drive will be smaller so that larger resistors around 1kΩ like
Vishay Beyschlag 0204 with small flicker noise [77] can be used.
Keep in mind that, although restricted regions in figure 4.19 must
be avoided, the according resistor values can be used nevertheless. In
that case, Ucoil must be limited as the dissipated power scales with it’s
square U2coil. In practice limiters can be set in CDS. For an optimal use
of the DACs’ dynamic range, the gain of the coil drivers input stage
may be adjusted.
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4.5.12 Coil actuation – magnet sweet spot
The force of a coil being exerted onto a magnet on its axis is propor-
tional of the gradient of the electromagnetic potential and therefore
strongly position dependent.
Figure 4.20.: A Mathematica script written by Mark Barton cal-
culates the response of an electromagnetic actuator from the coil
geometry and measured magnet parameters [85]. The sweet spot
with maximal response and therefore the smallest position depen-
dence are determined to be at 3.9mm and 6.2mm respectively.
The picture on the right shows the required distance between the
coil holder and the mass, where the magnet is attached to. For
the steering it is important that the magnet sits well within the
copper cup to obtain sufficient eddy current damping. For the
BOSEM design, the flag length is chosen in a way that the flag’s
tip sits at the shadow sensors operation point when the magnet is
in its optimal position.
However, when moving the magnet axially out of the coil, there is
a maximum in the exerted force. Around this maximum, the force
is position independent to first order. This sweet spot is the desired
position for operation.
4.5.13 Coil actuation – actuation matrix
The actuators on the upper mass are co-located with the sensors. In
fact the shadow sensor readout is fixed in place on the coil holders
and the flags are glued onto the magnets on the upper mass. When
actuating on a single coil, different DOFs are excited at the same time.
Again the goal is, to find the linear combinations of coils
Fcoil =Mact ·FDOF (4.14)
to act on for driving each DOF at a time. In the case of co-aligned
sensors and actuators,Mact is the transpose ofMsense. To verify this,
either virtually act on each coil at a time and invert the resulting
actuation in the DOF system according to FDOF=M
−1
act ·Fcoil or follow
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the same scheme as for the sensing matrix: Investigate how much of
which coil to act on, to carry out a pure actuation in the DOF system
(projection of DOF base vectors into the coils’ coordinate system). The
actuation matrix
Mact =


long pitch side roll vert yaw
A 0 0 0 5.264 0.5 0
B 0 31.25 0 −2.632 0.25 3.819
C 0 −31.25 0 −2.632 0.25 −3.819
D 0.5 0 0 0 0 5.556
E 0.5 0 0 0 0 −5.556
F 0 0 1 0 0 0


(4.15)
reverses from DOF coordinates (forces in newton and torques in newton-
meter) to coil coordinates (all forces in newton). This time large entries
attenuate noise introduced by the coil drivers but on the other hand
amplify sensing noise which passes through the damping filters. In a
student project, the correctness of the geometrically deduced sensing
and actuation matrix was investigated [86]. DOF actuation to upper
mass tilt was measured by means of optical levers. This project showed
significant cross-coupling in the actuation. This might arise from the
relatively small upper mass and Hence, the small distance between
neighboring coils and magnets.
4.5.14 Coil actuation – required strength
The linear readout range of the shadow sensors is limited to about
0.7mm. After an initial testing and commissioning period, it doesn’t
make sense to actuate more than the maximal readout range. This
limits the maximally usable dynamic range to the values shown in ta-
ble 4.5.
DOF stiffness coils dynamic range Imax per coil
[N/m] or [qty.] [mm] or (0.1A/N)
[mNm/rad] [mrad] [mA]
long 120 2 0.7 4.2
side 120 1 0.7 8.5
vert 217 2 8 0.7 7.6
pitch 110 2 44 15
yaw 133 2 8 7.8 0.57
roll 60 2 8 7.4 0.23
Table 4.5.: From the stiffness of each degree of freedom, a maxi-
mal DC actuation which does not exceed the linear BOSEM range
of 0.7mm can be deduced.
8 The actual quantity of acting coils deviates, but this number accounts for the fact
that some coils don’t contribute their full strength for this specific degree of freedom.
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The shown stiffnesses can be deduced from the suspensions state
space model. In conjunction with the strength of the used actuators
(10N/A) this results in a maximally required current through the coil.
This knowledge can be used to set the current sensing resistor. Al-
though pitch formally requires the biggest current due to its short lever,
the reader should bear in mind that using up the total pitch scanning
range is not sensible. The same, short lever arm causes the pitch read-
out range to be significantly larger in terms of angle when compared to
yaw. A current of 10mA should suffice for all DC alignment demands.
4.5.15 Different damping methods: local vs. degree of freedom
In early times of suspension history, signals were fed back only very lo-
cally: Each sensor controlled only the co-located actuator. This scheme
is called local damping. It is extremely robust, as a malfunction of one
feedback loop is usually compensated by cross coupling to others, not
in terms of optimal functionality but the suspension is not driven into
instability until it crashes. The applied local damping makes best use of
this robustness. The velocity proportional feedback guarantees almost
unconditional stability at the drawback of noise injected in the detec-
tion band. The strength is chosen to the upper end, i.e. the suspension
is slightly overdamped.
Figure 4.21.: The upper mass motion is read out by shadow
sensors. Their signals are conditioned by readout electronics, dig-
itized by ADCs and calibrated. The damping can be chosen
between extremely robust local damping filters (sensor x to co-
located coil x) and less noisy degree of freedom damping. Finally
the actuation signals are reconverted to counts and to voltages by
DACs and sent as coil currents by driver boxes .
When good detection band sensitivities are required, the feedback is
switched to degree of freedom damping. The shadow sensor signals are
decomposed into the upper mass degrees of freedom by means ofMsense.
The feedback signal is applied in the same system and is distributed
to the individual actuators by means of Mact. This way the damping
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filters for the individual degree of freedom can be shaped to its needs.
Versions of the filter which are not optimized to reduce interferometric
rms noise yet are shown in figure 4.23.
Once the interferometric readout is commissioned, lower noise filters
will be switched on, sacrificing robustness for detection band perfor-
mance. These filters (see figure 4.24) roll off steeply towards the de-
fined requirement starting at 25Hz (compare figure 4.25). However,
they are too delicate during the coarse alignment phase when flags oc-
casionally leave the linear range or light is passing by their sides. A
possible solution to the first point is presented in section 4.5.7.
In addition to the damping, alignment offsets are applied to the sus-
pensions by the same actuation matrix in any damping mode. Attempts
were made to use the shadow sensor signals as DC references as well.
However, integrating the deviation from a set-point and feeding it back
to the suspension does not work reliably. The differing stiffnesses of
the individual degrees of freedom require differently strong actuations.
Electromagnetic cross-coupling from coils for stiff degrees of freedom
to soft suspension DOFs seems to be the limiting effect. Furthermore,
glitches often drive the suspension into oscillations. This problem might
be avoidable in future with an automatic state recognition that disables
integration in the case of excess pendulum motion.
4.5.16 Damping filter requirements
Robust damping filters must fulfill more than the theoretical require-
ment of 1/f-unity gain crossing. The loop gain for example can change
easily (see section 4.5.7 and 4.7.1). Therefore a gain margin of 3 dB
is desired for all damping loops. Furthermore, a sufficient phase mar-
gin is required to ensure a stable system in the presence of variable
non-steady state disturbances. It is chosen to be 20◦ at minimum.
To check the damping efficiency the suspension’s impulse response
from upper to lower mass was determined using the state space model.
A ring-down of the lower mass to 1/e amplitude within 10 s is usually
accepted as sufficient [87, 66]. If, however, the system consists of several
coupled oscillators, some of the oscillations may decay quickly while
others can be long-lived. This would cause a short 1/e ring-down time
while a smaller amplitude oscillation could continue significantly less
damped afterwards. Therefore the 1/e4 point is checked to be within
40 s instead. This measure ensures a reasonable calm-down time of all
suspension modes. It is independent of the oscillation frequency while
the Q-factor is not.
One special fact is not covered by this criterion: Assume there is a
mechanical impedance mismatch between the upper mass and a mode
which couples to the test mass. Then the impulse may not be trans-
mitted to this mode in the first place, especially if the upper mass is
strongly damped. Nevertheless feedback noise or other disturbances,
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Figure 4.22.: The 1/e4 ring-down time, the duration after which
the amplitude doesn’t exceed the red region anymore, of all degrees
of freedom is verified to be below 40 s. This ensures that even the
most long lived excitations decrease by about 1/e within every
10 s.
which couple to the mirror directly, can slowly build up in this mode
and remain almost undamped. This relates to the observability of this
mode at the chosen readout location.
4.5.17 General damping filter shape
All thinkable damping filters (displacement to feedback force ) have
one point in common: their slope is f-like (∼∝ f) in the feedback re-
gion, i.e. in the vicinity of the resonances to be damped. They are
similar to velocity damping in order to extract kinetic energy. Actually
higher frequency resonances are getting less excited as the driving noise
(mostly seismic motion) usually also decays towards higher frequencies.
Therefore a shallower damping filter slope (∝√f) can be used. This
minimized the noise injected beyond unity gain. Such a slope is suf-
ficiently well approximated by one to two pole/zero pairs per decade.
For the triple suspension this region is between 0.1 and 10Hz.
Below the lowest resonance a high-pass filter is implemented for
convenience. This reduces the DC-response which otherwise is dis-
turbing when switching the damping on/off. The corner frequency is
10..100mHz. If it was increased, too much phase would be lost for a
clean unity gain crossing.
To the high frequency end, above the highest resonance, a low-pass
filter needs to be implemented into the damping. The basic slopes of
the xGND→xupper and Fupper→xupper transfer functions are the same
around resonance. But towards higher frequencies, the damping filters
response xGND→Fupper would bypass seismic noise to the upper mass if
it kept rising like pure viscous damping. Actually it even has to decrease
in order not to dominate the transmissibility (compare figure 3.8). A
second order pole works well for this purpose. It also reduces the
rms value of the coil actuation. However, when the requirements are
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Figure 4.23.: Measurements of the open loop gain of all six DOF-
damping loops are shown. A swept sine signal is injected digitally
into each DOF-damping filters. Based on a combination of this
measurement and a preliminary noise performance of the RefC,
the individual gains were set as shown. Two modes (one in roll
and one in vert) are not resolved due to weak coupling to the upper
mass. The pitch mode got a factor of ten less gain than the others
because of its lever arms. With more gain the injected shadow
sensor noise would dominate the seismic noise, causing increased
total noise without any benefits.
very stringent like in the RefC, further attenuation is required. Adding
more poles is not an option, as the system would become unstable from
excessive phase loss. An elliptic (Scultete) filter can produce a step at
the drawback of increased response (servo bump) below the cutoff.
The more optimized the system is (by means of noise performance),
the more susceptible it gets to malfunctions. For example, optimally,
the complex multiple input multiple output system is well separated
into single input single output systems, which can be easily controlled.
In reality, the degrees of freedom are still coupled, which occasionally
drives the system into instability, especially when couplings are chang-
ing. Additional notch filters might avoid resonant enhancement of the
parasitically coupled degrees of freedom. Furthermore, each suspension
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Figure 4.24.: Different damping filters were normalized to unity
response at 1Hz for comparison. The filter used in local damping
is by far the most robust. The final reference cavity sensitivity
However, requires reduced filter response above and especially at
25Hz. An elliptical step filter (Scultete) is used to achieve this.
When applied to the suspension, the more complex filter version
aims for a gain margin as little as 3 dB all the way up to the
step to allow a larger step and more detection band suppression.
For the first phase of the experiment, a more robust version is
implemented.
has the fallback option into the local damping mode using much more
robust damping filters.
4.5.18 Noise projection of the used damping system
For convenience, the noise contributions of the shadow sensor driver
and readout and the coil driver were given in ‘native units’ earlier, i.e.
a force acting onto the upper mass and as position accuracy of the read-
out. In practice one is actually interested in the test mass displacement
noise. Two effects play a role in the mitigation: The mechanical sus-
ceptibility of the test mass position to a force exerted onto the upper
mass (this was taken into account earlier by projecting the requirement
backwards into an equivalent force exerted onto the upper mass) and
the feedback system shaping the injected sensor noise but also the ac-
tuation and seismic noise. Although the feedback system is only acting
around the suspension resonances, the influence of velocity damping
would decay slower than an non-damped suspension would allow. Ac-
tive damping allows for a shallower damping filter (∝√f) and a steep
cutoff filter to fulfill the requirements at higher frequencies.
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Figure 4.25.: The noise sources described earlier are summarized:
The BOSEMs’ inherent noise was measured with aLIGO electron-
ics [31], BOSEM readout contains noise introduced between the
shadow sensor’s photocurrent and the CDS, BOSEM drive covers
electronic noise introduced in front of the shadow sensors’ LED
and coil driver noise depicts everything injected between the CDS
and the current driving the coil. All noise sources are projected
to test mass displacement noise using the suspensions’ state space
model. The requirement relates to the sum of the simulated RefC
noise contributions given in figure 5.20 in the detection band. A
requirement for rms motion cannot be set but electronic noise is
well below seismic noise.
All noise sources are well below the requirement. Furthermore,
the electronic noise at low frequencies still leaves room for seismic
improvement such as inertial SAS control.
4.6 triple suspension cabling
For the communication to the CDS and for the signals from BOSEM
drivers to the vacuum feedthrough (LED current, PD readout), Cat7
cables in conjunction with D-sub connectors are used. Cable bundles of
four individually shielded twisted pairs and an additional shield around
all pairs together carry all signals of a triple suspension. Each signal
is sent via one twisted pair. This provides 90 dB of noise rejection [88].
The cabling is described in more detail in appendix C.3.
4.7 temperature, pressure and temporal influences
As the Prototype environment is meant to be cycled quite often be-
tween vacuum and air, some effort was put into understanding the
changes in the upper mass readout. The major short-term influence
is the temperature change from the semi-adiabatic expansion of the
residual gas, which is analyzed in the following section. After that,
the variability of cantilever stiffness and length with temperature are
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investigated. These changes usually happen slow due to the heat ca-
pacity. The biggest permanent effect comes from the buoyancy which
is then described in the last subsection. A settling of the artificially
aged cantilevers could not be observed.
4.7.1 BOSEM calibration changes
This section covers changes in the calibration of BOSEM signal into ac-
tual flag position with special emphasis onto temperature dependence.
The results are of special relevance for the linear range extension pre-
sented in section 4.5.7 and sensitive degrees of freedom such as pitch.
Figure 4.26.: Light blue shows the room temperature measured
close to the exemplary chosen BOSEM F on the toy suspension. It
is calibrated into flag displacement by means of a fitted conversion
factor. In dark blue a 50min single pole is added to account for
delayed response due to heat capacities. Also some smoothing is
applied. Compared, the orange original data show a drift. Fitting
a continuous sensitivity degradation to it and subtracting the effect
results in red graph which matches very well with the temperature.
The open light signal, where the flag is completely removed, shows a
24 hour cycle. Fitting the temperature, however, doesn’t lead to good
agreement. Another continuous degradation is required, to explain the
change of BOSEM signal over time. This is surprising, as all units were
undergoing an extended 50 h burn-in phase at 100mA in Birmingham
[31]. Also they were in use several months before the measurement
was taken. The results of a fitting process for all six units of the toy
suspension are shown in table 4.6.
The change with temperature can be explained by the dependence
of LED efficiency from temperature. In the datasheet the temperature
dependence between -60 and +100◦C is given. Quadratic fitting results
in an efficiency change of (∂Pmax/∂T )/P 20
◦C
max
20◦C
= −0.0073/K around
room temperature (see figure 4.27). During the open light test, the
total BOSEM range was calibrated to 880±35µm. This leads to a
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BOSEM ∂x/∂T degrad.
unit # [µm/K] [µm/day]
A -3.72 -0.53
B -3.32 -0.19
C -3.54 -0.33
D -3.29 -0.16
E -3.58 -0.28
F -3.45 -0.17
Table 4.6.: Six readout units were monitored in an open light test
(flag removed) over the course of about a week. The correlation
of the signal with temperature and a continuous degradation are
fitted according to figure 4.26.
Figure 4.27: The efficiency of the
BOSEM LEDs is temperature de-
pendent. The measurement from
the datasheet is fitted by means of
a quadratic fit over a big tempera-
ture range. Around room temper-
ature the efficiency is reduced by
0.0073/K.
change of 6.4µm/K, almost double as much compared to the observed
value.
It should be noted that this investigation was actually carried out
during an open light test. Whenever a flag shades a fraction of the
light, the signal change induced by temperature is reduced by the same
fraction. This means that tilt degrees of freedom, where two (ore more)
flag positions are subtracted, might suffer from imbalanced calibration
changes. Especially in pitch, where the lever arms are short, this can
spoil reference positions.
4.7.2 Cantilever stiffness changes
The stiffness of most materials changes with temperature (∂E/∂T 6=0).
As the deflection of pre-stressed materials, such as the cantilevers of
a suspension, depends on the stiffness, it changes with temperature
as well. This can be seen well on the toy suspension in air, which
shows a strong correlation between vertical position and temperature.
Over the course of a few hours a temperature drop of 1K raises the
suspension by about 50µm, much more than the effect described in
the last section. The temperature dependence of the Young’s modulus
in the cantilever material Marvel-18 is reported to be (∂E/∂T )/E=
2.54 ·10−4 /K [89], which would cause a lift of 56µm/K. This does not
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yet take into account that the toy suspension cantilevers are extended
by a relatively long, stiff clamp which doesn’t flex. The latter would
reduce the above mentioned change and probably would lead to even
better agreement.
4.7.3 Cantilever length changes
Due to thermal expansion, the length of the cantilevers changes. As
this defines the suspension point in horizontal, the suspension moves as
well. With a top cantilever length of 207mm and an average coefficient
of thermal expansion of 10 ·10−6 /K this results in only 2µm/K. The
suspension cage supporting the shadow sensors, however, is made from
aluminum with a CTE of 24·10−6 /K. This moves the shadow sensors
by 5µm/K, reversing the sensed longitudinal position by 3µm/K. This
is comparable to (twice as big) the calibration changes described earlier
[90].
4.7.4 Buoyancy change
When being vented, the suspension is ‘swimming’ in air. In vacuum
this support is missing. This is equivalent to the suspension getting
heavier by the weight of the air, it displaces. The volume can be cal-
culated from the effective suspension’s density of 2.73 g/cm3 obtained
from an Inventor model and its actual weight. Together with the den-
sity of the air (1.2 kg/m3) it gives the buoyancy. The top vertical stage
has to support this additional weight (see table 4.1 and therefore is ex-
pected to flex by 97µm. Actual observations on different suspensions,
however, showed a vertical change of only 64µm. This measurement is
better to obtain during venting, as the temperature change is much less
significant in this case. The discrepancy might hint that the absolute
BOSEM calibration is incorrect. Additionally, it might be due to some
parameters, such as the cantilever stiffness, not being known accurately
enough yet.
4.8 horizontal vs. vertical suspension thermal noise
In a complex suspension system, equation 5.21 does not hold anymore.
The susceptibility and its imaginary part, which determines the ther-
mally driven motion, differ in shape. A major reason is that the Q-
factors of the modes are all very different.
Longitudinal modes (same as sideways) benefit from the dilution fac-
tor which reduces their mechanical loss (compare chapter 5.7.5). This
lowers the off-resonant thermal noise as well. Vertical modes, in con-
trast, do not experience loss dilution. This causes the vertical noise to
be almost three orders of magnitude bigger than the horizontal noise in
the 100Hz-region. With the assumed 1:1000 coupling of other degrees
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Figure 4.28.: The magnitude of the lower mass’ susceptibility to
excitation is shown on the left. The thermal noise in the interfer-
ometric readout consists of a direct longitudinal and a parasitic
vertical contribution. Thermally driven vertical motion is assumed
to be suppressed by a factor 1:1000. Both contributions depend
only on the imaginary part of the susceptibility. For comparison to
the full simulation results, the adopted model from [91] is shown
as dashed curve. At 30Hz it overestimates the noise by a factor
of three.
of freedom into longitudinal, the associated interferometric readout sig-
nal from vertical and horizontal thermal noise has a similar level in the
detection band.
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FREQUENCY REFERENCE CAVITY
Interferometry relies on the measurement of path lengths by means of
optical phase. Hence, precise measurements require a highly stable laser
frequency. In a two path interferometer (such as a Michelson interfer-
ometer) one can think of one arm serving as reference for the other arm.
If both arms were perfectly equal, frequency noise would be rejected
completely. However, control schemes often require length asymme-
tries (e.g. Schnupp asymmetry) and tolerances add more imbalance
(especially if arm cavities are being used). Therefore different stabiliza-
tion schemes for the laser frequency were developed. The monolithic
Non-Planar Ring Oscillator (NPRO) laser is inherently stable against
vibrations and acoustics, thermal effects etc.. It is amplified to 35W,
which conserves almost all stability [92, 26]1. Nevertheless, a much bet-
ter frequency reference is required to achieve the roughly seven orders
of magnitude of active frequency noise reduction in the frequency band
of the SQL interferometer operation band (see figure 5.20. There are
two major types of references:
• Atomic and molecular electronic transition energies are deter-
mined by fundamental constants and thereby well suited as low
frequency reference (sub-Hertz). Molecular iodine has a set of
transitions at 532 nm and can be used to stabilize a frequency
doubled Nd:YAG laser.
• An optical cavity’s resonance condition is determined by its length.
It can either be fixed by a low thermal expansion spacer like in
the PMC described in chapter 2 to have a good performance in
the mid frequency region (hundreds of mHz to tens of Hz) while
suffering from seismic motion. Or the mirrors are suspended, in
which case they behave like free masses above some transition fre-
quency making this the method of choice for higher frequencies
(above a few Hz).
Naively one might expect, that frequency noise suppression is required
only in the measurement band of the SQL interferometer. In practice,
nonlinear effects can also convert noise to higher frequencies, so that
1 [92] shows in figure 4.7 that the amplifier (40W Versta¨rker) doesn’t introduce sig-
nificant frequency noise to the NPRO (Miser). In [26] it is shown, that most other
properties of the NPRO are well-conserved under the amplification
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frequency stability is also required below the band. Therefore in the
10m Prototype facility both active methods will be applied.
To fulfill the stringent requirements in the SQL interferometer’s mea-
surement band of 20 Hz to ≈1 kHz explained in section 5.1, a suspended
21.2m round trip free space three mirror cavity, the Frequency Refer-
ence Cavity (RefC), was designed.
The InnoLight Prometheus laser used in the SPI setup is stabilized
internally to an iodine reference. It is used to measure and control the
inter table motion and thereby the cavity length indirectly. Around
the fundamental RefC suspension resonances, table top motion is reso-
nantly enhanced making the RefC no good reference. Hence, it might
be required to stabilize the 35W laser to the SPI laser directly by means
of a phase lock loop.
In the RefC, two flat mirrors, the in- and outcoupler are located on
the central SAS, a curved high reflective mirror is placed on the south
SAS (see figure 5.3). The g-factor (radius of curvature) was chosen to
provide a good rejection of higher order modes (see section 5.2) and
reasonable spot sizes (> 2mm) for low coating thermal noise. The
design transmissivities of the mirrors were chosen to result in a high
finesse impedance matched cavity for s-polarized light.
This enables a low shot noise limit of the Pound-Drever-Hall length
readout. A triple suspension described in chapter 4 isolates the cav-
ity mirrors from ground motion. The alignment of the cavity mode
(especially during the alignment/lock acquisition mode) is achieved by
means of DC spot position sensors described in chapter C.6. Once
lock is established, spatially resolved PDH signals, so-called differential
wavefront sensor (DWS) signals, can be used to accurately co-align the
ingoing beam with the cavity mode by means of remotely controllable
suspended steering mirrors explained in section 5.6.
In order to fulfill the requirements given in figure 5.20, the contribu-
tions of individual noise terms had to be simulated. They are deduced
in section 5.7. This simulation finally led to a feasibility study for the
Coating Thermal Noise Interferometer chapter 6.
5.1 requirements
The ultimate displacement sensitivity requirements for the Frequency
Reference Cavity are driven by the susceptibility of the SQL interfer-
ometer to laser frequency noise. All subsystems should only contribute
noise well below (factor of 10) the total classical noise of the SQL in-
terferometer.
A Michelson interferometer with equal arms would not suffer from
laser frequency noise. The effective arm length, however, is determined
by the optical recycling factor expressed by the finesse. It is prone to
imbalance between the arms. The absorption losses per reflection are
extremely low (<1 ppm) due to recent progress in coating technology.
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The clipping losses on the mirrors (≤ 4ppm [93]) should be well bal-
anced when the spots are centered on the mirrors. The cavity loss due
to transmission through the ITMs (TITM=8500 ppm) will be matched
in the arms as well.2 In the past, particle deposition on the coatings
have shown to be unavoidable in a walk-in vacuum tank. These are
a potential hazard in high power CW applications [95]. The issue is
augmented by static charge buildup on the mirrors during the frequent
pump cycles, which attracts e.g. dust, and the non-trivial clean-ability
of suspended mirrors. It causes unpredictable scattering losses and ab-
sorption. Experience tells, these might be up to 30 ppm per mirror [96]
and could add up to 60 ppm imbalance in the arm cavities, approxi-
mately 1% of the total losses. The finesse mismatch would cause the
SQL interferometer to be a factor 1:100 as sensitive to laser frequency
noise when compared to a similarly long single cavity like the RefC.
As no subsystem should contribute more than a tenth of the SQL
interferometer’s classical noise, it follows, that the total noise of the
reference cavity calibrated in displacement can only be a factor of 10
times that of the SQL interferometer.
Figure 5.1.: The goal of laser frequency stabilization servo
(TTFSS) [97] is to suppress laser frequency noise below the to-
tal RefC noise floor (see figure 5.20) in the relevant measurement
band. As the TNI is shorter, it is less susceptible to frequency
noise as seen in figure 6.27. The required gain for a 60µm spot
size TNI is in reach with an early version of the TTFSS servo.
A short term requirement is emerging from the TNI described in
chapter 6. Since it is designed as a single cavity without any frequency
noise rejection, it fully relies on the reference cavity. As it is approx-
imately a factor 100 shorter, the TNI is less sensitive to frequency
noise by a similar factor. Desiring the same safety factor, the Refer-
ence cavity displacement noise may be a factor 10 higher than the TNI
displacement sensitivity in order to achieve the full TNI sensitivity.
2 According to CMS [94], the coatings for each set of mirrors are grown in the same
process providing extremely matched reflectivities
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Furthermore, it is desired to provide a good low frequency stability
of the laser, that is needed for many space applications and related
experiments [98].The noise projections for the RefC and TNI calibrated
in frequency are compared to the frequency noise of a free running laser.
Here an NPRO [99] serves as reference, as the 35W amplifier does not
contribute a significant amount of noise [92, 26]. In order to not be
gain limited in the frequency stabilization, the Table Top Frequency
Stabilization Servo (TTFSS) [97]) gain should be higher across the
measurement, than the ratio of NPRO noise and RefC noise. This is
shown in figure 5.1. The gain, that is required to suppress frequency
noise below the TNI noise floor is smaller and in reach with an early
version of the feedback system. Additional tweaks [100] will have to
be implemented in order to achieve the full frequency stability for the
SQL interferometer around 100Hz.
5.2 optical design
Simulations show, that a suspended mode cleaner would not suffice as
frequency reference. Passing through all light (more than 10W) would
drive the mirrors by means of classical radiation pressure noise. Hence,
only a small fraction (≈ 250mW) of the in-vacuum light is tapped of.
As a positive side effect this minimizes thermal effects as well.
In contrast to a linear cavity, the light being reflected off a ring
cavity is automatically separated from the incident light. Furthermore,
a three mirror cavity is non-degenerate regarding polarizations due to
the additional geometric phase flip in horizontal.
The maximal cavity length is limited by the facility to about 10m. A
reasonably high finesse (6200, later reduced to 3500, compare table 5.1
and 5.2) was chosen to reduce equivalent shot noise while not amplifying
classical radiation pressure noise too much. The latter reason also
motivates the choice of the relatively high mirror mass (when compared
to the 100 g mirrors of the SQL interferometer). A g-factor of about
0.7 provides a stable cavity with a good higher order mode suppression
(clean TEM00 mode) as described in chapter 2 and shown in figure 5.2.
It also allows for spots on the mirrors that are sufficiently large to not
be coating thermal noise limited.
The laser is controlled to follow the cavity length by means of three
actuators, each covering a different frequency band and allowing for
a unity gain frequency of ≈ 300kHz. The error signal is provided by
a Pound-Drever-Hall readout scheme in reflection. In the impedance
matched case, which was the initial design as shown in table 5.1 no
carrier light is reflected and only the 8MHz sidebands contribute shot
noise on the locking photodiode.
On the inquiry of the mirrors, the polarization was not specified.
This lead the coater to match the reflectivity parameters given for un-
polarized light. Since dielectric coatings used under 45◦ typically have
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Figure 5.2.: The power cumulative transmissivity of higher order
HGmn modes up to order m+n versus cavity g-factor is shown for
the parameters given in table 5.2. The power content of each mode
order is weighted as Pmn=exp(0.075(m+n)−2) according to the
fit to a laser in [41]. The power distribution within each order is
equal between the individual modes. For comparison, 0.73 of the
fundamental mode is transmitted. The g-factor of 0.72 allows for a
good higher order mode and s-pol suppression (compare figure 2.7
for the lower finesse equivalent) in conjunction with similar spot
sizes on both mirrors (g close to 1).
Figure 5.3.: The measured radius of curvature of the end mirror
in conjunction with the desired g-factor determines the required
optical round trip length (actually the radius of curvature was spec-
ified the other way around after knowing the available space). The
distance between in- and outcoupler and thereby the opening angle
of the mode is given by the suspension frame. A smaller opening
angle results in less astigmatism (the effective radius of curva-
ture in the given design is 4.5mm bigger in vertical and 4.5mm
smaller in horizontal) but also leads to increased scattering into
the reverse-traveling mode.
a ten to hundred times higher reflectivity in s-polarization(compare fig-
ure D.17), the actual p-reflectivity is half of the design value. It became
clear quickly, that s-pol was no option anymore as the intra cavity losses
would dominate which would reduce the overall sensitivity. Choosing
p-pol also implies several drawbacks: The additional number of lay-
ers increases coating thermal noise, the reduced impedance matching
requires more PDH modulation depth to dominate the additional re-
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design parameter RefC
TRC2a (input) 500 ppm
TRC2b (output) 300 ppm
TRC1a (HR) 10 ppm
add. loss guess: 200 ppm per round trip
Finesse 6218
Ptrans,DC 59%
Prefl,DC 0%
Table 5.1.: The RefC design reflectivities in s-polarization are
different to what was obtained in terms of actual coatings (see
table 5.2).
parameter RefC
TRC2a (input) 1000 ppm
TRC2b (output) 600 ppm
TRC1a (HR) 10 ppm
add. loss guess: 200 ppm per round trip
Ptrans,DC 73%
Prefl,DC 1.1% (5.9% for 0 ppm loss)
Prefl,RF 2·1.3% (2·0.6% for β=0.15)
Finesse 3468
FSR 14.14MHz
FWHM 4.05 kHz
Pin 266mW
w0 2.40mm
wRC2 2.40mm
wRC1 2.83mm
g-factor 0.720
lround trip 2·10.6m
fmod 8.047260MHz
βmod 0.15..0.23 rad
Table 5.2.: The obtained RefC coatings deviate from the design
by about a factor of two and in polarization (p instead of s). Based
on the actual reflectivities the RefC parameters of the realizable
cavity were deduced.
flected carrier by sidebands and the reduced finesse compromises shot
noise limited sensitivity.
5.3 cavity alignment
Suspended mirrors have the tendency to drift in terms of alignment.
Therefore spot references are required. While the reference cavity is
locked, these will provide a slow feedback signal for the cavity mirror
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alignment actuation. The fast alignment compensation is covered by
another active feedback system described in the AC alignment section.
5.3.1 Alignment acquisition and DC control
Figure 5.4.: Spot position sensors serve as references for most
suspensions’ alignment. These sensors are rigidly connected to
the SAS surface to provide local beam positions free of SAS mo-
tion relative to ground. The colors symbolize the mirror whose
alignment is read out. This information can be used to reach a
known optical state of the cavity during lock acquisition and for
slow feedback during lock.
It is crucial to provide alignment references for lock acquisition. Dur-
ing air/vacuum cycling, the suspensions are getting heavily disturbed.
The shadow sensors cannot provide information about the actual test
mass alignment (those are only sensing the upper mass). The spot
position sensors, in contrast, monitor the angular test mass alignment.
The alignment procedure using these sensors is described in chapter 5.3.
There are sensors for all but RC2b alignment. But this single mirror
has only two unknown alignment degrees of freedom and flashing of the
non-locked cavity gives information about the residual cavity misalign-
ment. During lock, the auto alignment system will keep the ingoing
and the cavity mode overlapped. Thus the transverse beam (between
the RC2 mirrors) is matched to the beam coming from BDRC2 and
spotBDRC2 provides some reference for it as well.
All QPD signals are normalized to get rid of power fluctuation and
gap influences as described in chapter 6.7.4. Hence, the set position
doesn’t have to be centered exactly on the QPD and no fine tuning for
the alignment (like a steering mirror) is foreseen. The readout scheme
of the sensors is described in more detail in chapter D.2. Based on
this, there is also a readout scheme for extremely low power such as
spotRC1a, for when the cavity isn’t locked yet. Furthermore, as some
of those signals vary strongly between locked and unlocked cavity state,
i.e. by finesse squared, the sensitivity of spotRC1a and spotRC2b are
switchable as shown in the next section.
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5.3.2 Spot positioning at the pW level: QPD readout box switchable
In cases, where the in-vacuum QPDs are used to sense the alignment
of a cavity mode, the detected amount of light decreases hugely if the
cavity is not resonant. The difference can be as big as six orders of
magnitude for high finesse cavities like the reference cavity (F≈3500).
Yet, especially in the non-resonant case a method is required to get the
suspended mirrors aligned before locking the length degree of freedom.
Investigations showed, that commercially available, continuously tun-
able amplifiers could bridge the different power levels but do not reach
the required noise performance.
The spot position detector behind RC1a poses the most stringent
requirements: The mirror’s transmissivity is only approximately 4 ppm
[101]. With a power buildup factor of about 1000, the intra cavity
power out of lock is only 10−3 of the input power, so the fractional
RC1a transmitted power is below the 4·10−9 level or 1 nW in absolute
units.
As there are only two states to be distinguished, resonant and not
resonant, i.e. high power and low power, a continuous tuning of the
sensitivity is not required. Hence, the amplifier can be built discrete
with only two states as well: low gain and high gain. Now an amplifier
after the photo current to voltage conversion would amplify the trans-
impedance amplifier’s noise as well. It turns out that the signal-to-
noise ratio can be increased by changing the actual transimpedance
resistor instead. Then, the noise only increases by the square root
of the resistance while the signal amplification goes linearly with the
resistance. In practice, a DG419 analog switch was used to choose
between a 20kΩ and a 303kΩ transimpedance resistor. A higher value
was not possible using the original design of chapter B.8 due to the
input impedance of the OP27 which is only 4MΩ.
Therefore, as a next iteration step, the transimpedance amplifier
was changed from an OP27 to a pin compatible AD711 low noise FET
opamp with much higher input impedance. It is crucial to use the DIP
version as the SMD Package suffers from a factor of three increased
noise. This allows to implement a transimpedance resistor as large as
100MΩ. In this extreme case, a 1 nF capacitor has to be stacked in
parallel resulting in a 1.6Hz low-pass. The 20kΩ path is limited to
8 kHz by a parallel 1 nF capacitor.
Being able to detect extremely low photo currents with the new lay-
out, the dark current of the biased photo diode, and especially its
variability e.g. with temperature, turned out to be the limiting factor.
This can only be overcome practically, by reducing the bias,
Idark =
(
e
qUbias
kBT − 1
)
(5.1)
which sacrifices detector speed and power handling capabilities. There-
fore, the bias voltage is switched together with the gain between the
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(for safety reasons current limited) 15V of the standard QPD readout
box (check figure B.6) for high gain mode and a reduced bias as small
as 10mV for the low gain mode.
Finally, the offset of the LT1124-stage for differentially sending the
signal becomes the bottleneck. This can be improved by using an off-
set/drift compensated LTC1151 opamp. Yet, it was not robust enough
for an experimental lab environment. Not only is it quite expensive in
comparison to the LT1124, but also it broke extremely easily, so this
change was not implemented into the final design.
To confirm the potential performance, a QD50-3T QPD is attached
to the switchable readout box via a long (10m) Cat7 cable to simulate
10m Prototype conditions. The photodiode is shielded from as much
ambient light as possible. The dark currents of all four quadrants are
measured by means of differential output signal and converted to photo
currents and finally to equivalent detected power assuming an efficiency
of 0.1A/W (taken from the datasheet). The result is shown in table 5.3
quadrant Uout IPD equiv. power
A 0.74mV 3.7 pA 37 pW
B 0.24mV 1.2 pA 12 pW
C 0.14mV 0.7 pA 7pW
D 0.54mV 2.7 pA 27 pW
Table 5.3.: Performance of the switchable QPD in high gain mode
(100MΩ).
quadrant Uout IPD equiv. power
A 0.72mV 109 nA 1091 nW
B 0.24mV 36nA 364 nW
C 0.14mV 21nA 212 nW
D 0.54mV 82nA 818 nW
Table 5.4.: Performance of the switchable QPD in low gain mode
(3.3kΩ).
and 5.4. From the comparison of the output voltages of low and high
gain mode it can be seen, that the output offset stays almost constant,
a hint that it arises from the common readout electronic path and not
the QPD itself. Furthermore, it can be seen that the average DC offset
of 415µV is well above the CDS input noise of approximately 20µV
rms (equivalent to 1 pW rms). Hence, optical beams brighter than the
equivalent power levels should be detectable. A further improvement
appears achievable by using a better differential sender stage in future,
for example the input offset cancellation scheme of the BOSEM readout
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Figure 5.5.: Shown is the total noise spectral density of the read-
out electronics (dashed) and of the full QPD readout (straight
lines) of all four quadrants of the switchable QPD in high gain
mode. The electronic dark noise barely contains any 50Hz signal.
The QPD readout shows 50Hz incoupling into the long cables,
which is canceled completely in the pitch and yaw signals while
100Hz originates from faint ambient light coupling which is not
subtracted. The 46Hz signal (shows up mostly in yaw) is unex-
plained yet. Light colors depict each channels rms, neglecting the
50Hz signal.
box or a more reliable version of the LTC1151. Nevertheless, with the
current readout scheme a detection and location of the beam behind
RC1 is possible when using digital DC offset subtraction, as described
in the following paragraphs.
In practice, the reliable detection of such light levels requires further
work like the elimination of stray light and ambient light. For this
purpose, a blocking tube with a baffle and an RG850 filter is attached
in front of the spot position sensor behind RC1. Nevertheless, other
experiments were found to introduce stray light at the several nW level
while the RC1 transmitted beam only shows about 30 pW. Further stray
light elimination might be possible by implementing polarizing filters.
The RefC uses p-polarized light while almost all other experiments
utilize s-pol. Hence, the stray light is probably mostly s-polarized and
can be filtered away which remains to be checked.
To demonstrate that the QPD is working as supposed, the other
experiments were shut down. In normal use longer averaging times
must be used while in future more care will be taken to terminate
potential stray beams (see chapter D.1). To demonstrate the alignment
procedure, the cavity was strongly misaligned intentionally to simulate
a real alignment procedure under vacuum. This is important, since
flashing of higher order modes produces multiple spots even far apart
from the optical axis of the ingoing beam. Then, the cavity input
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beam is steered by means of BDRC2 while the cavity is misaligned to
avoid flashes (compare chapter 5.3.4). The sum channel of the QPD is
monitored (see figure 5.6). A strong signal can be observed whenever
Figure 5.6.: The intra cavity beam can be located with respect to
the table surface by scanning in vertical and horizontal by means of
BDRC2 excitation. Observing the spotRC1a sum channel shown
in units of ln(Psum/1nW), many suspension features, which can be
seen on the overlaid photo as well, can be identified. Please note
that this is almost all multi path stray light! The uncoated bevel
of the mirror diffracts light into the PD. This gives a nice reference
to find the center of the mirror (the actual QPD position). Hitting
the QPD center itself produces a much weaker signal. Hence, it is
marked with the red cross (the stray light barrel is not optimally
aligned).
the beam is hitting the uncoated mirror’s bevel. Then it is diffracted
into the scatter tube which cannot shield against the relatively strong
beam. The circular shape of the signal makes it is rather easy to
pinpoint the mirror’s center. The large signal-to-noise ratio speeds up
the process. It is basically limited by the fact, that an instant response
of the steering mirror is required (scanning well below the resonance
frequency).
Once the center of the mirror is located, the beam can be steered onto
it. Figure figure 5.7 shows, that despite of the pW light levels the pitch
and yaw channels can be used well for further aligning the beam to the
QPD’s very center. The error signals are in good agreement with the
theoretical model shown in figure 5.8. It can be used for automatic spot
centering. After steering the cavity input beam to the correct position
care must be taken, that the automatic alignment loop is switched off
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Figure 5.7.: The figure shows the intra cavity beam measured
behind RC1 at the pW level. The beam is scanned in vertical
and horizontal while the RefC is misaligned intentionally to avoid
flashing. Three channels are observed: sum, pitch and yaw (from
left to right). The sum signal can be used to find the beam initially.
Pitch and yaw in turn serve as error signals to align the beam to
the QPD’s very center. The whole measurement took only a few
minutes.
Figure 5.8.: The simulation for the signals in figure 5.7 are shown.
Even without any fitting they match the measurement extremely
well. For a better understanding, the 8mm photodiode with its
four quadrants is depicted. The beam is assumed to have a size of
2.7mm.
to prevent confusion from flashing. Once the cavity can be locked, the
very same QPD can be used again, this time on low gain mode, for
spot positioning.
5.3.3 AC alignment control
Differential wavefront sensors are keeping track of misalignments be-
tween the cavity- and the ingoing mode [78, 102]. Only the steering
mirrors are acted by a feedback loop in order to compensate for the
misalignment. This approach assumes the cavity mirrors to be the
most quiet reference in the whole system, which is only true above a
certain frequency. Together with slow drifts of the triples, the cavity
mode moves as well. Therefore at low frequencies an additional loop is
required to center the spots on the individual mirrors.
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5.3.4 ‘Initial’ RefC alignment
The scope of this section is to give a checklist how to obtain reference
cavity lock from a completely misaligned cavity by means of a reference
position which is defined in the following section. Sometimes BOSEM
positions serve as good reference but they can change very strongly,
especially during/after pump down Furthermore, they only resemble
upper mass alignment. Therefore, spot position sensors were installed,
reading the alignment of the actual cavity mode.
• Align the two SAS platforms. The RC mirror actuators may
exceed range otherwise.
• Use BDRC1 actuation to reach the set position of the normalized
spotBDRC2 sensor. Verify that the beam is hitting by checking
the sum power level on the QPD.
• Steer the AR reflex from RC2a onto spotRC2a by RC2a upper
mass’ angular actuation.
• Misalign RC2b to avoid flashes.
• Switch spotRC1a to high gain mode.
• Center the beam on spotRC1a by BDRC2 actuation. If the beam
cannot be found on the sensor at all, search for the RC1a chamfer
by increasing the scanning range. The QPD is close to the center
(see figure 5.6).
• Ensure that there is not clipping on RC2a. There is little mar-
gin for in-going and reflected beam on the AR side as seen in
figure 4.3.
• Actuate on RC1a to hit spotRC2b being set to high gain mode.
Again, sweeping across the chamfer might help to find the correct
spot.
• Re-align RC2b and search for flashes. There is no reference QPD
for this mirror.
A reference position is a fully defined state, in which the fundamen-
tal mode of the reference cavity flashes significantly or at best lock is
obtainable. This state should be restorable under varying conditions
like an evacuated system or small changes in the suspensions such as
wire slippage or thermal drifts. ‘Fully defined’ requires all sensors to
read sensible signals. For this, the following checklist must be enforced.
• Of course the cavity must flash, i.e. be lockable.
• None of the spotPD may be saturated or more than 0.8 off from
the center in terms of normalized pitch/yaw channel.
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• The offset cancellation for the sensitive spot sensors must not be
calibrated too long ago.3
• Shadow sensors must be well within their linear range.
• Light should be sensed on the RefC reflected and transmitted
photodiode. This requires SAS-C to be in a restorable position.
Then all QPDs should be reachable as well.
• All suspensions must be free. The spot sensors are a good tool
to ensure this.
5.4 noise correlation in a triangular cavity
In the Reference Cavity, two mirrors are sensed under an angle of in-
cidence close to 45◦. These can move longitudinally in common, i.e.
towards a common center, or differentially which is illustrated in fig-
ure 5.12 and 5.13. The differential mode does not change the round trip
length in first order but is equivalent to sideways motion of the curved
mirror. The common mode, in turn, has impact onto the round trip
length. Therefore the effect of a single mirror’s longitudinal motion is
halved. Both 45◦ mirrors contribute the same as if they were replaced
by a single mirror under normal incidence. Another way to look at the
problem is to neglect the geometry change of the mode for simplicity.
The given longitudinal displacement of a mirror hit under normal inci-
dence, such as RC1a, causes twice the amount in optical path length
change per round trip. In the case of non-normal incidence under an
angle of β, as with the RC2-mirrors, it contributes only 1/cosβ as much
to path length change, i.e. for β≈ 45◦ this is ≈ 1/√2 of the normal
incidence effect.
If the longitudinal displacement spectrum
√
SL of all three cavity
mirrors is similar but uncorrelated (as in the case of thermal noise),
their incoherent sum
Sround =
(
2
√
S1a
)2
+
(
2
√
S2a√
2
)2
+
(
2
√
S2b√
2
)2
≈ 8SL
(5.2)
gives the round trip length change. Imagine a two mirror cavity con-
sisting of the mirrors TNI-A and TNI-B, then the round trip length
change caused by uncorrelated motion
STNIround =
(
2
√
STNIA
)2
+
(
2
√
STNIB
)2
≈ 8SL
(5.3)
3 It was observed, that the offset is quite constant on short timescales but prone to
comparably large drifts, especially dependent on operational status of other subsys-
tems.
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is the same!
If the noise occurring at the cavity mirrors is correlated however, like
it is the case for radiation pressure noise, the coherent sum
√
Sround = 2
√
S1a + 2
√
S2a√
2
+ 2
√
S2b√
2
(5.4)
must be taken. It is important to note, that the radiation pressure onto
RC2a & RC2b is also reduced by the angle of incidence (S2x≈S1a/2).
Then the total noise√
Sround = 2
√
S1a +
√
2
√
S1a/2+
√
2
√
S1a/2
≈ 4
√
S1a
Sround ≈ 16S1a
(5.5)
is again the same as that in the two mirror cavity√
STNIround = 2
√
STNIA + 2
√
STNIB
≈ 4
√
SL
Sround ≈ 16SL .
(5.6)
5.5 common mode rejection
A linear optical cavity like the TNI described in chapter 6 provides
common mode rejection. If the ground moves along the beam axis,
approximately the same force is exerted onto both mirrors. Usually
the mirror mounts are similar in a sense, that their transmissibility
of ground motion is the same. Then they move mostly in common.
This will not produce a first order interferometric length signal. If the
ground moves transverse to the beam axis, the force onto the mirrors
will be sideways which does not couple to the length signal either.
In the case of the reference cavity, the symmetry is broken. First
of all the suspensions are more than 10m apart. For frequencies well
below the inverse travel time of sound 3km/s/10m= 300Hz the two
‘sites’ move mostly in common. But then the suspensions are placed
on elaborate seismic attenuation systems (SAS-tables). Due to their
complexity, the transfer functions don’t match perfectly. Finally, two
of the three mirrors making up the reference cavity are used under an
angle of ≈45◦. The rest of this section is dedicated to calculating the
influence of the latter.
Due to the different orientations of the mirrors, several coordinate
systems are involved. The Prototype-coordinate system (x, y) is aligned
along the arms (west, south). The suspensions have their own, local
coordinate system (longitudinal, side). For simplicity, the angle of in-
cidence onto RC1a is assumed to be 0◦, the angles of incidence onto
RC2a and RC2b optimally are equal and therefore 45◦. A more detailed
study without these restrictions can be found in chapter D.5. With
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Figure 5.9.: Due to the triangular reference cavity geometry the
suspensions show eigenmodes in different coordinate systems. Fur-
thermore, there is the Prototype’s reference system (x,y).
these assumptions it is easy, to decompose the motion of the ground
(top of SAS) in the Prototype’s (x,y)-system into the local coordinate
system (L,Sgndsusp) oriented along the mode directions Longitudinal and
Sideways of any suspension. In this local coordinate system the me-
chanical modes of the corresponding suspension decouple well. Then
the mirror motion L,Smirrsusp can be expressed in terms of the transmissi-
bility HDOFsusp along the degree of freedom DOF and the ground motion.
L
gnd
1a = y L
mirr
1a = H
l
1aL
gnd
1a ∂Lmirr1a
∆rt = 2
S
gnd
1a = x S
mirr
1a = H
s
1aL
gnd
1a ∂Smirr1a
∆rt = 0
L
gnd
2a =
−x− y√
2
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l
2aL
gnd
2a ∂Lmirr2a
∆rt =
√
2
S
gnd
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−x+ y√
2
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s
2aL
gnd
2a ∂Smirr2a
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gnd
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+x− y√
2
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l
2bL
gnd
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√
2
S
gnd
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−x− y√
2
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s
2bL
gnd
2b ∂Smirr2b
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(5.7)
Figure 5.10.: Shifting the curved mirror sideways and leaving
the other mirrors where they are, deforms the cavity mode with
respect to the initial mode shown for reference as well. From pure
symmetry the round trip length cannot change to first order (it
is maximal with respect to the curved mirror). It was verified in
geometric optics using Autodesk Inventor, that the second order
length change is small as well.
In the proximity of optical resonance, the change of round trip length
∆rt can be deduced to first order by means of each mirror’s contribution
∂∆rt/∂X
mirr
susp := ∂Xmirrsusp ∆rt along the X-degree of freedom (replace by
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Figure 5.11.: The left figure shows the cavity eigenmode defor-
mation when shifting the in- or outcoupler. Reducing the situation
by the effect from shifting the beam on the curved mirror, which
doesn’t change the cavity length (see figure 5.10) makes the round
trip length change obvious.
either L or S) which are shown graphically in figure 5.10 and 5.11.
The sum of all contributions
∆rt = 2L
mirr
1a +
√
2Lmirr2a +
√
2Lmirr2b
= H l1a (2y) +H
l
2a (−x− y) +H l2b (x− y)
(5.8)
again can be decomposed into round trip length change induced by
ground’s x-motion
∂∆rt
∂xgnd
∣∣∣∣∣
y=0
= H l2b −H l2a (5.9)
and ground motion in the y-direction
∂∆rt
∂ygnd
∣∣∣∣∣
x=0
= 2H l1a −H l2a −H l2b . (5.10)
Figure 5.12.: The RC2-shift to round trip length coupling be-
comes more intuitive when separating it into common and differ-
ential mode. The common mode shifts the traversing beam. For
small opening angles this increases the round trip length by twice
the sideways shift.
It is astounding, that the rejection of ground’s x-motion only depends
on the matching of the 45◦-mirrors’ transfer functions. This should be
extremely good in the higher frequency range above the resonances,
where the response is governed by inertia and moments of inertia. The
susceptibility to y-motion is reduced by the matching of all three trans-
fer functions. In reality RC1a might see a different ground motion due
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Figure 5.13.: A differential shift of the RC2 mirrors causes an
almost pure sideways shift of the mode. Due to the curvature
of RC1 this induces a mode tilt as well which, however, can be
canceled by shifting RC1. According to figure 5.10 this doesn’t
produce any length change and shows that the differential shift
barely affects the round trip as well.
to unmatched SAS transfer functions. Also in the real Reference Cav-
ity geometry with an angle of incidence of ≈1◦ onto RC1a and 44.5◦
onto the other mirrors (see figure 5.3) the common mode rejection in
x-direction is determined by the matching of the suspensions if the
beam between in- and out-coupler is aligned along the x-arm. In the
y-direction, however, it cannot get better than 96.5% (as calculated in
chapter D.5).
It is a surprising result, that the three mirror geometry yields almost
the same insensitivity for seismic noise transverse to the long axis as a
two mirror cavity would. Also the rejection of common noise along the
long axis is of the order of (or even better than) the expected correlation
of ground noise on top of the SAS platforms.
5.5.1 alignment to length coupling
A way to come up with angular stability requirements for the RefC
might be to calculate the alignment to round trip length coupling.
Then the stringent length requirements can be projected backwards
into angular requirements.
There are two such couplings due to a deformation of the mode when
tilting a mirror: the first one is moving the spot on the tilted mirror.
Due to the tilt, the path length may change at this new spot position.
The second one is a mode deformation directly leading to a round trip
change. It will become obvious, that the first effect is only of second
order as assumed in the last section, so that just the second effect can
induce significant angular to length coupling. In the following section
such a coupling is searched for in the case of a well aligned reference
cavity (as in figure 5.3 with horizontal beams).
From geometry considerations, it is clear that a pitch change of RC1
walks the mode up and down. Depending on the exact rotation point of
the mirror this may or may not cause a second order length coupling.
This is also true for a differential pitch misalignment of RC2a and
RC2b as shown in figure 5.14. It simply tilts the beam between the
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Figure 5.14.: A differential tilt of the RC2 mirrors results in a
tilting of the transverse-propagating beam.
mirrors increasing the round trip in second order to both directions.
The effect onto the resonating polarization is negligible. It is slightly
rotated inside the cavity but light with the incorrect polarization is
suppressed by the triangular geometry. A common pitch misalignment
is easiest to understand when looking at the two mirror equivalent of
the cavity as shown in figure 5.15. Then the round trip length change
can be calculated by means of
∆rt = (1− cos(pitcheff))[RRC1 −Leff]
≈ (
√
2 pitch)2
(
√
2 rad)2
[37.5m− 10.44m]
≈ 27m · pitch
2
(1rad)2
(5.11)
Figure 5.15.: A common pitch misalignment of the RC2 mirrors
by an angle ‘pitch’ on both mirrors as shown on the left is easier
understood in the linear equivalent of the cavity depicted on the
right. Here the flat effective mirror must be tilted by pitcheff≈√
2·pitch.
For a yaw misalignment of the mirrors the situation is slightly more
complicated. A geometric beam propagation model written in Au-
todesk Inventor reveals the couplings shown in figure 5.16. The fits
∆
RC1yaw
rt ∝ 2.5µm ·
yaw2
(1rad)2
∆
RC2yaw
rt ∝ 1.0µm ·
yaw2
(1rad)2
+ 0.10µm · yaw
1rad
(5.12)
for deviations ‘yaw’ from optimal alignment emphasize further, how
small the couplings are.
In summary there is only significant alignment to length coupling in
the common RC2 pitch degree of freedom.
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Figure 5.16.: The optical round trip length change with yaw
misalignment of each mirror in the case of an otherwise well aligned
RefC is shown. Only changes in second order are relevant. (There
is a very minor linear coupling of 6µm/◦ observed in the RC2
fit since RC2 is not a perfect 90◦ corner cube. The exact value
could also be spoiled by numerical inaccuracies.) Due to symmetry,
RC2a and RC2b show the same response.
5.6 alignment: 2” suspended steering mirrors
In suspended interferometers, the optical eigenmode always moves with
respect to the environment. This motion is strongest on eigenmodes of
the suspensions, which may not all be strongly dampable.
Maintaining optimal overlap with the ingoing beam requires some
sort of alignment method. In general there are two widely used schemes:
fast actuation onto small mirrors e.g. by means of piezo electric drives
[41, 103], or slow alignment onto larger mirrors by means of suspended
optics [102]. For the application in the RefC as well as the TNI, the sec-
ond approach was chosen. It allows for larger optics, a bigger steering
range and introduces less jitter noise at higher frequencies, especially
in the detection band.
A good suspension provides low noise pivot points (compared to e.g.
bearings). A wire support results in a weak restoring force and a low
eigenfrequency. Above the resonance frequency, its behavior is gov-
erned by the inertia of the suspended mass, reducing coupling of ground
motion and unavoidable actuation noise.
A 2”ø by 1 cm thick substrate is held inside an aluminum ‘ring’ using
a three point Peek clamping. This compound structure increases the
inertia compared to the bare mirror and gives mechanical mounting
possibilities for push rods used for mechanical alignment, wire clamps
for the suspension, magnets for actuation and robust surfaces for end
stops. The overall mass distribution is relatively symmetric to have
similar inertia and therefore the same high frequency behavior in pitch
and yaw (see figure 5.19).
The compound mirror is hung from a single wire loop, whose ends
are clamped using a length defining jig. The clamps are then bolted to
the sides of the compound mass. The height of the break-off point was
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Figure 5.17.: In the 2” steering suspensions displayed (not to
scale!), the uncertainties are very small due to the simpler con-
struction compared to the triple suspensions described earlier.
There are no cantilevers involved as in the triples. The top wire
separation defining the side/roll modes and the yaw modes, is set
by the clamping mechanism. This manifests in almost identical
suspensions (compare figure 5.19 and 6.18)
chosen small to obtain the same pitch rotation point at all frequencies.
At the top, the wire is wound around dowel pins defining the separation.
Angling the wires inwards (closer together at the top) brings the yaw
frequency down towards the pitch frequency. Once the suspension is
leveled in roll, the wire is clamped at the top using a big brace.
Figure 5.18.: The steering mirror’s Baseplate holds a Frame
reaching up to the suspension point (not shown). The Compound
mass hosts a 2”ø, 1 cm thick fused silica Mirror. There are four
Actuation coils which also provide eddy current damping and two
additional side-Dampers. Endstops serve as safety guards in case
of excess table motion.
The suspension is actuated electromagnetically. Four cylindrical
5mm ø, 5mm thick NdFeB magnets are glued to the back corners of
the compound mass, two are attached to the sides. Their orientation
is chosen to minimize coupling from ambient magnetic fields into pitch
and yaw (compare figure 5.17). The actuation coils (see figure 4.20)
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are mounted to the support frame. They have 200 windings each. The
cores are made from copper to provide sufficient eddy current damping.
Every coil is actuated individually by means of its own CDS con-
trolled current drivers (see chapter B.6). Inside CDS there are four
actuation degrees of freedom synthesized. Pitch and yaw are used for
alignment purposes. Longitudinal can sometimes be used to avoid hit-
ting end stops in case of extreme alignment settings. Butterfly should
not be used as it does not result in any motion and only produces heat.
It can, however, inform about minor magnetization imbalances and was
used e.g. in LIGO to investigate Barkhausen noise coupling [82, 104].
The pitch and yaw transfer functions of the RefC and TNI steering
mirrors are shown in figure 5.19 and 6.18 respectively.
Figure 5.19.: This graphs show essentially the same as figure 6.18,
the suspensions are identical in construction (but from a different
assembly run). An important difference is, that this time the beam
motion was measured outside vacuum on a table moving relative
to the SAS-table with the suspensions. The bigger necessary ex-
citation amplitudes caused the signal to run into nonlinearities (a
considerable fraction of the beam moved across the photodiode’s
gap), which is probably the cause for a worse fit and differences
in the obtained Q-values.
The support structure is fairly simply. Three 30mm by 30mm item
posts (profile 6) support the top plate which is giving the suspension
point. A higher cage would allow for longer suspension wires and
thereby a better mid frequency isolation. However, due to the compact
design, the torsional stiffness would suffer a lot by means of strongly
reduced cage resonance frequencies. The three-legged design provides
full access to transmitted beams when used under 45◦ angle of inci-
dence even with the actuation coils mounted onto the frame. For a
special use in the SQL interferometer which is under normal incidence,
the design had to be adopted slightly to four posts. Mechanical yaw
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adjustment is performed by rotating the base of the suspension with
respect to the table. Pitch can be changed by shifting the center of
mass with respect to the wire break-off by means of stainless steel push
rods.
For the application of feedback signals refer to section 5.3.
5.7 refc design sensitivity
The SQL interferometer imposes a requirement on the frequency (length)
stability of the Reference Cavity. In order to find a feasible cavity de-
sign, all potentially limiting noise contributions needed to be simulated.
The result is shown in figure 5.20.4 More background information for
the individual contributions is given in the following sections.
Figure 5.20.: Several noise terms are simulated for the reference
cavity. The used parameters are summarized in table 5.2. Seismic
and control noise (latter is partly predicted in figure 4.25) limit
the low frequency range. Towards high frequencies, where the dis-
placement response of the cavity goes down and shot noise takes
over. In the intermediate range, the Brownian noise of the sub-
strates and the coatings are dominating. Also some suspension
thermal noise may show up. All noise sources are designed to be
at least a factor of 10 below the equivalent classical noise of the
SQL interferometer calibrated in laser frequency. The incoherent
sum, however, is exceeding this safety factor slightly (<
√
2) when
using the less optimistic substrate Brownian noise estimate.
4 This simulation is an extension of initial work carried out by F. Kawazoe during the
planning phase of the RefC.
5 beam radius, where the power dropped to 1/e2
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parameter symbol value
room temperature T 293K
laser wavelength λ 1.064µm
spot size HR-mirror5 wRC1a 2.8mm
spot size in-/outcoupler5 wRC2a=wRC2b 2.4mm
coating layers HR-mirror NRC1a ≥36
coating layers incoupler NRC2a ≥28
coating layers outcoupler NRC2b ≥30
thermal expansion SiO2 αS 0.51·10−6 /K
temp. dependence of n for SiO2 ∂nS/∂T 8·10−6 /K
thermal conductivity SiO2 κS 1.38W/Km
specific heat capacity SiO2 CS 746J/kgK
density SiO2 ρS 2200kg/m
3
heat capacity per volume SiO2 CSρS 1.64GJ/Km
3
Young’s modulus SiO2 YS 72GPA
Poisson’s ratio SiO2 σS 0.17
refractive index SiO2 nS 1.45
thermal expansion Ta2O5 αT 3.6·10−6 /K
temp. dependence of n for Ta2O5 ∂nT/∂T 14·10−6 /K
thermal conductivity Ta2O5 κT 33W/Km
specific heat capacity Ta2O5 CT 306J/kgK
density Ta2O5 ρT 6850kg/m
3
heat capacity per volume Ta2O5 CTρT 2.1GJ/Km
3
Young’s modulus Ta2O5 YT 140GPa
Poisson’s ratio Ta2O5 σT 0.23
refractive index Ta2O5 nT 2.06
Table 5.5.: Material parameters for noise simulations are mostly
taken from [105] and double-checked with their original source
[106]
Now, that a realistic RefC sensitivity which fulfills the posed fre-
quency stability requirements was deduced, it can be used throughout
the remainder of the thesis as new requirement. Technically it is not
required, to bring the performance of the system down to this level over
a broad frequency range. However, it would be a waste to not stabilize
the laser noise to this incredible reference but being gain limited above
a few hundred Hertz.
Hence, the full design sensitivity is used as requirement e.g. for local
control as presented in figure 4.25, TTFSS as shown in figure 5.1 and
many others.
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5.7.1 Laser frequency noise
The measurement principle of the Frequency Reference Cavity relies on
the fact that relative frequency noise
∆ν
ν
=
∆L
L
(5.13)
is measured by means of fractional length stability6. The non pla-
nar ring oscillator (NPRO) design provides already a high inherent
frequency stability due to its monolithic nature. The free running fre-
quency noise √
SNPROfreq = 100
Hz√
Hz
· f
100Hz
(5.14)
is pretty common to any NPRO unit [99]. Even if the NPRO was
locked to the molecular iodine reference of the SPI, this could only
provide an improvement to 50Hz/
√
Hz at frequencies down to 10mHz
([22] figure 4.7). This is still far from the requirement in the detection
band but in the range of suspension resonances, where no requirement
exists so far, better than the projected RefC noise (the extrapolation of
the RefC noise would rise above the iodine reference at low frequencies
in figure 5.20).
The difference between free running laser noise and the requirement
sets the minimum required loop gain of the table top frequency stabi-
lization servo (TTFSS) as used in section 5.1. Its error signals are fed
back to the actuators built into the seed laser (temperature via a slow
Peltier element and stress induced birefringence via a faster piezo elec-
tric actuator). In order to achieve the extremely high required gain (7
order of magnitude at 100Hz), an even faster actuator is necessary to
push the unity gain frequency to ≈300 kHz. This is done by a low range
but high speed phase correcting EOM which is implemented between
seed laser and amplifier.
In the desired mode of operation, the RefC sits on the isolating SAS
tables and is used under vacuum. Then the laser frequency is locked
to the Reference Cavity length. However, this scheme poses problems
in air and especially with clamped SAS tables. Then the laser tries to
follow the non-constant length of the Reference Cavity faster than the
slew rate limit of the mode cleaner lock allows (unity gain frequency
≈5 kHz with a well behaved frequency response). This modulates the
power incident on the RefC which occasionally causes positive feedback,
so that the whole system becomes non-lockable.
5.7.2 Laser intensity noise – radiation pressure effect
The direct coupling of laser intensity fluctuations to the length detec-
tion is difficult to predict as it depends on too many yet to be deter-
6 It is important to note, that L refers to round trip length if ∆L refers to round trip
changes which are equivalent to twice of a mirror displacement.
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mined quantities. However, one major coupling mechanism is indirect:
radiation pressure. As every photon carries momentum (p= h/λ), a
force
F = 2 cos (α)
P
c
(5.15)
proportional to the incident power P is exerted at reflection under an
angle of incidence α. This force is called radiation pressure (RP) effect.
Now the force is not constant as the reflected power may change. There
are two contributions: classical RP due to technical power fluctuations
and quantum RP arising from the quantization of light. Since the
mirrors are suspended, they can be treated as free above their resonance
frequencies. Then their longitudinal displacement fluctuation
x˜ ∝ F˜/m. (5.16)
is proportional to the radiation pressure and the inverse mirror mass
m. Lighter mirrors are more susceptible than heavier ones. The SQL
interferometer with its 100 g test masses set the requirement for relative
intensity noise down to the best demonstrated (from the point of the
RefC quite comfortable) value of 2·10−9 [107, 29].7 The Reference Cav-
ity mirror mass of 850 g limit the maximally tolerable power buildup
(i.e. the finesse). The finesse reduction (compare table 5.1 and 5.2)
also lead to a radiation pressure noise reduced by a factor of 2.
5.7.3 Thermal noise prediction – the Fluctuation Dissipation Theo-
rem
The Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem proven by [108] allows to predict
thermally driven motion of a linear system in thermal equilibrium in
the direction of a generalized coordinate8
Sx = −4kBT
ω
Im{χ(ω)} (5.17)
by means of its dissipation9 [58]. The dissipation can be calculated by
the amount of dissipated energy per energy stored when driving the
system in the questioned degree of freedom (see next section).
Mathematically it is expressed by the imaginary part of the suscep-
tibility
χ(ω) =
x(ω)
F (ω)
(5.18)
also referred to as the frequency response of the system in displacement
per applied force. A similar formula
Sx =
4kBT
ω2
Re{Y (ω)} (5.19)
7 This is achieved using a high gain intensity stabilization loop (ISS) with high power
in-vacuum detection on a photodiode array.
8 This doesn’t necessarily have to be a displacement [109].
9 Eq. 5.17 gives the single sided power spectral density, while other sources prefer a
double sided PSD (half the value) [110]
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can be given for the admittance
Y (ω) =
v(ω)
F (ω)
=
iωx(ω)
F (ω)
= iωχ(ω) (5.20)
or its inverse, the impedance Z(ω)=1/Y (ω).10
Modal approach
Predicting the imaginary part of the susceptibility is not trivial. Loss
factors can be determined experimentally for resonances [111, 112],
which leads to the modal approach. Every mode is assigned its own
measured loss factor, or loss factors are predicted. The shape of each
mode is calculated numerically which gives its eigenfrequency. From
these parameters, the thermal motion of each mode is determined by
means of equation 5.17. Finally the overlap of each mode with the in-
terferometric readout gives a weighting factor resulting in an effective
thermal noise for the readout.
The drawback of this approach is, that it assumes homogeneous losses
across each mode. A classical example which breaks the assumption is
when magnets are attached to the back side of a mirror. The introduced
loss reduces the Q of substrate modes and couples to the interferometric
readout directly due to symmetry of the modes. Hence, it usually
leads to overestimation of thermal noise. This can be circumvented by
Levin’s direct approach.
5.7.4 Levin pressure formalism
In 1998, when the sensitivities of interferometric gravitational wave
detectors were strongly pushing towards thermal noise limits in their
most sensitive range, Levin revolutionized the theoretical simulation of
thermal noise couplings.
The underlying principle of the idea is very simple. The fact, that
a lasers senses the thermal noise unevenly had been accounted for by
decomposing mirror fluctuations into eigenmodes. This approach as-
sumed equal losses all over the substrate (uncoupled rigid body modes).
Levin suggested a new technique [113] which calculates the effect of
thermal noise onto the readout variable of longitudinal phase of the
reflected light directly. For the first time it included the effects of non-
homogeneous dissipation and large spot sizes (not negligible compared
to the mirror diameter) correctly. The Levin Pressure Formalism is in-
spired by the idea of the Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem [108]: deduc-
ing the thermal noise from the mechanical admittance. The formalism
makes use of this by virtually measuring the mechanical admittance by
injecting elastic energy to locate dissipation channels.
10 Please note the concept of mobility analogy and impedance analogy for a more intu-
itive understanding of these mechanical quantities, especially for complex systems.
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The novelty of Levin’s approach is to assume the injected energy to
have the same distribution as the profile of the interferometric readout
beam. In the case of elastic processes, this can be realized by means
of exerting a force. The loss angle (imaginary part of the restoring
force, compare equation 3.6) then determines the amount of dissipation.
Thermo-refractive processes, in contrast, are estimated by introducing
an entropy [109]. The Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem then links the
energy loss with the thermally driven motion.
The theory automatically covers the effects of non-homogeneous dis-
sipation and large spot sizes (not negligible compared to the mirror
diameter) correctly. It therefore leads to the result, that, in the do-
main of small beams, surface losses (∝ 1/r2) become dominant over
bulk losses (∝1/r), which is especially important for the TNI.
Example: the harmonic oscillator
In order to calculate the thermal noise of an arbitrary system, the imag-
inary part of the susceptibility χ=x/Fext must be known according to
equation 5.17. For a harmonic oscillator with mass m, spring constant
κ and loss angle φ, it is given implicitly in equation 3.7 to be
Im{χ(ω)} = Im
{
1
(−mω2 + κ) + κφ i
}
= −κφ · |χ(ω)|2 .
(5.21)
Hence, according to equation 5.17, the thermal noise PSD
Sx = 4kBTmω
2
0
φ
ω
· |χ(ω)|2
(5.22)
stands in close relationship with the susceptibility. The ASD has the
same shape as the susceptibility aside from a factor
√
φ(ω)/ω. For
viscous damping this is a constant, while for structural damping it is
proportional to 1/
√
ω.
5.7.5 Suspension thermal noise
Losses in the suspension system couple the pendulum/mirror motion
to the thermal heat bath. Noise being injected into the upper stages is
filtered by the lower pendulum stages. Therefore the mirror motion is
dominated by the lowest stage’s thermal noise. In the frequency range
above the suspension resonances, the suspension’s degrees of freedom
are well decoupled. In this region according to [114], the thermal noise
can be approximated by
Ssustherm =
4kBTω
2
0(Ke/Kg)φe
Mω5
(5.23)
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for big dilution factorsKe/Kg (compare [58] eq.(22)). Ke=T∆/L2 and
Kg=T/L are the pendulum spring constants due to elasticity, (bending
of the wire) and gravitational potential respectively. The gravitational
restoring force is considered as lossless, while bending losses are ‘diluted’
by the ratio of the spring constants. This is approximated well by the
ratio Ke/Kg = ∆/L of the characteristic elastic length ∆ =
√
EI/T
[115], over which the wire bends and the suspension length11. The
eigenfrequency of the stage ω20 =Kg/M is hugely dominated by the
gravitational restoring force and the mirror mass M . Concerning the
choice of the parameters, a high effective Q-value Qeff=1/[(Ke/Kg)φe]
is desired to lower suspension thermal noise. Values up to 106 have
been shown for steel wires in GEO600 [116]. This can be achieved
by means of high dilution factors which is equivalent to loading the
suspension close to its breaking limit. Usually, suspensions are not
loaded more than 30% of their maximum yield strength. In the RefC
case the loading was increased to 40% to keep the frequency of bounce
modes low and violin modes high. After several failures, the suspension
was converted to specially hardened 3GPa wires. This gives a much
safer <30% loading after which no wire failure was observed anymore.
Since the intermediate mass is in a stiffer potential, the recoil should
be low. Figure 4.28, however, shows that the simplified model overes-
timates the suspension thermal noise by a factor 3. For more accurate
results, especially in the lower detection band around 20Hz, the state
space model of the suspension had to be solved and inserted in equa-
tion 5.17.
Other degrees of freedom usually couple weakly into the interferomet-
ric readout. [114] claims for LIGO, that ‘When added in quadrature, the
total thermal noise is 23% higher than the contribution of just the hori-
zontal thermal noise.’. In the RefC this is about 33% in the off-resonant
case. At the lower end of the detection band, which is actually limited
by the lowest stage vertical bounce mode, vertical suspension thermal
noise becomes even dominant over longitudinal (compare chapter 4.8).
According to section 5.5, the total effect of all three suspensions onto
the interferometric readout is the incoherent sum of that of the three
individual contributions.
5.7.6 Coating thermal noise
The thermally driven path length noise induced by the reflective coat-
ing of a mirror is called coating thermal noise [117, 118, 105]. There are
various manifestations of thermal fluctuations: The uncorrelated mo-
tion of the molecules causes Brownian noise, thermally induced stresses
cause thermo elastic noise and the change of the index of refraction in-
11 The steel wire suspension with the highest Q measured until today, is the GEO600
mode cleaner suspension with a dilution factor of 1.5·10−3 [116]. The RefC suspen-
sion might break this record, providing a factor 2 more dilution(5.9·10−4)
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side the coating causes thermo refractive noise. The latter two are not
necessarily uncorrelated, even cancellation is possible [11] and may be
summarized as thermo-optic noise.
Coating Brownian noise
Coating Brownian noise has the same origin as substrate Brownian
noise, i.e. mechanical loss of the material. However, it is usually treated
separately, as the thin films of the coating stack have much higher losses
than the bulk substrate. A mathematical derivation of Brownian noise
can be found in [119]. There are assumptions made, which shall be
checked: The measurement band of the RefC, i.e. the frequency region
in which a sufficiently high TTFSS gain appears achievable, reaches up
to a few kHz (compare figure 5.1). This is definitely well below any
mirror resonances in the several tens of kHz range. The calculation
is simplified a lot with very minor changes when the readout beam
is small compared to the mirror dimensions. Then the substrate can
be approximated as being infinite (filling the semi-infinite half plane
behind the mirror surface). This method neglects boundary effects
from the circumference and the back of the mirror. For larger beams,
a different theory must be used [120]. According to [119] equation 22,
the Brownian coating noise of an infinite half plane can be calculated
by
ScoatBrown =
2kBT
π2f
1− σ2s
wYs
d
w
1
YsYc(1− σ2c )(1− σ2s )
×[Y 2c (1+ σs)2(1− 2σs)2φ‖
+ YcYsσc(1+ σc)(1+ σs)(1− 2σs)(φ‖ − φ⊥)
+ Y 2s (1+ σc)
2(1− 2σc)φ⊥]
(5.24)
with the Young’s modulus Ys and Poisson’s ratio σs of the substrate,
the beams 1/e-radius of the electric field w and the optical thickness
of the coating d. The formula for the volume averaged effective values
(X)c =
dSiO2
dSiO2 + dTa2O5
XSiO2 +
dTa2O5
dSiO2 + dTa2O5
XTa2O5 (5.25)
Young’s modulus Yc and Poisson’s ratio σc of the coating are taken
from the Appendix D2 of [106].
The ‘loss angles associated with energy stored in strains parallel to
the plane of the coating are’ assumed to be ‘all equal’ and are sum-
marized by φ‖ [119]. This is not entirely clear, but ‘many isotropic
amorphous materials, like fused silica, do not show significantly differ-
ent quality factors for many modes even though the relative magnitude
of the various terms in the elastic energy varies significantly between
the modes’. The in-plane loss angle φ‖ can be measured by monitoring
ring-downs of thin cantilever blades [119]. The main problem is, that
the perpendicular loss angle φ⊥ remains unknown. In the literature it
is often guessed, that it equals the parallel one φ‖=φ⊥.
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For rough estimates within a factor 2, it is Furthermore, sufficient
to assume the parameters Yc=Ys, σc=σs, and φc=φs of coating and
substrate to match each other. Then equation 5.24 simplifies to
ScoatBrown ≈
8kBT
πω
(1+ σ)(1− 2σ)
w2Y
· φd (5.26)
which is used for figure 5.20. Here an effective loss angle of φ=4.2·10−4
is chosen12 [119]. The exact design of the coating is usually not provided
by the coater. A lower bound for the number of coating layers N can
be calculated from the reflectivity (compare figure D.17). A normal
stack consists of N/2 layers of high and N/2 layers of low refractive
index material, each having an optical quarter wave thickness. Then
the total thickness can be calculated by means of
dc =
λ/4
nSiO2
(N/2+ 1) +
λ/4
nTa2O5
N/2 . (5.27)
The fact that the very first layer is made of low refractive index material
(silica) means, that it must have half wavelength thickness. With highly
reflective coatings this is usually negligible.
Coating thermo elastic noise
In addition to mechanical losses happening on the microscopic scale,
energy can also be dissipated by heat flow on a larger scale (on the order
of the thermal diffusion length rT =
√
κ/2πρCvf , where rT (SiO2, 100 Hz)=
3.9mm, and beyond). Following the Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem,
there are temperature fluctuations on these larger scales. One effect,
how they can influence the interferometric phase readout is by simple
thermal expansion: the surface of a coating locally moves with respect
to the back side. But thickness variations of the stack layers e.g. also
change the phase accumulated by the parts of the light field which enter
the layers.
The total apparent position fluctuation is given by [106]
ScoatTE =
8kBT
2
π2f
d
w2
α2sCc
C2s
(1+ σsub)
2
∆˜
2g(ω) (5.28)
where ∆˜2 accounts for the averaged thermal properties across the coat-
ing stack and g(ω) containing the frequency dependence of the thermoe-
lastic losses. It peaks up at a frequency, where the stack layers cannot
be approximated by it’s averaged properties anymore since thermoelas-
tic dissipation between the layers becomes ‘optimal’.
12 Amorphous materials seem to be limited by ‘rubbing on the molecular scale’. Crys-
talline materials such as AlGaAs have a higher degree of order and can provide much
better performance [11].
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Coating thermo refractive noise
The temperature dependence of the refractive index of the coating ma-
terial poses another coupling of the read out phase and the temperature
inside the coating material. The Levin pressure formalism turns slightly
awkward in this case. It is not a pressure which is injected into the ma-
terial anymore but an entropy. It is dissipated in the material similar
to the thermoelastic case.
Given statistical fluctuations of the temperature, the read out thermo
refractive noise is then [121]
ScoatTR =
√
2β2λ2kBT
2
πw2
√
ρCκω
. (5.29)
Coating thermo optic noise
Thermo optic noise consists of two contributions: thermo elastic and
thermo refractive. Their temperature to phase couplings have opposite
signs. As both occur inside the coating, the temperature fluctuations
may be sufficiently correlated and Hence, may cancel out each other
[11]. [118] claims, that ‘The effective volumes of thermo-refractive and
thermoelastic layers are significantly different as the wave is mostly
reflected from a few outermost layers where the optical power decays
exponentially and the thermal expansion is provided by the whole struc-
ture of the coating.’ In contrast, [122] claim to ‘have demonstrated can-
cellation of photothermal noise in high-reflectivity substrate-transferred
AlGaAs coatings.’ This, however, couldn’t be shown in a direct ther-
mal noise measurement yet. Instead, temperature fluctuations were
injected artificially by means of laser intensity modulations, so ‘mea-
suring the photothermal transfer function’,13 which gives ‘evidence that
this optimization has been successful’ for thermo optic noise as well.
For figure 5.20 no correlation was assumed, as the theory was rather
new at the time of the simulation which is setting the foundation for
several other subsystems described in this work. A coherent treatment
cannot spoil the requirement anyway but only improve the RefC sensi-
tivity.
5.7.7 Substrate thermal noise
Above its suspension’s resonances, a suspended mirror can be treated
as a free test mass. Therefore the momentum of its center of mass is
a conserved quantity. Interferometry, however, measures the position
of the reflective surface which is driven by thermal fluctuations of the
substrate.
13 The local temperature is modulated with a cross-section of the readout variable by
means of absorbed (amplitude modulated) laser power similar to [109]. The induced
phase change of the reflected light gives rise to the photothermal transfer function
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Substrate Brownian noise
For a free body, the center of mass momentum is conserved. The in-
dividual particles, however, are subject to an uncorrelated force. This
may move the substrate’s surface, where the laser is reflected, with
respect to the center of mass. Interestingly, according to Levin the
influence of losses introduced at the back and the sides of a mirror onto
the interferometric readout are reduced with respect to the homoge-
neous loss approach. Hence, magnets glued to the back (as in RC1a)
and prisms attached to the sides of a mirror (as all RefC mirrors) con-
tribute only little additional noise although they can reduce mechanical
substrate modes significantly.
For the simulation in figure 5.20, the first model (equation 17 in
[118]14)
SsubBrown =
4kBT (1− σ2sub)√
πwYsubQsubω
(5.30)
is used for simplicity.
Like in any other thermal noise process, a low loss (and thereby a high
Q) substrate is beneficial. It concentrates thermal energy in narrow
resonances in the tens of kHz range [124] and reduces the broadband
noise which otherwise could spoil the detection window. Here, the
substrate loss is assumed to be independent of the frequency [125].
For the RefC mirrors, fused silica of type Suprasil2 is used. It com-
bines extremely low losses in conjunction with superb optical quality.
Mechanical Q-values up to 2·107 have been shown [125, 126].
However, break-off bars and magnets glued to the mirrors introduce
additional losses and degrade the Q-value. The GEO600 mode cleaner
mirrors are very similar in construction. A coarse investigation of their
drum modes suggests a Q of 5 ·106. For the simulation a rather pes-
simistic Q-value of 106 is assumed.
Substrate thermo elastic noise
In addition to structural losses causing Brownian noise, the other major
loss channel of the substrate is caused by thermodynamic heat flow. De-
formation locally changes the temperature by means of induced stress
(temperature dependence of the Young’s modulus). Due to heat flow,
the local temperature variations can average out and dissipate a part
of the elastic energy this way. In turn, statistical local temperature
fluctuations can induce stress. The arising force is the origin of ther-
moelastic noise. It deforms the test mass via elasticity. The sensed
displacement is given by [118] equation 4 to be
SsubTE =
4kBT
2α2S (1+ σS)
2
κS
π5/2 (CSρS)
2
w3f2
(5.31)
14 Other authors give twice the value [123]
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with the coefficient of thermal expansion αS , the Poisson’s ratio σS ,
the thermal conductivity κS , the specific heat capacity CS , the density
ρS and the spot size on the mirror w.
Substrate thermo refractive noise
As the name tells, substrate thermo refractive noise arises from the de-
pendence of the refractive index of the substrate on temperature (fluc-
tuations). In a Michelson interferometer, the light of one arm passes a
substrate which is not sensed by the other arm, e.g. the beam splitter.
In a single cavity, however, the measurement path (intra cavity light)
and the reference path (sidebands being reflected by the cavity), travel
the same path through the substrate. Hence, they see the same path
length fluctuations induced by a refractive index change.
There is one more noise contribution, which is somewhere between
substrate and coating thermo refractive noise. The carrier is transmit-
ted through the coating and Hence, sensing refractive index fluctua-
tions. It is then circulated inside the cavity. During its round trips
it is reflected on the cavity side of the coating and finally transmitted
through the coating once more when leaving the cavity. The sidebands,
in contrast, are reflected on the substrate side of the coating. Hence,
the double-pass of the carrier through the coating can contribute ad-
ditional noise. As it doesn’t occur within the cavity, its effect is not
amplified. Now the finesse rises exponentially with the number of coat-
ing layers, while the described effect only scales linear in the worst
case, i.e. when the temperature fluctuations are all correlated within
the coating. It can be neglected for sufficiently high finesse cavities.
5.7.8 Seismic noise
Seismic ground motion is easily measurable using a seismometers like
the Streckeisen STS2 (compare figure 3.3). However, the effect onto
objects separated some distance away from each other (like the refer-
ence cavity mirrors) is more complex to predict. This is an attempt to
determine the expected amount of common mode rejection.
On a 2 dimensionally homogeneous boundary such as the earth’s
surface (without obstacles), seismic disturbances can propagate as sur-
face waves. Especially the speed of the fundamental Rayleigh waves
is significantly lower (csurf≈ 205m/s [127]), than that of body waves
(cbody≈2 km/s [127]). Hence, the associated wavelength are relatively
small. The simplest model for seismic ground noise is that of an
isotropic background of Rayleigh waves. In this case the correlation
between two test objects such as the SAS platforms is given by
ρ (xSASC ,xSASS) = Sgnd(ω)J0(kr) (5.32)
where k=ω/csurf is the magnitude of the wave vector, r= 11.65m is
the distance between the test objects and Sgnd is a measured ground
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spectrum (PSD). The J0 is the zeroth order Bessel function J0 has a
zero crossing around 7Hz where the correlation should vanish in this
noise model. Moreover that it is getting negative and reaches -0.4 (in
power) at ≈20Hz, meaning that the tables move anti-correlated,
Other, more detailed noise models take local sources into account,
such as fans or structural resonances of the building driven by seis-
mic or acoustics. It is important to include these accurately for noise
subtraction in gravitational wave detectors, especially when fighting
gravity gradient noise. In this noise budget they are neglected for sim-
plicity.
The in- and out-coupler are placed on the same optical bench. There-
fore it is safe to assume that they move well in common. For direct cou-
pling to optical round trip noise the lack of ground motion correlation
between SASC and SASS and the imbalance between the transfer func-
tions probably dominates. At low frequencies the ground moves better
in common due to the longer associated wavelength:
√
J0(ωcsurf)≈98%
at 1Hz (where most pendulum resonances are) and even more than
99.9% at 0.2Hz (where the microseismic peak is). Here However, the
SAS construction comes into play. Due to its softness, the two isolation
platforms perform differently. In several low frequency bands only 30%
of the motion is coherent between the top of both platforms [49].
In summary it is quite realistic to assume two optics being driven
uncorrelated along the long cavity axis (y-arm) by seismic in this case.
If being more pessimistic, two mirrors being driven anti-correlated can
be assumed. Transverse motion barely has any additional effect (see
chapter 5.5). Vertical seismic activity is taken into account by assuming
0.1% amplitude coupling into longitudinal (compare chapter 4 or [63]).
The coupling channel is probably different in all mirrors, so no common
mode rejection can be expected. The associated round trip change is
then ∆rt= 3 ·(0.1%)2Svert, with a rather large uncertainty. The other
degrees of freedom couple into round trip length as well.15 Their in-
fluence, however, can only be quantized when the excitation in these
degrees of freedom is well know in the first place. As an example, the
SAS platforms show poor tilt-attenuation which causes effective vertical
motion 1m away from the center of the table, where the RefC suspen-
sions are placed. This was observed to be much stronger than residual
vertical SAS motion. In the suspension, however, side-excitation has a
very similar shape to long motion which couples 1000 times stronger.
Tilt excitations cannot be quantized and Hence, are not considered.
5.7.9 Control noise
Alignment control noise is difficult to assess. The design and optimiza-
tion of the involved servo transfer functions will only be carried out
15 Usually 0.1% coupling to long is assumed for rotational degrees of freedom pitch
and yaw as well as translations side [53].
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during the commissioning phase. Local damping readout and actua-
tion noise However, are easier to predict. A detailed noise projection
carried out during the design phase of the local control loops is de-
scribed in chapter 4.5. Finally there are two damping modes: classical
local damping with extremely strong and robust feedback to quickly
bring an excited suspension to rest e.g. during lock acquisition and
degree of freedom damping with weaker, only conditionally stable feed-
back (compare figure 4.24). The latter is optimized to fulfill the strin-
gent requirements in the detection band while maintaining a reasonable
eigenmode damping. On the downside it can easily fail and even start
to excite the suspension during strong seismic events due to the limited
shadow sensor detection range (and the nonlinearities connected with
saturating signals).
5.7.10 Shot noise
The quantization of the light detected in the length readout photodi-
ode causes statistical fluctuations of the detected power. These are
indistinguishable from any length signal. Assuming a rather stationary
detected power, the Pound-Drever-Hall length readout in the vicinity
of resonance is limited to [128]
Sshot =
√
hc
8
√
λ√FPc
· χ (5.33)
where Pc is the carrier power which is well approximated by the input
power (compare chapter D.10). The factor χ=
√
1+f2/f2pole, which
is not given in the source, takes the decrease of the response above
the cavity pole into account. When keeping the input power constant,
a higher finesse leads to a better displacement calibrated sensitivity.
However, the finesse is limited by practicability and radiation pressure
noise. The optimal shot noise limited readout assumed in equation 5.33
can be performed only in the absence of other junk-light. In practice
this requires the alignment of the ingoing beam to be perfect. This is
realized quite well by means of the auto alignment system. Also the
mode matching (waist size and position) must be good. In theory the
eigenmodes of mode cleaner and RefC are almost perfectly matched
aside from tiny astigmatism. In reality a few percent might be re-
flected due to mode mismatch. Furthermore, the mirror reflectivities
were originally designed to achieve impedance matching at a finesse of
7300. Due to a mistake in specifications the polarization needed to be
changed (compare table 5.1 and table 5.2). This reduces the achievable
finesse to 3500. Also it results in an impedance mismatch. According
to equation 6.31, around 1%..6% of the incident DC power is always
reflected. The exact value depends on the actual intra cavity losses.
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With the achieved modulation index of 0.23 rad, a sideband power
of 2.7%16 is off-resonant and therefore reflected. Ideally this is the
only contribution for shotnoise. In practice, mode and polarization
mismatched light contribute shotnoise as well. Comparison shows, that
the actual shot noise level lies up to a factor of
√
2 to
√
3 higher than
the optimally achievable one.
16 single sideband power J1(0.23)
2 =1,3%, carrier power J0(0.23)
2 =97,3%, see chap-
ter D.10
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6
THERMAL NOISE INTERFEROMETER
Coating thermal noise (CTN) is amongst the most important noise
sources in optical metrology [119]. The highly reflective surface of mod-
ern mirrors are constructed of dielectric multi-layer thin film structures.
Compared to the substrate, these thin layers exhibit much higher losses.
Recently, a lot of effort has been put into the reduction of the losses. An-
nealing and doping techniques are being developed for the most widely
used amorphous layer structures made from Ta2O5 and SiO2. Radi-
cally different approaches try to separate the losses mechanically from
the interferometric readout [129] or aim for avoiding the lossy reflective
coating completely. Recently a major breakthrough has been achieved
by the invention of a production technique for crystalline coatings made
from GaAs/AlGaAs and the corresponding transfer technique to fused
silica substrates [11, 130, 131, 132].
These coatings provide reduced Brownian noise at room tempera-
ture which improves even more in cryogenic environments. This comes
at the drawback of significantly increased thermo elastic and thermo
refractive noise. However, it is predicted that ‘various manifestations
of thermal noise can be coherent one with another ’ [117]. In particu-
lar, coating thermo elastic and coating thermo refractive noise might
occur coherently, resulting in coating thermo optic noise [105]. First
measurements hint a confirmation by showing photo thermo optic can-
cellation [122], while thermo optic cancellation remains experimentally
unproven.
6.1 features of the tni
The main goal of the TNI is to investigate coating thermal noise over a
wide frequency range interesting for gravitational wave detectors. Spe-
cial emphasis is put onto the low end of the gravitational wave band,
i.e. between 10 and 100Hz. This region was barely investigated earlier
[133, 134]. Fixed spacer cavities, like those used in optical clocks for
example, usually suffer from seismic noise exciting internal resonances
at their upper sensitivity end. In a suspended cavity this region re-
quires extremely good low frequency noise management, e.g. properly
designed suspensions and low noise feedback.
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The TNI was designed to be able to easily exchange the test mir-
ror(s). Recently, AlGaAs coatings became feasible for interferometric
applications. However, since it is still a relatively new coating material,
their optical properties have not been widely investigated. Hence, the
TNI is designed as a free space cavity, which allows tuning of the spot
size and beam position on any single mirror to map its properties.
Furthermore, the optical design of the TNI is chosen to be able to ac-
commodate ‘irregular’ prototype mirrors. The test mirror is flat, which
simplifies the early production of new mirror designs such as waveguide
gratings [37]. The test mirror’s transmission is not required, so that
opaque substrates and ultrahigh reflectivity designs can be investigated
as well.
6.2 experimental layout
Any mirror displacement to light phase coupling can be amplified res-
onantly using a cavity with a reasonable finesse. The easiest layout is
a linear design involving only two mirrors. The idea in the TNI is, to
have one test mirror and one reference mirror. This is facilitated by an
asymmetrical design: the test mirror is flat, so that the spot size on
its surface is minimal. The reference mirror is concave. As the cavity
length approaches the mirror’s radius of curvature, the two spot sizes
become more and more different (compare figure 6.10). Since coating
thermal noise depends on the spot size, for most length choices the test
mirror’s noise is dominating the signal.
Figure 6.1.: The spot size on the TNI test mirror is small to
enhance coating thermal noise. The CTN signal is amplified by
a ≈10cm long optical cavity. The reflected light is split off by
a λ/2-waveplate/PBS combination and detected by means of a
Pound-Drever-Hall readout scheme.
Seismic isolation: suspended spacer or individual mirrors
The aspired low frequency sensitivity of the TNI (about 2·10−17m/√Hz
at 20Hz) requires seismic isolation. The SAS-tables contribute low fre-
quency isolation, but in the most interesting detection band they suffer
from multiple internal resonances. The 850 g suspensions described in
chapter 4 are a good complement with sufficient isolation at the SAS’s
internal modes. The feasibility of a suspended 850 g spacer was inves-
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tigated as well. This reduces the number of required suspension chains
(from two to one) and, much more important, fixes the inter mirror
degrees of freedom. More specifically it provides good internal align-
ment stability and extremely high common displacement mode (cavity
length) rejection. Yet the spacer’s motion would still require some sort
of auto alignment. The rigidity would also be its biggest drawback:
a new beam geometry (different spot size, different spot position) re-
quires a whole new spacer and thereby a different mirror which is bad
for the comparability of results.
Figure 6.2.: The TNI contains two mirror suspensions: the one
for the incoupler TNI-A shown in red and the other for the test-
optic TNI-B shown in green. The additional suspended mass TNI-
C shown in blue can be used as reaction pendulum. Suspensions
B and C can be moved in common to tune the cavity length.
Hence, two individual suspensions are accommodated inside one com-
mon frame structure instead. The option for a third suspension (TNI-
C), which could serve as an isolated actuation platform behind the
end mirror, was included in the design. The suspension design had to
be changed slightly: the uppermost vertical isolation stage has ‘cross-
ing’ cantilevers, similar to the blades inside the upper mass (compare
figure 6.2).
Cavity length
The question for the length is quickly answered: For laser frequency
noise sensitivity, the shorter, the better. Fixed spacer thermal noise
experiments are usually operated in the mm to cm length scale. The
sensing/actuation around the upper mass of the 850 g suspensions re-
quires 10 cm distance to be safe from touching each other. If one sacri-
fices the possibility to fit a reaction pendulum, one suspension could be
turned around to result in a shorter cavity down to a few mm. However,
the SQL interferometer and even the single arm test will require the
Reference Cavity to perform much better (compare figure 5.1). Due
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to their length, they are 100 times more sensitive to laser frequency
noise than the TNI. In a cavity shorter than 10 cm, it is much more
difficult to achieve significantly different spot sizes on the two mirrors.
Then the experiment would be sensitive to thermal noise of both coat-
ings and both mirrors would have to be exchanged to investigate new
coating technologies. This might become problematic for experimental
coatings, where a partially translucent incoupler might not be feasible.
Full size vs. small mirror
The fact that the suspensions require 850 g of load in the lowest stage
is actually a drawback. A typical mirror with aspect ratio of 2:1 (10 cm
diameter, 5 cm thickness) for every new coating coating to be tested is
first of all expensive, but secondly also difficult to polish.
Figure 6.3.: Cross-sections through possible mirrors are shown.
A 100mmø, 50mm thick flat-flat TNI-B mirror weights 850 g as
required by the triple suspension system. The strong curvature
(100mm) of TNI-A requires a more special design. According to
manufacturers it is still easier to produce mirrors, that’s curvature
reaches across the full front face, than just carving out the middle
section.
Experiments have been carried out, to bond a small mirror (e.g. 1”ø,
1/4” thick) onto a bigger substrate (optimally keeping the overall opti-
cal properties and achieving a very thin bond for low losses: Adhesion
from water and isopropanol is very good. The thickness of the film can
be reduced well below 1µm. Surprisingly, over a course of a few days
the film starts to dry off, either by evaporation through the microscopic
gap or by diffusion of the liquid into the material.
In another experiment, two mirrors were bonded together using UV-
curing glue. High pressure (several hundred Newtons) has to be ex-
erted during curing to reduce the film thickness. This might cause
tension/surface figure deformations. From the Airy fringes it could be
verified that the film size reduced to a few µm. The fringes are not
circular but follow the points where the pressure was applied (com-
pare chapter D.6). Yet this method seems most promising when using
proper tools.
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Optical layout
Since the central SAS is by far the most crowded one, it was decided
to place the TNI onto the south SAS. A part (100mW) of the Refer-
ence Cavity light is split off after being phase modulated. The beam
is collimated and sent to the south table. It is received with a 2” lens
and focused down onto a suspended steering mirror. A second sus-
pended steering mirror is placed in the far field. This way, both steering
mirrors are separated by almost 90◦ in Gouy phase and two indepen-
dent quadratures can be actuated separately (compare figure 6.9). The
power coupled into the TNI can be tuned by means of a zeroth or-
der λ/2-waveplate and polarizing beamsplitter combination. This is
especially important for very small spot sizes, so that the destruction
threshold of the coatings is not exceeded.
Figure 6.4.: About 100mW of power is sent towards the south ta-
ble. Via an attenuation unit (λ/2-waveplate & PBS) the amount
of circularly polarized light entering the TNI can be chosen. The
unused light is detected on QPDs to stabilize the beam with re-
spect to the south table (SAS-S). The light transmitted by the
TNI is monitored on a camera to inform on the shape of the res-
onating mode and eventually on the spot size. The reflected light
is measured on the non-suspended detection bench outside vac-
uum. Most of its light is attributed to the length stabilization.
Only 10% is used for differential wavefront sensing.
Ten percent of the power not being sent into the TNI are sensed on
in-vacuum quadrant photodiodes of type QD50-3T, the rest is dumped
outside of vacuum. The photodiodes (compare section 6.7.1) are used
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as position references on top of SAS-S for feedback at low frequencies
(compare section 6.7). It might appear counterintuitive that the beam
position is stabilized to the SAS surface while the TNI is suspended
and hence is isolated from the table. Yet this isolation happens only
at high frequencies. Below about 1Hz it moves in common with the
tables. Furthermore, the beam originates from the PMC which is fixed
on the central table. The residual inter table motion is canceled by the
stabilization.
A λ/4-waveplate circularizes the light going into the TNI. Lenses
then match the mode to the eigenmode of the cavity. The concave
incoupler serves as an additional lens, so the input needs to be focused
even tighter which is a real challenge in the constricted space (compare
section 6.5). The reflected light is linearly polarized by passing the λ/4-
waveplate backwards. This time it is reflected off the PBS and thereby
split off from the incoupling light (this scheme cannot be applied for
a polarization rotating cavity, e.g. using birefringent AlGaAs coatings
where a Faraday isolator might be used). Finally it is sensed outside
of vacuum on the detection bench.
There are three photodiodes for the reflected beam: one single el-
ement PD for a Pound-Drever-Hall type stabilization scheme of the
length and two quadrant RF-photodiodes. Since the length stabiliza-
tion is the most critical of the feedback loops, it is assigned about
90% of the reflected light, to keep the signal-to-noise ratio high. The
quadrant RF-photodiodes are utilized as differential wavefront sensors
(DWS). They measure the misalignment of the mode going into the
TNI with respect to its eigenmode. Both QPDs are separated nomi-
nally by 90◦ of Gouy phase. The two quadratures are used to correct
the input beam misalignment at high frequencies by means of the two
steering mirrors in front of the TNI.
If the end mirror of the TNI allows, the transmitted beam is directed
to the detection bench as well. A camera monitors which mode is res-
onating inside the cavity. Furthermore, it can be used to easily estimate
the spot size on the test mirror. During the alignment procedure, the
length is not locked and the cavity is usually swinging multiple free spec-
tral ranges. Dependent on the misalignment, higher order modes are
being excited and transmitted to the camera. They give information
about the required corrections whereas the DWS don’t give sensible
signals.
Mirror reflectivities
The design values for the mirror reflectivities had to be decided. A cav-
ity with a lower finesse has less off-resonant suppression and a wider
bandwidth. This makes it easier to handle in practice. Light is leaking
into the cavity even if it is not resonant or strongly misaligned. Both
eases the initial alignment significantly which is important for a testing
environment like the TNI. Lock acquisition is simpler as the resonance
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is broader. However, the cavity pole might approach the PDH modu-
lation frequency (compare figure 6.22 and 6.23).
A higher finesse results in more round trips. The light may accu-
mulate more phase shift from the same test mass displacement. Hence,
more signal is created while the shot noise stays constant. So the signal
normalized shot noise is inversely proportional to the finesse (compare
equation 6.37).
But the finesse must not be too high. With a large power buildup
and a small spot, the destruction threshold of the coatings might be
exceeded. At very small spot sizes this can be avoided by decreasing
the input power. The power reduction increases the shot noise, but the
‘signal’, i.e. coating thermal noise, increases with reduced spot size as
well (compare figure 6.11).
For a given finesse, the intra cavity buildup and thereby the signal
amplification is the biggest in a strongly overcoupled cavity (compare
figure 6.7). Yet an impedance matched cavity performs better in terms
of shot noise on resonance, as the carrier light is transmitted through
the cavity and does not contribute shot noise on the PDH photodiode
in reflection.
None of the considerations leads to an exact requirement for mir-
ror reflectivities. Experience tells that a suspended cavity with a fi-
nesse of 3000 is reasonable to control and yet good enough in terms
of noise performance (compare figure 6.27). The aspired power reflec-
tivity is the same for both mirrors, 99.9%, to obtain approximately
impedance matching. The round trip losses may be small compared to
the 2000 ppm transmission loss per round trip. See table 6.2 for the
resulting cavity parameters.
6.3 juggling reflectivities
The intra cavity power of a linear cavity strongly depends on its length
tuning described by the so-called Airy function. To calculate the on res-
onance power amplification, the mirrors’ transmissivities are weighted
against other loss channels of the cavity.
Figure 6.5.: The field inside a linear cavity can be calculated for
the static case when changes happen slower than the decay time
of the field inside, by means of the mirror parameters, the cavity
losses and the microscopic length. A phase flip is attributed to
the outside reflection to obtain real amplitude reflectivities and
transmissivities inside the cavity.
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Assume, the amplitude reflectivities and transmissivities rx and tx
of the involved mirrors do not have an imaginary part, i.e. they do
not contribute a phase shift. The ’required’ phase flip is attributed
to the reflection on the outside for simplicity. After each round trip a
fraction a of the field is lost in addition to the transmission losses. For
the required accuracy it doesn’t matter whether this happens in ‘free
space’ due to residual absorption or at the mirrors due to scattering or
clipping. This can also be described by a round trip cavity propagation
transmissivity tc, so that a
2+t2c =1. In this discussion, the losses are
assumed to be distributed evenly amongst the reflections, so that a
power of a2/2 is lost at each reflection. The phase, that is accumulated
over one round trip of length Lrt, is denoted by δ= 2πLrt/λ. There
is an elegant way of calculating the intra cavity field Ecav behind the
incoupler: in the static on-resonance-case, the field may replicate itself
after one round trip
Ecav = Ecave
iδ/2
√
tcr2e
iδ/2
√
tcr1 + Eint1 (6.1)
when being interfered with the ingoing field Ein, which is partly trans-
mitted through the incoupler. This can be rearranged
Ecav
Ein
=
t1
1− r1r2tceiδ =
t1
1− ρeiδ (6.2)
to obtain the fractional intra cavity field. Here the amplitude ρ=r1r2tc
remaining after one round trip is introduced.
The field being reflected and transmitted by the cavity
Erefl
Ein
=
Ecav
Ein
t1r2tce
iδ − r1
Etrans
Ein
=
Ecav
Ein
t2
√
tce
iδ/2
(6.3)
can be deduced from the intra cavity field easily. The transmitted
power is shown in figure 6.6 exemplary for two different finesse values
being in the interesting range for the TNI. For most applications the
loss tc≈
√
tc≈ 1 can be neglected. However, they gain importance in
high finesse cavities.
The fractional intra cavity power P =E ·E∗ is
Pcav
Pin
=
t21
1+ ρ2 − 2ρ cos(δ)
=
t21
(1− ρ)2 + 4ρ sin2(δ/2)
(6.4)
which is visualized in figure 6.7. It is interesting to remark that close
to the resonance (where sin2(ε)≈ε2) this so-called Airy functions has
a Lorentzian profile. The equation can be simplified further
Pcav
Pin
=
pbf
1+ F sin2(δ/2)
(6.5)
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Figure 6.6.: The power transmissivity of a linear impedance
matched cavity is shown for two different finesse values (ratio
of free spectral range (FSR) and full width at half maximum
(FWHM)). For low losses, the maximal power buildup inside is
proportional to the finesse (F/4π) and the minimal is inversely
proportional to the finesse (π/(4F). At a very high finesse, the
losses (100 ppm per round trip) are not negligible anymore and re-
duce the maximal throughput. In particular, the resonance peaks
decrease. For transfer functions, often a logarithmic detuning scale
is used for the otherwise same diagram, shown on the right. The
pole frequency of the amplitude transfer (-3 dB) matches the half
width at half maximum of the power transfer.
Figure 6.7.: Given a moderate finesse of F=300 and negligible
losses tc=1. For any combination of the reflectivities r21 and r
2
2 the
buildup factor can be deduced. At impedance matching (r1≈r2),
the power buildup is F/π. In the strongly overcoupled regime
(r1≪r2) it is twice as big. When being undercoupled, most of the
incident light doesn’t enter the cavity and hence doesn’t sense its
length.
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by means of the finesse factor
F =
4ρ
(1− ρ)2
ρ≈1≈ 4
(1− ρ)2
(6.6)
and the maximal power buildup factor
pbf := max
(
Pcav
Pin
)
=
t21
(1− ρ)2 . (6.7)
This maximal power buildup is achieved for the resonance condition
δ=2nπ. Due to the periodic nature of the phase, the same results are
obtained when replacing the round trip phase δ by δ′=mod2πδ. The
length tuning between two resonances, where δ′=π, is called antireso-
nance. Here, the power inside the cavity
psf := min
(
Pcav
Pin
)
=
t21
(1+ ρ)2
ρ≈1≈ t
2
1
4
=
pbf
1+ F
F≫1≈ pbf
F
(6.8)
is suppressed maximally. The antiresonances are significantly broader
than the resonances (compare figure 6.6)
The frequency spacing between two resonances
FSR =
c
Lrt
(6.9)
is called the free spectral range. It is equivalent to a phase tuning
difference of δFSR=2π. The detuning, at which the cavity power drops
to half its maximum
Pcav
Pin
(±δHWHM) = pbf
2
, (6.10)
is defined as half bandwidth. Twice the value
δFWHM
6.5
= 2 · 2 arcsin
(√
1
F
)
6.6
= 2 · 2 arcsin
(
1− ρ
2
√
ρ
)
ρ≈1≈ 2(1− ρ)
(6.11)
gives the full bandwidth of the resonance. The ratio of free spectral
range and bandwidth
F = π
2 arcsin
(
1−ρ
2
√
ρ
)
≈ π
√
ρ
1− ρ
ρ≈1≈ π
1− ρ
≈ 2π
1− ρ2 =
2π
round trip power loss
(6.12)
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is called finesse. It is related to the finesse factor by 2F/π≈√F . With
this new measure, the power buildup factor can be rewritten as
pbf ≈ F
π
· t
2
1
1− ρ =


F
π
(imp. matched)
2F
π
(overcoupled)
(6.13)
with the two cases explained in the following section. The power sup-
pression factor
psf ≈ π
4F , (6.14)
in contrast, is independent on the impedance matching condition. Hence,
the suppression of an off-resonant mode with respect to a resonant one
pbf/psf is (2F/π)2 for an overcoupled and 2(2F/π)2 for an impedance
matched cavity.
6.3.1 Impedance matching condition
Three distinct regimes based on reflectivity distribution and on reso-
nance performance are discussed in the following.
• The undercoupled case, when t21≪ t22+a2, is the least interesting
one for experiments. Most of the signal leaves through the outcou-
pler but due to the incoupler’s high reflectivity, barely any light
enters the cavity in the first place to cause any signal initially.
• In the impedance matched case t21≈ t22+a2 no light is reflected on
resonance. This gives the cleanest Pound Drever Hall signal as
the carrier light is stripped off from the locking signal in reflection.
• An overcoupled cavity t21≫ t22+a2 has the highest power buildup
for a given finesse. This regime is used in arm cavities of gravita-
tional wave detectors for example.
For any given finesse of a cavity, it is possible to minimize the amount
of reflected light. Exact impedance matching is achieved if the reflected
light vanishes
Erefl
Ein
!
= 0 . (6.15)
The phase relations of the individual field contributions actually require
the cavity to be on resonance (δ′= 0) for this. Then it can be shown
that equation 6.3 leads to
r1
!
= r2tc (6.16)
the impedance matching condition. Assuming that the losses of the
mirrors are negligible (r2x+ t
2
x = 1) this translates into r
2
1
!
= r22t
2
c and
hence leads to
t21
!
= t22 + a
2
✟
✟
✟−t22a2 (6.17)
where the last term can be neglected for reasonably high finesse cavities.
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6.4 optics
6.4.1 Commissioning optics
For initial commissioning of the TNI, a low finesse and a compound
test mass design were chosen. Standard 1”ø, 6.25mm thick optics are
mounted as compound test masses. They are clamped from the side.
Gluing might be more robust at the cost of interchangeability. The
aluminum ring of the intermediate mass was designed to house such
optics resulting in a mass with properties similar to those of the final
test mass design, e.g. mass, inertias, used wire length, break-off points.
The only significant difference is that the surface of the relatively thin
mirror is mounted in the very center of the ‘ring’ so that the reflect-
ing surface is recessed from the front. Hence, the radius of curvature
was increased slightly from 10 to 15 cm to result in similar suspension
positions to the final ones.
parameter TNIcommissioning
TTNI-A (input) 2%
TTNI-B (output) 2%
add. loss guess: 100 ppm per round trip
Finesse 155
FSR 1GHz
FWHM 6.5MHz
Pin ≤100mW
w0 120µm → 0µm
lround trip 2·0.15m
fmod 8.047260MHz
βmod 0.15..0.23 rad
Table 6.1.: The most important parameters of the TNI during
its commissioning phase are summarized. The lower reflectivity of
the optics results in a reduced finesse and hence easier alignment
and locking. The sensitivity given in figure 6.34 resulted from this
TNI version.
The low reflectivity of 98% results in a finesse of only 160. The
bandwidth of the cavity is drastically increased easing the locking and
lock acquisition1. While working out alignment procedures the low
reflectivity helps vastly, as the beam can be detected inside the cavity.
Also the off-resonant suppression is reduced. The increased bandwidth
of 6.5MHz comes at the slight drawback of less odd order higher order
mode suppression.
1 It should be noted that the sensitivity against misalignment remains unchanged, as
this is determined by the spatial overlap integral of input beam and cavity mode
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6.4.2 IBS silica-tantala test optics
The final design testing tantala-silica coatings aims for a finesse of 3000.
This value is not a tight requirement, but it approximately balances
some counteracting effects. A high finesse increases the shot noise and
readout noise clearance. It suppresses non-resonant higher order modes
more effectively, but in turn it makes lock acquisition and alignment a
lot harder.
The finesse is achieved with 99.9% power reflectivity of both mirrors.
This value is reached for 11 double layers (compare figure 6.8). Al-
though it does not provide additional reflectivity, a half-wave silica cap
must be applied to make the coating chemically inert. The resulting
bandwidth of the cavity at 10 cm length is 0.5MHz and a free spectral
range is 1.5GHz.
parameter TNI
TTNI-A (input) 1000 ppm
TTNI-B (output) 1000 ppm
add. loss guess: 100 ppm per round trip
Finesse 3000
FSR 1.5GHz
FWHM 0.5MHz
Pin ≤100mW
w0 120µm → 0µm
lround trip 2·0.1m
fmod 8.047260MHz
βmod 0.15..0.23 rad
Table 6.2.: The key parameters of the proposed TNI are shown.
They were used for the sensitivity plots in figure 6.27 and 6.28.
For substrate thermal noise reasons the Aluminum/mirror compound
test mass should be exchanged for a (quasi-) monolithic mirror. Accord-
ing to discussions with polishers, it is extremely difficult, to produce
a 10 cm diameter substrate with a radius of curvature of 10 cm for the
incoupler (compare figure 6.3). Therefore, the path of another, quasi-
monolithic test mass was pursued. A small (e.g. 1”ø) plane-concave op-
tic can be bonded onto a plane-plane full scale substrate. Tests showed
that the viscosity of UV-curable glue (Optocast) is rather big. Even
with large amounts of pressure, the thickness and especially the homo-
geneity of the thickness could not be decreased to sub-wavelength level.
This is not yet satisfying for the incoupler, where the input beam has
to pass the bond. Another face-bonding technique is optical contact-
ing, but this requires further investigation with respect to the optical
quality. Inspired by rigid spacer cavities is the idea of ‘drilling’ the
substrate with a diameter close to that of the small optic and bonding
it only at the rim. Then the beam would not have to pass the bond
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itself. The thermal noise performance of such construction remains to
be investigated.
Figure 6.8.: The reflectivities of amorphous silica/tantala and
crystalline AlGaAs/GaAs stacks are simulated and fitted for a
reasonable number of layers. Tantala coatings are capped with
a half-wave silica cap, AlGaAs is capped with a quarter or three
quarter wave cap of GaAs to provide chemical stability. Due to
the smaller differences in the index of refraction, the individual
reflections in AlGaAs stacks are weaker than in tantala structures
resulting in a shallower slope. Yet due to the higher averaged
index of refraction (3.2 instead of 1.8), crystalline coatings provide
a similar reflectivity for the same physical stack thickness.
6.4.3 Crystalline AlGaAs test optics
AlGaAs coatings are of special interest. They appear to be the most
promising low coating thermal noise technology for room temperature
detectors. Their crystalline structure yields up to a tenfold reduction
of noise (in PSD) [11]. Their mechanical loss and thereby the coating
thermal noise is decreased as AlGaAs has a crystalline structure in con-
trast to the amorphous silica/tantala layers. The index of refraction
variations are achieved by a different content of Aluminum (replacing
92 percent of the gallium with aluminum). The index of refraction
difference is smaller compared to silica/tantala structures leading to
weaker reflections on the individual layers. Yet, the total thickness of a
structure with similar reflectivity is very similar to silica/tantala coat-
ings, as the index of refraction itself is higher, making the individual
AlGaAs quarter-wave layers thinner.
For these coatings, the same arguments as listed in the last chapter
count as well. Hence, the baseline design still foresees a finesse of 3000
resulting in the same cavity parameters. While coating a full scale test
mass is possible in principle there are no machines to bond the AlGaAs
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coating onto a ≈5 cm thick substrate available. Therefore, a compound
test mass must be used in any case with the crystalline coating bonded
onto a small optic. This in turn must be bonded to a larger substrate
in order to gain mass and inertia to serve as lowest mass in the triple
suspension.
According to figure 6.8, a reflectivity of 99.9% requires about 20
double layers. Gallium arsenide (nlow) is chemically more stable and
therefore applied as top layer. An additional half wavelength thick cap
on top, i.e. a 3/4λ GaAs cap layer may compensate thermo-optic noise
optimally, well below Brownian thermal noise [135].
6.5 mode matching
As described in section 6.2, the input beam to the TNI is collimated
and sent to the south SAS. Here it is being focused right after the first
steering mirror. The second one is placed 45 cm away, i.e. well in the
far field, to achieve 84◦ Gouy phase difference. Directly after follows a
combination of waveplate and polarizing beamsplitter. It provides the
beam for input spot position control and separates the TNI’s reflected
light from the ingoing one. Optimally the experiment is never changed
up to this point.
The TNI with its suspension cage is also regarded as fixed on the
table. There is no space to move it further back and the space in front
is required for mode matching. Hence, the position of the TNI waist
on TNI-B is fixed as well. The waist size and thereby the divergence
angle, in contrast, is subject to significant changes when investigating
the spot size dependence of coating thermal noise. Tracing it back, the
mode must unavoidably pass the incoupler. It serves as an additional
‘strong’ concave lens. This increases the large divergence angle of the
TNI mode even further. Also the resulting virtual waist position is not
fixed in place anymore when changing the waist size.
In general, it is possible to match two optical modes to each other
using a set of two lenses with a given focal length. The challenge is to
fit the mode conversion optics required for the strongly converging TNI
mode into the tightly constrained space as well as the availability of
good quality short lenses. The situation is depicted in figure 6.9, where
the shaded areas show unaccessible space containing fixed components.
One example solution resulting in a 110µm waist at the surface of the
outcoupler is shown as well. Generally speaking, the mode matching
works best when using a convex lens with a short focal length to form
a very narrow waist (30µm small in figure 6.9). After the small waist,
the beam expands quickly. This large beam is required to be focused
down to the cavity waist sufficiently strong. For a 110µm waist on the
test mirror’s surface, the ≈82µm virtual waist is 32mm in front of the
real one.
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Figure 6.9.: The mode matching for a 110µm beam is shown
exemplary. The PMC’s waist (at 0m) is collimated on the central
bench and sent to the south table. It reaches the first lens with
1mm radius. The steering mirrors are separated by 84◦ Gouy
phase, the TNI mirrors by 68◦. When investigating the spot size
dependence of coating thermal noise, the cavity mode changes sig-
nificantly and the mode matching should be adjusted. This proves
difficult as there are tight space constraints, since the components
in the shaded areas are basically fixed, and the incoupler serves as
an additional concave lens.
6.5.1 Changing the cavity mode
A small spot size enhances coating thermal noise. The smallest possible
size of any beam is at its waist. There the wavefronts are flat. Therefore,
the test mirror must be flat as well. Its position defines the position
of the waist inside the cavity. The second, concave mirror’s radius
of curvature R must be longer than the intended cavity length L for
optical stability reasons (|g|<1, where g=1−L/R). When the length
approaches the radius of curvature, the waist size decreases significantly.
In contrast, the spot on the concave mirror increases which reduces its
thermal noise contribution.
This hemispherical regime of dissimilar spot sizes is the intended
mode of operation for the TNI. It allows to change the spot size with
little experimental modifications. Across the range of approximately
1mm the test mass can be shifted electromagnetically without any
changes at all while keeping the full shadow sensor position information
(the value assumes an integration of chapter 4.5.7). This allows the spot
size to be reduced from 60µm down until the cavity gets unstable.
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Figure 6.10.: The top graph shows the spot sizes on the mirrors
of a plane-concave cavity with 0.1m radius of curvature. The
R−L=R·(1−L/R) =R·g on the abscissa is another, rescaled
measure for the cavity g-factor. The maximal spot size on the flat
mirror is 130µm. Close to the optical instability (L= 0 or L=
0.1m) the spot is getting small which enhances coating thermal
noise. The according Gouy phase is shown on the bottom left axis.
It approaches 90◦ for the ‘long’ unstable case which is used in the
TNI. Hence, the first order modes are suppressed for geometry
reasons. The second order sideband frequency is shown on the
bottom right axis.
The smallest achievable waist will probably be limited by large scale
surface deviations such as astigmatism. Very little experience with
nearly unstable suspended cavities is existent. The single arm test (sin-
gle arm version of the SQL interferometer) will investigate the regime
close to 180◦ Gouy phase, where all modes become degenerate. A nice
feature of the TNI is that due to the Gouy phase of almost 90◦ be-
tween the mirrors the higher order modes of odd order, especially the
misalignment modes resembled by the first order, are optimally sup-
pressed. The according resonance frequency of the second order modes
is shown on a second axis in figure 6.10. It crosses 15MHz at about
30µm spot size and 5MHz at about 3µm. This is both well beyond
the linewidth of 0.5MHz (F=3000) while it might not be sufficiently
suppressed with a low finesse of e.g. 300.2 The effects of being close to
the PDH modulation frequency have not yet been studied.
2 The commissioning optics have twice the transmission which results in a finesse of
only 155.
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6.5.2 Mode matching to a changed cavity mode
As seen in the last chapter, changing the spot size on the TNI’s test
mirror can be accomplished by tuning the length close to instability.
This of course results in a variation of the cavity mode which in turn
leads to a mode mismatch of the incident light. There are two ways to
deal with this:
First the input mode can be re-matched using the input lenses as
shown in figure 6.9. Very close to instability (<60µm spot size), the
length tuning can be accomplished remotely by means of coil magnet
actuators while staying in the linear BOSEM range. However, there is
no realistic UHV compatible way of mode matching other than venting
the system an adjusting lens positions manually.
Figure 6.11.: The mode overlap of an unchanged input mode op-
timized for 60µm spot size inside the cavity and the varying TNI
mode was determined numerically using Finesse [136]. The trans-
mitted TEM00 mode is a good estimation for µ in figure 6.24. The
second plot shows the change of coating Brownian noise at 100Hz
with spot size according to equation 5.24. Despite of unchanged
mode matching, it is well above the shot noise according to equa-
tion 6.37 using the measured modulation index βmod=0.15.
Therefore, a second option was investigated: not adjusting the lenses
at all. This causes excess power reflection of light without any length
information. The additional light reaches the PDH readout diode with
all its noise contributions. Technical noise terms are suppressed far
beyond the requirements of the TNI by other prototype subsystems.
As such, it is possible that they won’t limit the sensitivity too much.
But mismatch unavoidably causes an increased shot noise level. The
important point is that the predicted signal, in this case coating thermal
noise, rises faster than shot noise. The effect of ‘junk’ signals onto
feedback loops must be tested experimentally.
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A big drawback of spot size changes with a fixed input mode is that
the mode matching into the TNI also acts as mode conversion of the
output mode. If the input and the cavity mode are matched perfectly,
this means that the signal mode has the same shape as the input. In
that case the whole detection path is fed by a beam with constant
parameters, regardless of what the cavity mode looks like. With a
fixed input mode, in contrast, the signal mode being sent out of vacuum
changes. It might need adjustments in terms of spot sizes or at least
re-calibrations of the auto alignment system as Gouy phases change.
The advantage is that the detection components are outside of vacuum
and hence easily accessible. An adjustable Gouy phase telescope in the
common path could even supply the whole detection bench with an
unchanged mode so that no further changes are required.
6.5.3 Intensity limits: LIDT
Optical cavities enhance the laser power circulating inside. The non-
negligible absorption of the HR-coatings of cavity mirrors introduces
heat. This causes a temperature rise and hence conductive energy
transport. Its efficiency is determined by the steepness of the temper-
ature gradient ∇T which is inversely proportional to the cross section
A where the energy has to pass through.
The simple model in [137] assumes a beam radius much smaller than
the dimension, i.e. the thickness, of the mirror. Then the heat dis-
tribution can be approximated to have a hemispherical profile. The
steepest gradient is assumed to occur across the hemisphere with the
same radius as the beam, i.e. A= 4πw2/2. According to the source,
the temperature gradient is well approximated by a temperature in-
crease ∆T happening across the beam radius, so ∇T =∆T/w. Then
the temperature increase can be quantified
∆T =
PA
2πκw
(6.18)
according to their equation 4, where κSiO2 =0.014W/cm·K is the ther-
mal conductivity of the fused silica substrate and PA is the absorbed
power. This is a surprising result, as the temperature depends linearly
on the inverse beam size and not on the intensity, i.e. 1/beam size2.
[138] sets the temperature threshold before the onset of laser induced
damage (LIDT) to the softening point of fused silica at 1610◦C. This
gives a maximally absorbed power of 140W/cm·w which is 14mW for
a 10µm beam. This should be very well within the limits of current
coatings.
However, there are a few facts which show that this is only a very
optimistic upper limit: the peak intensity and hence the peak tempera-
ture is twice as high as in the flat-top beam used in this theory. Either
the substrate or the coating will suffer before reaching the softening
point. For example micro crystals will form at 600..700◦C [96]. And
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Figure 6.12.: A laser beam can transfer heat into a substrate
by means of absorption in the coating. The absorption of mod-
ern coatings is limited by defects. These are much smaller than
a typical beam (rD≪w), which can increase the induced peak
temperature drastically.
the absorption of modern day coatings is limited by inhomogeneities
and impurities [139, 138] instead of bulk absorption.
If defects are much smaller than the beam profile, rD≪w, then the
absorbed power
PA = αI · A˜D (6.19)
depends on the local intensity I≤2P/πw2 of the Gaussian beam, the
radius of the defective area A˜D = πr2D and the absorption coefficient
of the defect α. Replacing the beam radius in equation 6.18 with the
defect radius (w→rD) yields
∆T ≤ αP rD
w
1
πw2κ
. (6.20)
This gives the same results as equation 6.18 for rD=w, aside from a
factor 2 which arises from the increased peak intensity of the Gaussian
beam with respect to a flat-top beam. Inserting reasonable values such
as a 1µm absorbing defect (α= 1) illuminated by a 10µm small 1W
beam as used in the TNI already exceeds the melting point of fused
silica (∆T =2300K).
For orientation compare the power density on the PMC mirrors. The
input power was increased to about 12W in [39, 28] which gives 3 kW
circulating power at a spot size of close to 400µm. The corresponding
power densities are 8W/µm and 20W/µm2. The latter would be ex-
ceeded with a TNI circulating power of 1W and spot sizes significantly
smaller than 10µm.
For GaAs the situation might be much more problematic. [140]
reports surface destructions on a 350µm thick GaAs waver at 10W
concentrated in a 270µm beam which matches a power density of
40mW/µm or 140µW/µm. However, the absorption of AlGaAs coat-
ings was strongly reduced since the publication [135].
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6.5.4 Measuring the cavity geometry
It is not trivial to measure the mode shape inside the TNI with special
emphasis on the spot size on the test mirror. With the commission-
ing optics in place, the divergence of the transmitted mode could be
measured. This, however, requires a well characterized transmission
path.
In practice, two other approaches were followed: The non-aligned
cavity shows a Herriott cell pattern in transmission. Its shape is char-
acteristic for the cavity geometry. The aligned cavity can be scanned to
observe the higher order mode spacing which gives the cavity g-factor
with high accuracy.
Herriott cell pattern
Figure 6.13.: A strongly misaligned linear cavity behaves equiv-
alent to a Herriott cell. In the nearly hemispherical case the trans-
mitted spots are on opposing sides of an ellipse pattern. Their
angular separation of the transmitted beams is determined by the
exact cavity geometry. Overlaid to a CCD image is the color coded
sequence of spots. Next order round trips are connected by lines.
Initial gravitational wave detectors were originally planned to employ
Herriott delay lines in the arms [141]. The beam pattern on the mirrors
actually doesn’t differ so much from nowadays used Fabry Perot cavities
used nowadays if illuminated off-center, e.g. by misaligning the input
beam.
In order to describe the pattern by means of Herriott cell theory,
interference of the individual spots must be avoided. This is why this
method only works for rather stable and reasonably low finesse cavities.
[142] predicts that all spots are evenly separated by the same azimuthal
angle θ on the same circle.
In order to adopt the theory for a symmetric delay line described in
the source to the TNI, the delay line length d→Lrt= 2L is replaced
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Figure 6.14.: In Herriott’s model of a concentric geometry the
beam hits the same mirror every second n. In the nearly hemi-
spherical TNI the beam is hitting the same mirror every n. Hence,
their equations 4 and 7 give the spot positions on one and the
same mirror. They are separated by θ.
by the TNI round trip length and the focal length f→R/2 by half the
input coupler’s curvature. Then Herriott’s equation 2 in [142]
cos θ = 1− d
2f
(6.21)
can be reformulated to give the length
L
R
=
1− cos θ
2
(6.22)
relative to the radius of curvature and hence the cavity g-factor.
Figure 6.15.: Projecting the picture in figure 6.16 to a circular
spot-pattern according to figure 2 in [142] allows to measure the
angular separation. On average neighboring spots are separated
by 15.5◦.
For the θ=180◦+15.5◦/2 deduced from figure 6.15 this gives L/R=
0.995. However, it is difficult to determine θ, as patterns with e.g. three
times the azimuthal separation may look very similar.
The presented method is limited to low finesse cavities since interfer-
ence between the spots spoils the accuracy. However, it allows inves-
tigation of accidentally unstable cavities as well. Furthermore, a good
understanding of the pattern by means of Herriott’s equations 4 and 7
in [142] eases initial alignment significantly.
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Higher order mode spacing
Figure 6.16.: A longitudinal mode scan of the TNI by means
of the upper mass actuators shows multiple fundamental modes
spaced dependent on the cavity length by an FSR. Higher order
modes are separated evenly depending on the mode geometry, i.e.
length and mirror curvature. Misaligning a steering mirror in front
doesn’t change the TNI but introduces first order modes. Shift-
ing a mode matching lens causes second order sidebands to res-
onate. The ratio of HOM separation and FSR (4.6ms/8ms) gives
L/R=0.95, so a cavity length 5mm away from instability for a
mirror with ≈100mm radius of curvature.
When scanning the aligned cavity, multiple, equidistant fundamental
resonances show up. Their spacing
FSR = c/Lrt (6.23)
depends only on the round trip length which can be measured to about
1% with a ruler. An intentional misalignment of either the TNI or the
input mirrors induces higher order modes. They resonate at
νqnm = qν + v(m+ n+ 1)
arccos
(±√g)
π
, (6.24)
so their spacing in units of FSRs
νqnm+1νqnm)
νq+1nm − νqnm =
arccos
(±√g)
π
(6.25)
only depends on the g-factor [38]. The flat end mirror’s gTNI-B = 1
should hold well enough even for small thermally induced deformations.
Then the cavity g-factor g=1−L/RTNI-A is solely defined by the ratio
cavity length L=Lrt/2 and the incoupler’s radius of curvature RTNI-A.
As the suspended mirrors don’t always move with a constant speed, the
mode scan might not be perfectly linear. Then it helps to measure the
spacing of the second order mode relative to the next fundamental mode
which approaches zero when tuning closer to instability. In figure 6.13
both spacings agree very well. The accuracy reached for the relative
spacing is about 1% which gives 2% L/R-accuracy and gets even better
closer to instability.
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6.5.5 Beyond optical instability
Optical resonators require a certain g-factor |g|<1 for stability reasons.
However, the spot size on the TNI test mirror is altered by approaching
the instability on purpose. Then one may accidentally overshoot as
has happened in the past which caused major confusion. Very little is
known about passive unstable cavities though active unstable cavities
are used with an active medium in high power laser applications.
Figure 6.17.: The light transmitted through an unstable linear
cavity shows a distinct circular symmetry. The pattern ‘breathes’
in- and outwards as the mirrors move differentially. In this case,
the measured cavity length is 98mm with a specified incoupler’s
radius of curvature of 100mm. Reducing the length to 85mm re-
sulted in a stable cavity. The higher order mode spacing hints that
the new, now stable length is about 5mm from optical instability.
In an unstable cavity, the mode slightly expands every round trip.
The circulating mode either cannot interfere with the incident one any-
more or the accumulated Gouy phase is not constant across the in-
coupler. If the incident light is well aligned, the transmission shows a
circular symmetry. It actually consists of many concentric rings which
are ‘pumping’ in- and outwards with the swing of the cavity mirrors.
If the input light is not well aligned to the cavity, the situation is
similar to the stable cavity: two distinct spots can be seen in transmis-
sion of the cavity. The position of the first is mostly influenced by the
incoupler, the other’s by the outcoupler. When collapsing them, they
evolve into the above-mentioned circular patterns.
6.6 beam steering
Two suspended 2” steering mirrors with passive damping as described
in chapter 5.6 are used to correct the input beams shift and tilt fluctua-
tions. They are separated by 84◦ of Gouy phase as showed in figure 6.9.
This way both quadratures of beam position can be actuated.
The actuation signal is whitened digitally (fzero=0.33Hz, fpole=33Hz)
and de-whitened electronically. The signal is controlling a closed loop
current driver actuating coils with 200 turns. Four 5mm ø, 5mm thick
neodymium magnets provide plenty of actuation range.
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The mechanical response of both suspensions was characterized in
terms of resonance frequency and Q-value in pitch and yaw in fig-
ure 6.18. For comparison with the RefC steerings see figure 5.19. The
inverse of the transfer function is applied to the digital control signal
inside CDS. This way linear actuators with a flat response far beyond
the suspension’s resonance are synthesized. The drawback of the re-
sponse compensation and the strong whitening is that care must be
taken not to saturate the drivers electronically at high frequencies.
Figure 6.18.: The transfer functions of the TNI’s steering mirrors
are compared. A swept sine signal was digitally injected in the
DOF-coordinates (pitch and yaw) which are used to direct the
beam into the TNI cavity. The beam motion was detected by
means of in-vacuum QPDs. The Q-value and the eigenfrequency
were fitted with the model of a single stage damped harmonic
oscillator using the Matlab curve fitting toolbox. The effect of
different optical levers was compensated by normalizing to the
DC response of yaw to one. Both suspensions match extremely
well. The inverse of the fit is used to linearize the actuation signal
which simplifies the construction of an auto alignment loop.
6.7 fixing the beam at the south table
Inside vacuum, the PMC serves as a position reference for the input
beam. Therefore, the beam follows any motion of the central bench.
Recently, optical levers were installed in addition to the SPI to control
the optical benches to behave as one. Yet the steering mirrors lack
direct position readouts like BOSEMs. The task of spot position sen-
sors is, to provide a beam position readout directly in front of the TNI.
The optimal alignment information can be obtained by means of two
sensors which are separated by ≈ 90◦ Gouy phase. For comparable sen-
sitivities and dynamical ranges they should detect similar beam sizes
(compare chapter 6.7.2).
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6.7.1 Spot position sensors
The sensors are placed on top of the south SAS inside vacuum. The
associated electronics are located outside the vacuum vessel. They are
connected via long (> 10m) wires to the bare quadrant photodiodes’
casings. This scheme allows only slow signals (i.e. no 8MHz sidebands)
to be detected and requires special care against electromagnetic cou-
pling.
An elaborate transmission scheme (compare chapter C.6) in combi-
nation with shielded twisted pair cables provides a strongly increased
rejection of noise coupling.
All four quadrants are supplied with the same bias of stabilized and
current limited 15V. The photocurrent is read using a transimpedance
amplifier across 3.3 kΩ resistance. All quadrant signals are whitened
individually (fzero=0.33Hz, fpole=33Hz) and sent to CDS differentially.
They are digitized individually and the spot position is reconstructed
digitally. For now the signals are normalized by the sum signal to
reduce the gap effect (see chapter 6.7.4).
Two spot position sensors sense the input beam towards the TNI. Ten
percent of the light reflected by the PBS is detected on each photodiode.
Three lenses image the beam to 1mm size with 90◦ Gouy phase in
between the photodiodes to obtain full information about all degrees
of freedom (shift and tilt).
6.7.2 Gouy phase telescopes
Any spot position photodiode is only capable of sensing a transverse
shift of the detected beam while it is completely insensitive to tilt. A
differential wavefront sensor, in contrast, can only detect the differential
tilt of two beams. It does not show a first order response to differential
shifts.
To get access to the non-sensed quadrature, the position of the photo-
diode needs to be imaged. In geometric optics, this can be understood
as applying an optical lever to convert tilt to shift or focusing the beam
to transform a shift to tilt in the focus. In Gaussian optics, first order
modes can be used to describe beam alignments. Tilt and shift are sep-
arated by 90◦ of Gouy phase [143, 144, 145] plus any multiples of 180◦
(see equation 2.8..2.11). A lens systems can manipulate any beam to ad-
vance the Gouy phase by an arbitrary amount while imaging the beam
to a spot with the same size. The same spot size is desired to obtain a
similar noise performance. It is noteworthy that the total accumulated
Gouy phase must be used in the lens system’s design [146].
In principle a single lens can suffice to produce the quadrature shift
(see figure 6.19). Then, however, a very specific focal length is required.
In most cases a two lens Gouy phase telescope will be unavoidable.
Generally speaking, three lenses are required to detect both quadra-
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Figure 6.19: An arbitrary beam
(x=0) can be imaged to a beam
(on the right) of the same size (red)
but shifted by 90◦ Gouy phase
(blue). In a lens system there
is more freedom of choice for the
focal lengths compared to a sin-
gle lens. In air, any solutions
with narrow waists (bottom one)
should be avoided to prevent dust
particles from being captured.
tures on the PDs in a restricted space: one for creating the correct
spot size on the first photodiode and two for the Gouy phase telescope
providing 90◦ shift and 1:1 scaling of the spot.
As an additional requirement, outside of vacuum small waists should
be avoided. They tend to act as optical tweezers for dust. Once caught,
it causes scattering and absorption.
In practice, the available space is restricted especially in vacuum.
It turns out that much shorter solutions can be found compared to
figure 6.19. Furthermore, the long optical path of the TNI reflection
port requires additional collimation. The search for solutions was auto-
mated in Matlab. The script samples available lens positions and focal
lengths, and changes distances wherever possible. Solutions are filtered
for 1mm±10% spot size on the PD, 90◦±10% Gouy phase difference,
least number of lenses and the smallest consumed space.
6.7.3 The optimal spot size
The optimal spot size for the widely used Centronic QD50-3T quadrant
photodiode was investigated. This specific sensor type has a wide gap
of 200µm at a total diameter of 8mm. When using a small beam, a
significant fraction of the power is dumped in this insensitive area. In
turn, the capacitance between the quadrants is low, allowing for fast
readouts.
Theoretically, a small beam results in the most sensitive position
signal (steepest signal slope). Yet this is only true as long as all the
light is sensed and not dumped in the insensitive gap. Therefore, a
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very small beam must be avoided to obtain a steep error signal for
spot displacement which is linear over a wide range. A too large beam
will result in clipping at the rim of the photodiode. To determine the
optimal spot size, the differential power (yaw signal) is calculated for
a fundamental Gaussian beam which is statically misplaced by 0.7mm
in vertical (see figure 6.20).
pitch = (A+B)− (C+D)
yaw = (A+D)− (B+C)
Figure 6.20.: The pitch and yaw signals are calculated by means
of differential power for a realistic quadrant photodiode (8mm di-
ameter, 200µm gap) for various spot sizes. Smaller beams result
in steeper signals when scanning the spot position until the beam
size gets of the order of the gap and a significant amount of light
is dumped. Large beams, in contrast, result in clipping on the cir-
cumference. A static de-centering e.g. in vertical causes coupling
to the signal of the other direction. The optimal spot size (1/e2
power radius) is about 1mm.
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It can be seen that in addition to losing steepness of the yaw signal
inside the gap, strong couplings between pitch and yaw arise. This
will be important when the spot is misplaced intentionally to scan the
test mirror’s surface for coating thermal noise homogeneity. From the
shown plot a target spot size of 1mm was defined. Remaining nonlin-
earities and cross couplings are compensated well by the normalization
described in the next chapter.
6.7.4 Position signal normalization
As described in the last chapter, the gap effect cannot be avoided com-
pletely. However, better position information can be obtained when
dividing any misalignment signal by the total sensed power, i.e. the
sum of all four quadrants. It might appear that extremely small spots
are even outperforming the 1mm target defined in the last sub-section.
This is not true, of course, when keeping in mind that in this case
the sum signal is getting very small at the center, which causes the
normalized signal to get noisy, e.g. from electronic readout noise.
Figure 6.21.: The signals
shown in figure 6.20 are
normalized by the total
sensed power (sum of all
four quadrants). The gap
effect is almost gone, while
signal loss due to clipping
at the edge cannot be com-
pensated.
Another positive side effect of the normalization is that the position
information is getting less susceptible to power fluctuations in the beam
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itself. Therefore, it is not required anymore, to adjust gains in feedback
loops when varying the sensed power.
6.8 pdh stabilization
For a length stabilization of a cavity following Pound, Drever and Hall
[128], sidebands are created by phase modulating the incident light with
the resonant in-vacuum EOM of the RefC. Usually the modulation
frequency is chosen such that it is outside of the cavity bandwidth.
Then the sidebands are reflected by the cavity, while the carrier enters
it and senses the length. For small length fluctuations, the phase of
the carrier has a very steep position dependence. Commonly, the error
signal is sensed in reflection in a demodulation scheme. RF phase
modulation (frequency sidebands) of the laser acts an as optical local
oscillator measuring only the optical path length outside the cavity.
A signal could be obtained in transmission as well, but the reflected
signal results in a better noise performance and a much more versatile
setup. It does not rely on any outcoupler transmission, so that even
an opaque substrate can be used. Yet, an impedance matched cavity is
desirable if possible. It transmits most of the carrier light which results
in a strongly reduced shot noise level on the PD in reflection.
The TNI is designed to have a finesse of ≈3000 at ≈10 cm length. For
this design, the 8MHz modulation is well outside the cavity’s linewidth
of 0.5MHz (compare figure 6.22). During initial commissioning, how-
Figure 6.22.: The normalized error signal of the final TNI de-
sign is shown for mirror position tunings given in degrees. The
bandwidth with a finesse of 3000 is small compared to the mod-
ulation frequency. The resulting error signal matches the well
known PDH-signal in reflection. The optimal demodulation phase
is shifted only by 1.7◦ with respect to the one for an infinitely
small bandwidth.
ever, mirrors with only 98% power reflectivity are installed at a slightly
bigger length of approximately 15 cm. This results in a finesse of only
160 which is experimentally easier to handle. In turn, the bandwidth
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increases to 6.25MHz, which is close to the modulation frequency. A
significant fraction of the sidebands is entering the TNI and sensing the
length as well. In simulations carried out with Finesse [136], it could
be shown that the optimal demodulation phase for a maximal error
signal slope is still shifted by 90◦ with respect to the minimal error
signal slope. The latter is defined as the new quadrature demodulation
while the first one is the new in-phase demodulation. However, the new
in-phase demodulation is shifted by 21◦ with respect to the ’original’
in-phase demodulation, the one that would be chosen when using side-
bands far beyond the bandwidth (see figure 6.23). The new error signal
slope is slightly bigger than the one using the ’original’ demodulation
phase.
Figure 6.23.: During the commissioning phase a lower finesse of
160 and 1.5 times bigger length is used in the TNI which increases
the bandwidth close to the modulation frequency. This mixes the
original quadratures and results in a different error signal pattern
shown as dashed lines. Yet, a 21◦ shifted demodulation recovers
a steep, linear error signal around the resonance as shown by the
solid lines.
In practice, the demodulation phase is tuned to zero slope at the
resonance (quadrature demodulation) using a voltage controlled phase
shifter described in section 6.8.2. Then it is shifted by exactly 90◦. This
is verified using an oscilloscope, as the used phase shifter is extremely
nonlinear.
In vacuum it would be difficult to detect the 8MHz signal at a rea-
sonable low noise level. One big advantage of the Pound Drever Hall
method is that the local oscillator and the signal beam are superim-
posed optically right at the incoupling mirror. Thus maximal common
mode rejection can be achieved. This allows a detection of the signal
out of vacuum and off the SAS platform. The beam leaves the vac-
uum through a viewport and is detected on a non-suspended detection
bench.
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A 2mm ø InGaAs photodiode (Perkin Elmer C30642GH) detects the
light with sufficiently high quantum efficiency
η =
hf
qλ
·R > 80% (6.26)
where R≈0.7A/W is the responsivity extrapolated from the datasheet.
The readout electronics provide a DC-signal for state recognition and
auto-locking and an AC-path with resonant readout at 8.05MHz. The
signal is amplified and demodulated by means of a phase shifted copy
of the EOM drive close-by (on the same board). Finally it is low pass
filtered to get rid of sideband-sideband beats (twice the modulation
frequency) and sent differentially to CDS together with the DC-signal.
6.8.1 Pound Drever Hall signal refinement
A detailed analysis of the Pound Drever Hall signal is given by Black
in [147, 128]. Yet, the publication only covers the idealized case of a
perfectly mode matched and well impedance matched cavity. Any junk-
light at the locking photodiode increases the shot noise level (compare
figure 6.24). Furthermore, the actual impedance matching changes
the slope of the error signal as more light from inside the cavity is
reflected to (overcoupled) or transmitted away (undercoupled) from the
locking diode located in reflection. This influences the signal equivalent
shot noise3 as well (compare figure 6.11). This discussion is meant
as an extension of Black’s document and follows the notation closely.
However, the following replacements had to be made: F→F in order
not to cause confusion with the finesse factor, Pin→P0 to account for
not mode matched light and φ→δ to stay consistent with figure 6.5.
Assume a power of Pin to be incident onto a non-degenerate optical
resonator. Then only a fraction
P0 = µ · Pin (6.27)
is in the actual cavity eigenmode. It can enter the cavity and gather
length information. The mismatched light
Pmm = (1− µ) · Pin (6.28)
is reflected to the PDH photodiode without carrying length informa-
tion. It is assumed to contribute only shot noise. In the case of the
Prototype facility this appears valid for most cases, as the laser power
is stabilized to the shot noise limited detection of about 250mW. With
this definition, the expressions for the carrier and sideband light re-
main the same as with Black. The reflection coefficient F is given by
3 The displacement corresponding to the shotnoise limitation of the readout.
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Figure 6.24.: The reflected light components of a non mode
matched and not necessarily impedance matched cavity are shown.
Only the mode matched fraction µ of the incident light can gather
information about the cavity. The two sidebands are assumed to
be out of bandwidth being reflected completely. Dependent on
the quality of impedance matching, only a fraction η can pass the
cavity when on resonance whilst the rest is reflected to the pho-
todetector. All beams contribute shot noise. Yet only a fraction
contribute length mismatch information, i.e. the PDH signal.
Black for a symmetric, perfectly impedance matched cavity. It can be
generalized to the reflection coefficient
Erefl
E0
:= F(δ)
6.3
=
t21r2tce
iδ
1− r1r2tceiδ − r1
=
(r21 + t
2
1)r2tce
iδ − r1
1− r1r2tceiδ
≈ r2tce
iδ − r1
1− r1r2tceiδ
(6.29)
of the mode matched light without these constraints. Around reso-
nance, this formula can be expanded
lim
δ→0
F (δ) =
r1 − r2tc
r1r2tc − 1 +
(1− r21)r2tc
(1− r1r2t2)2 · iδ + O(δ
2) (6.30)
up to the first order in δ. The quality of the impedance matching
Pim = |F (δ=0)|2
=
∣∣∣∣ r1 − r2tcr1r2tc − 1
∣∣∣∣2
:= (1− η)
(6.31)
is limited by the reflected power on resonance, i.e. the constant term
in equation 6.30 and represented by the efficiency η according to fig-
ure 6.24 in future. The linear slope
(1− r21)r2tc
(1− r1r2t2)2 · iδ = i
4F
λ
δL · κ (6.32)
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in equation 6.30 can be represented by the finesse given in equation 6.12
and cavity length (not round trip) changes δL=2·δ/(2π)λ. It is varied
with respect to perfect impedance matching by a correction factor
κ =
(1− r21)r2tc
(1− r1r2tc)
√
r1r2tc
(6.33)
ranging from 2 (overcoupled) via 1 (impedance matching) to 0 (under-
coupled) dependent on the reflectivity distribution between the in- and
outcoupler (compare figure 6.7). Close to the resonance, the reflected
power
Prefl = Pc |F (ω)|2 + 2Ps − 4
√
PcPs Im{[F (ω)] sinΩt}
≈ (1− η)Pc + 2Ps − 16
√
PcPs
F
λ
δL · κ
(6.34)
in the cavity mode can be added with the mismatched power Pmm, as
the fields cannot interfere. The error signal and its slope
D = −16
√
PcPs
F
λ
· κ (6.35)
are both increased by the same correction factor κ.
Compared to Black, the error signal shot noise on resonance
Sǫ =
√
2
hc
λ
[(1− η)Pc + 2Ps + (1− µ)Pin]
=
√
2
hc
λ
Pin [((1− η)J20 + 2J21 )µ+ (1− µ)]
(6.36)
is increased by non impedance matched and non mode matched light.
The equivalent length noise is obtained by dividing the error signal
spectrum Sǫ by the slope D
SL =
√
2hc
λ
((1− η)Pc + 2Ps + (1− µ)Pin)
16
√
PcPs
F
λ
· κ
=
√
hc
8
√
λ
F ·
√√√√ 1−η2 J20J2
1
+ 1+ 1−µ
2µJ2
1
Pc · κ2
β≪1≈
√
hc
8
√
λ
F ·
√√√√ 2(1−η)β2 + 1+ 2(1−µ)µβ2
µPin · κ2 ,
(6.37)
which is arranged in a way that the last
√
-term gives the correction
compared to the idealized case described by Black. This equation clar-
ifies, why an undercoupled cavity (κ→0) is the least desirable case for
length measurements, as the signal equivalent shot noise goes to infin-
ity (SL→∞). Furthermore, it is noteworthy that impedance mismatch
η and error signal slope κ can be traded against each other. Perfect
impedance matching does not yield the lowest possible shot noise any-
more.
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Whilst η can be calculated easily by the derived equations given the
reflectivities and thereby equation 6.33, µ is more difficult to obtain.
Either the overlap integral of the ingoing beam and the cavity mode is
evaluated analytically, or like in this document, numerically by means
of e.g. Finesse [136]. For an impedance matched resonant cavity µ can
be measured by means of the transmitted fraction of incident carrier
power.
6.8.2 Voltage controlled phase shifter
The modulation-demodulation technique used for optical readout uti-
lizes phase modulation. A copy of the drive signal is used to demodulate
the detected power later on. This copy needs to have the correct phase.
The required phase shift depends mostly on the modulation frequency
which is usually fixed, and the optical path length, which is subject
to several changes especially in a prototype environment. In princi-
ple, the phase shift can be realized by means of a delay line, i.e. cable
length, but at low modulation frequencies the required cable is quite
long (λ≈0.7·c0/fmod=26m for 8MHz) and might not be fixed.
Figure 6.25.: The phase of an RF oscillator is shifted by a JSPHS-
12 voltage controlled phase shifter. The differential signal from
CDS is converted to single ended and low-passed to avoid oscil-
lator phase noise. A non-filtered test input can be used to intro-
duce oscillator phase noise intentionally in order to characterize
couplings to other signals.
A typical suspended cavity needs three differently shifted demodula-
tion signals, the length degree of freedom and two angular quadratures,
tilt and shift. A universal phase shifter box was developed. The input
signal is split into three paths by an ADPS3-1 three way power split-
ter (1..300MHz) and compensated for the overall power loss by means
of an AD9009 amplification stage so that each output level equals the
input. Each of the paths is receiving its own control signal from CDS
differentially. The CDS control signal is divided by two and low pass
filtered to avoid excess phase noise. It is applied to a JPSPHS voltage
controlled phase shifter (8..12MHz, so this part needs to be adjusted
in case a different modulation frequency is used). The achievable phase
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tuning range is approximately 215◦. For diagnostic purposes, e.g. in-
vestigation of oscillator phase noise coupling, an analog signal, which
is not divided by two, can be added on top of the CDS signal.
Figure 6.26.: The JSPHS-12 response was obtained from the
datasheet. For 8MHz a tuning range of 215◦ is available when us-
ing 0..10V control voltage. The voltage dependence is strongly
nonlinear and has to be fitted for calibration purposes (equa-
tion 6.38). In case the same phase shifter is used for higher fre-
quencies, a bigger control voltage must be applied to achieve the
required 180◦ shift.
Voltage controlled phase shifters are extremely nonlinear as shown in
figure 6.26. The voltage response at 8MHz is taken from the datasheet
and fitted by means of a fourth order polynomial. Now the phase
φ = 0.0140 ·U4 − 0.469 ·U3 + 4.15 ·U2 + 12.7 ·U (6.38)
can be inferred from the control voltage U applied to the phase shifter,
i.e. half the CDS voltage, to a few degree accuracy.
6.9 differential wavefront sensing
Differential wavefront sensing is actually a spatially resolved version
of the Pound Drever Hall scheme. Each quadrant of a QPD senses
the deviation from resonance of its own quadrant of the beam. The
four signals are subtracted in a manner of left minus right (yaw) and
top minus bottom (pitch). These signals are zero if the wavefronts of
the sidebands being reflected from the cavity and the carrier partially
leaking out of the cavity are not tilted against each other. Around this
working point they give a linear error signal.
The actual detectors are based on a GEO600 quadcam design. Each
quadrant features a DC transimpedance amplifier and a resonant AC
readout including onboard demodulation. The two sets of four signals
are sent to CDS differentially. An additional whitening stage is under
development. Inside CDS, the quadrants’ signals are subtracted from
each other and normalized by the sum of all quadrants as described in
section 6.7.4.
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6.10 auto alignment
The experience with the 30m Prototype in Garching already sug-
gested that active centering of the spots onto the photodiodes may be
required. This turned out to be the case for the TNI as well. Efforts
were started to implement digitally controlled spot centering loops by
means of two galvo scanner driven mirrors with orthogonal axes in front
of each quadrant photodiode. It is important to remember that such a
periscope rotates the coordinate frame of the beam. Hence, the result-
ing QPD coordinate system is aligned to a synthetic coordinate frame
matching that of the TNI by a digital rotation matrix.
6.10 auto alignment
The idealized Pound Drever Hall signal assumes perfect co-alignment of
the ingoing beam and the cavity mode. In reality, a suspended mirror
is prone to resonant mechanical enhancement of motion close to the
suspension’s resonance frequencies as well as slow drifts due to tem-
perature changes and the high susceptibility to small influences due to
the softness of the suspension system. Both cause rms deviations from
the optimal alignment. These deviations can couple into length noise
via clipping on optics, position dependent sensitivity at the locking
photodiode or excess power reflection to list only a few.
An active feedback system, called auto alignment, senses and counter-
actuates misalignments. Two in vacuum spot position sensors measure
the alignment of the beam incident onto the TNI. The two steering
mirrors in front actuate the beam. The actuation matrix is measured
by driving each degree of freedom of the beam directors sinusoidally
well below the resonance frequency, one at a time. All responses of
the spot sensors are monitored and assembled to form the actuation
matrix. This is then inverted to give the sensing matrix and applied to
the sensors’ signals, so that a virtual pair of sensors is formed, giving
the misalignment in terms of required steering mirror actuation. Slow
servos were designed to actively center the spots on the mirrors by
means of in vacuum spot position sensors with a few Hertz bandwidth.
Offsets can be added to the error point in order to misalign the beam
intentionally for scanning the input beam across the TNI mode. In
the future, the synthesized virtual sensor will be calibrated to beam
displacement and tilt on the TNI test mirror.
6.11 design sensitivity
The TNI’s design sensitivity arises from gathering known noise terms.
It is calculated by means of a custom Matlab script which was de-
veloped initially to predict the Reference Cavity’s sensitivity given in
chapter 5.7. Analytical noise models are used wherever possible. This
eased the design process for the TNI where many parameters could be
changed without lengthy tool chain applications.
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Figure 6.27.: The noise sources discussed in this chapter are
projected into length noise of an approximately 10 cm long hemi-
spherical TNI with 850 g mirrors and a finesse of 3000 at a input
power of 1mW. The spot size at the test mirror is 60µm imply-
ing a spot size of 550µm on the incoupler. This is achieved for a
length of 1.1mm away from optical instability. The thermal noise
of the test mirror is dominating the sensitivity over a big range
from 20Hz to 10 kHz.
The simulation includes models for the most common noise terms
known from gravitational wave interferometers such as seismic noise,
quantum noise and basic thermal noise channels. However, as the TNI
enters an uncommon regime with its small spot size, also less common
noise terms are included such as photon absorption (photo thermal)
and black body radiation (Stefan-Boltzmann noise) while others had
to be refined like the coating thermo-elastic noise.
6.11.1 Cavity geometry
A linear cavity involves the least number of components. It is not
polarization dependent so the light can be split off by means of a quarter
wave plate and a polarizing beam splitter4. Concerning the cavity
geometry itself, coating thermal noise is increased the most, if the test
mirror is at the smallest section of the beam, i.e. its waist. As the
wavefronts are parallel at this point, the test mirror has to be flat and
the cavity is close to hemispherical by definition.
4 This is not true for AlGaAs coatings. Due to the inherent birefringence, a Faraday
isolator would be a better choice.
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Figure 6.28.: Shown is the same nose projection as in figure 6.27
with a much more extreme spot size of 7.5µm on the test mirror.
An input power of 1mW this yields an intensity of 2 ·1010W/m2
which might be beyond the destruction threshold of an IBS coating.
The second spot on the curved mirror is 4.5mm big and the cavity
length is 3µm from optical instability. With these parameters
coating Brownian thermal noise is limiting over an extremely wide
frequency range.
Length
According to equation 5.14 a shorter TNI is less susceptible to laser fre-
quency noise. On the other hand, shortening increases the bandwidth
so that the sidebands get partly resonant. Furthermore, for the same
divergence of the mode the spot size difference decreases, leading to a
bigger influence of the curved (non-test-) mirror’s coating noise. Al-
though the suspensions are designed to allow sub-cm cavity length in
principle, the radius of curvature and thereby the approximate length
was fixed to 10 cm.
Finesse
A high finesse enhances any displacement signal which makes it easier
to measure thermal noise while it reduces the signal normalized shot
noise. Also it keeps the bandwidth reasonably small so that the PDH
sidebands (frequency given by the Reference Cavity) are outside the
bandwidth. As a drawback a too small bandwidth makes the cavity
more difficult to control. A high finesse Furthermore, causes a high
power buildup which, due to the small spot size, can damage the coat-
ings. Although the finesse is not exactly fixed, it’s design value has
been defined to be 3000.
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Impedance matching
As seen in chapter 6.8.1, a ‘perfect’ impedance matching in the sense of
section 6.3.1 doesn’t necessarily yield the best achievable signal-to-noise
ratio. Yet it’s least sensitive to technical noise such as intensity noise.
In case of a reasonably low finesse, the intra cavity losses are negligi-
ble compared to the mirror transmissivity. Therefore (equation 6.16),
the reflectivities of in- and outcoupler match (rin= rout) and can be
taken from the same coating run. This is important when the test
coating would provide significantly reduced coating noise which would
be comparable with that of the bigger spot on the incoupler.
Mirror mass
It was under discussion, whether to suspend a rigid spacer instead of
individual mirrors. This appears reasonable when looking at the rigid
spacer noise depicted in figure 6.27. The big advantage of individually
suspended mirrors, however, is the immense variability in positioning
of the spot and tuning the spot size with a basically unchanged TNI
(compare section 6.5.1). In this case each mirror requires the full 850 g
mass of the lowest stage of the triple pendulum design.
6.11.2 Seismic noise model
The seismic noise at the site is described in chapter 3.1. A very crude
model of 10−7m/
√
Hz and a double pole at 1Hz is assumed in this
specific simulation. This appears reasonable, as the seismic barrier is
extremely steep: six orders of magnitude suppression per decade from
the horizontal pendulum system, another two from the SAS and two
more from the seismic itself. A variation of the seismic noise itself will
not change the predicted seismic noise vastly, other than shifting the
seismic wall by a few Hertz.
6.11.3 SAS isolation model
The SAS table is assumed to behave like a damped harmonic oscillator
with finite attenuation. According to real measurements, horizontal iso-
lation starts at 70mHz with a double pole. The double pole of vertical
isolation is placed at 150mHz. Due to center of percussion effects, the
isolation levels off in a plateau. In the simulation, this is taken into
account by a pessimistic double zero at 7Hz without any overcompen-
sation. Internal resonances of the suspended tables are neglected. They
occur mainly in a frequency range where strong isolation is available
from the mirror suspensions.
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6.11.4 Suspension model
A full state space suspension model is available (more information in
chapter 3 and 4). Yet the same argument holds as for the seismic
noise model: this simulation focuses on limiting noise sources in the
band beyond ten Hertz. The seismic wall, however, is so steep that a
minor inaccuracy in the suspension model does not change the band,
over which coating thermal noise can be observed, significantly. To
reduce the complexity of the simulation, a complex pole pair was placed
at the actual longitudinal resonance frequencies of the suspension at
0.6Hz, 1.4Hz and 2.6Hz. The Q-value of these pendulum resonances
is determined by the active damping system and was set to five in this
case.
The same is true for the vertical isolation, where the frequencies
are assumed to be 2Hz and 3Hz. The stiffest vertical mode, mainly
differential bounce of the lower two masses, is suspected to be around
20Hz. Hence, it cannot provide significant isolation. Even worse, it
decouples from upper mass motion so that it is not observable with
the BOSEMs and therefore difficult to damp. This results in a set of
high Q modes peaking up in the tens of Hz regime together with the
differential lower mass’ roll mode which is not included in the model
due to unspecified coupling.
According to experience from the past, vertical motion is coupled
into horizontal readout with a ratio of ≈1 :1000 [63]. It is important to
note that the vertical suspension has one stage less than the horizontal
suspension. Also, in general, the vertical eigenfrequencies are slightly
higher than the horizontal ones. Hence, the relative insensitivity is
‘eaten up’ in the 5 to 10Hz range. Above this range vertical seismic
noise governs the sensitivity.
6.11.5 Shot noise
Photon counting statistics on the photodetector causes a signal indis-
tinguishable from length fluctuations. The shot noise contribution is
simulated according to equation 5.33. If not otherwise stated, the
mode matching is optimized for a 60µm waist. A modulation index
of βmod=0.15 rad was measured by means of an optical spectrum ana-
lyzer using the RefC EOM driven by a 1W RF amplifier. The cavity is
impedance matched r1=r2, so according to section 6.11.1, κ=1. The
mode matching efficiency is determined using Finesse [136] but could
be calculated analytically by means of the overlap integral. If the spot
size inside the cavity is changed by means of cavity length tuning, the
light which is not mode matched contributes additional shot noise (see
chapter 6.5.2).
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6.11.6 Radiation pressure noise
In an arm cavity enhanced Michelson interferometer, the classical laser
power fluctuations are correlated between both arms. The common
mode rejection is usually high. Quantum noise entering the detec-
tion port of the interferometer [148], redistributes the laser power anti-
correlated and eventually becomes a limiting noise source for gravita-
tional wave interferometers in the form of quantum radiation pressure
noise [149] (compare figure 1.2).
In a single Fabry Perot resonator, there is no common mode rejection
at all.5 The in-vacuum power is stabilized by an intensity stabilization
system (ISS) down to the shot noise level of 250mW detected power
[29]. However, only 1..10mW is assigned to the TNI, which couples in
additional vacuum fluctuations (compare appendix D.13). Hence, the
power √
S
power,in
shot =
√
2hcPin
∆fλ
1mW
= 1mW · 1.9 · 10−8
10mW
= 10mW · 6.1 · 10−9︸ ︷︷ ︸
RIN
(6.39)
is shot noise limited at this new level. Within its bandwidth, the cavity
coherently amplifies the light, so that power fluctuations with a single
sided spectral density of√
S
power,cav
shot = pbf ·
√
S
power,in
shot
=
FPin
π︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pcav
·
√
2hc
∆fλPin︸ ︷︷ ︸
RINin
(6.40)
are incident onto both mirrors. The suspension’s susceptibility ob-
tained from the state space model translates this into an accurate dis-
placement spectrum. For a coarse estimate at higher frequencies, i.e.
above all suspension resonances, two free 850 g-masses can be assumed
to be driven coherently.
6.11.7 Suspension thermal noise
The suspension system is designed in a way that thermally driven mo-
tion of the suspension chain’s lowest stage dominates the suspension
thermal noise. The simple model [91] of a single, 35 cm long horizontal
stage with four 55µm steel wires of a Q-value of 106 gives the correct
slope in the high frequency band (well beyond the highest suspension
5 The TNI employs a very different power than the RefC. Radiation pressure is corre-
lated but vastly different in magnitude. Hence, the TNI must be treated as single,
independent cavity with uncorrelated noise.
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resonance) but overestimates the level (see figure 4.28). Also, it ne-
glects coupling to other modes arising from the triple pendulum multi
degree of freedom structure.
For a correct noise prediction, the full state space model is solved
to obtain the susceptibility of the lower mass. Applying equation 5.17
gives the expected thermal noise which is then also valid around the
highest frequency vertical resonance. In addition to the fundamental
resonances, multiple equally spaced violin modes show up in the hun-
dreds of Hz region6. Their Q is extremely high, resulting in very narrow
lines in the spectrum.
6.11.8 Substrate Brownian noise
The beam size is assumed to be small compared to the mirror dimen-
sions. The surface fluctuations can be assumed to be coherent over the
read out area. Therefore, Brownian thermal noise is solely defined by
material parameters and the achievable Q-value. The latter is guessed
to be around 106 for Suprasil2 [151]. Under this assumption, Substrate
Brownian noise is well (more than a factor of three) below Coating
noise for any spot smaller than 100µm.
6.11.9 Coating Brownian noise
For coating Brownian noise the model from [119] is used. It takes
into account that the ‘material properties of the coating are different
from those of the substrate and the mechanical loss angle is anisotropic’
which is important since the coatings have a layer structure. ‘The loss
angle in the Ta2O5 coatings for strains parallel to the surface can be
determined from ring-down experiments. [. . . ] Since the coatings expe-
rience free boundary conditions, they are not greatly compressed perpen-
dicular to the surface [. . . ]. Therefore, φ⊥ cannot be easily measured
[. . . ] and no measurements of φ⊥ exists at the present time.’ Until φ⊥
is measured, the best guess is to assume φ⊥=φ‖.
The design of the TNI is chosen that under these assumptions coating
Brownian noise of silica-tantala coatings is limiting the sensitivity over
a wide range. At the lower end the sensitivity is limited by the seismic
wall and the associated feedback noise. At the upper end shot noise is
starting to dominate.
For the simulation, ion beam sputtered silica-tantala coatings are
assumed (see chapter D.14 for the implications). Recently progress
has been made in reducing the loss angle by means of annealing [152]
and titania doping [153]. Also the change from amorphous to crys-
talline structures, e.g. made from GaAs-AlGaAs stacks, seems promis-
ing [11]. Due to the big margin between coating Brownian and other
6 This is only an approximation as can be seen from [150] eq. 2.14
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noise sources, the TNI is a promising tool also for the new low coating
noise technologies.
6.11.10 Coating thermo optic noise
Coating thermo elastic noise
According to [106], thermo elastic dissipation of the coating was de-
scribed to arise from ‘the dissimilar thermal and elastic properties of
the thin film and the substrate’. ‘In homogeneous solids, thermoelas-
tic dissipation is associated with the irreversible flow of heat driven by
temperature gradients associated with strain gradients in the solid’. In
addition, [106] extends this concept to dissipation from temperature
gradients caused by a difference of the thermal properties of film and
substrate. In earlier calculations7, ‘the thermoelastic properties of the
film and the substrate other than the thermal expansion coefficient were
assumed to be identical’. ‘After discussions of the authors, the differ-
ences have been resolved in favor of the model used here’, i.e. with
non-identical elastic properties.
It is shown that the dissipation peak from the inhomogeneity of the
dielectric thin film stack is far beyond the frequencies of interest. There-
fore, it can be treated as a monofilm of averaged properties.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the ‘thermal diffusion lengths for
frequencies of interest are short enough compared to [. . . ] the radius
of the Gaussian beam interrogating the surface’. The thermal diffusion
length
rT =
√
κ
ρCf
(6.41)
is in silica rT ≈ 39µm at 100Hz [121]. Hence, the assumption is not
valid for the more extreme spot sizes in the TNI experiment anymore
and the temperature fluctuations in the sensed volumes are not inde-
pendent anymore. Normally, only dissipation due to heat flow along
the direction of the beam into the substrate has to be considered. Now,
however, heat can also be transferred efficiently parallel to the surface
which opens an additional loss channel. This is completely neglected in
the aforementioned models. No deep analysis which takes small readout
spots into account could be found.
Coating thermo refractive noise
The laser interferometric readout of a dielectrically coated test mass
is not only influenced by real surface fluctuations. As the laser pene-
trates the first few layers of a coating, thermally induced fluctuations
of the refractive index and layer thickness variations cause phase noise
which is indistinguishable from real mirror motion. This thermo refrac-
7 [106] refer to their references 7 and 8, i.e. [121, 154].
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tive noise8 was investigated initially in [155]. The effective refractive
index was corrected later in [121]. Levin [109] presented a derivation
according to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem later on, which was in
‘complete agreement with the previous calculations’.
In the simulation the model from [118] in conjunction with the cor-
rected refractive index [121] is used for the TNI sensitivity prediction.
Substrate thermo elastic noise
In addition to the dissipation induced by the gradient across the dis-
similar thermoelastic properties between coating and substrate, solving
the elastic equation also leads to a stress gradient inside the substrate.
This translates into a temperature gradient leading to dissipation. The
associated noise was described first in [123] and generalized for a big-
ger frequency band in [156] and not only valid in the adiabatic limit.
Somiya was able to deduce an analytical form in [157]. It turns out that
the transition frequency ωc between adiabatic and non-adiabatic behav-
ior is right in the TNI detection band which emphasizes the importance
of this model (compare equation (9) in [156]).
A unified theory
Recently, the theory became accepted that coating thermo refractive
noise and coating thermo elastic noise have opposite signs. Although
the specific couplings to reflected phase are different, their origin is
similar: the underlying temperature fluctuations are identical for long
thermal diffusion lengths (i.e. low frequencies). Therefore, the noise
terms are partially correlated and can cancel each other [105]. This can
be used intentionally to achieve better cancellation [11]. [157] state that
substrate thermal noise is also caused by the same thermodynamical
fluctuations and suggest a coherent treatment of all three noise terms.
In [11] it is shown on the example of AlGaAs coatings that the photo
thermo elastic and the photo thermo refractive effect can cancel each
other. If transferable to the thermo refractive and thermo elastic effect,
this could results in a drastically reduced thermo optic noise contribu-
tion. In the noise simulation described in this chapter, they are not
treated coherently. This has two reasons. Firstly, at the time it was
carried out, it was not clear whether the cancellation does actually take
place. Secondly, the regime of extreme spots (in particular smaller than
the thermal diffusion length) is not well covered by the mentioned the-
ories. Yet, noise cancellation is very sensitive even to minor deviations.
Therefore, the pessimistic approach of uncorrelated noise terms is fol-
lowed. This causes an increased total noise which is still well below the
Brownian thermal noise.
8 While both mechanisms together are summarized as ‘thermo-refractive’, this is some-
what a historically based misnomer.
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6.11.11 Photo thermal noise
Photo thermal noise is a barely known noise source. Each photon which
is absorbed in a mirror decays to approximately 50 thermal phonons.
Due to their relatively short free path length of 0.8 nm in silica, any
photon absorption leads to a local jump of the temperature. In [123],
a shot noise model is used to describe the conversion. The tempera-
ture increase leads to optical path length variations from the thermal
expansion of the substrate (substrate photo thermo elastic) and from
the thermal expansion of the coating (coating photo thermo elastic) as
well as it’s refractive index change (coating photo thermo refractive).
Although the source states that photo thermal noise is only important
in the high power regime (megawatts) it is actually strongly spot size
dependent and might become important for the TNI due to the small
spots with high intensities.
Using the equations given in [118] and an absorption of 2 ppm, the
substrate contribution is vastly dominating over the coating in the TNI.
Therefore, the individual contributions can not cancel. The positive
message is that down to ≈ 5µm spot size photo thermal effects will
not be dominating the sensitivity. However, it must be kept in mind
that any experimental coating or mirror design such as a 1” AlGaAs
coated mirror bonded to a large substrate (compound mass) may lead
to increased absorption which can bring this noise source closer to or
above the Brownian coating thermal noise.
6.11.12 Stefan Boltzmann thermo elastic noise
In the aforementioned models, the energy transfer was assumed to hap-
pen via thermal conductivity. ‘However, thermal radiation as a dissi-
pative process produces additional fluctuations of temperature applied
to the mirror ’ [118]. This process is included in the simulation since its
spot size dependence is stronger than that of coating Brownian noise
and might become important for very small spots. The results of the
simulation showed that the coating contribution is always negligible
and the substrate’s contribution stays sufficiently small for reasonable
spot sizes as well.
6.12 measured sensitivity
Despite all efforts to lock the laser to the RefC, the TTFSS didn’t
work. The stringent frequency noise suppression requirements arising
from the SQL interferometer result in a barley conditionally stable
servo design which is extremely complex to debug and commission. A
workaround servo consisting of a digital feedback loop controlling the
laser temperature in conjunction with a fast analog servo actuating
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onto the laser’s piezo can lock the laser to the RefC. Yet, the achieved
gain is so low that the lock is unstable on long term scales.
Summarized, no frequency reference was available in the prototype
facility. Therefore, in this experiment the laser was locked to the TNI
using the actuators of the workaround servo with the digital feedback
loop shown in figure 6.30. No independent laser frequency or intensity
stabilization took place.
6.12.1 Signal readout
Interferometric readout requires a certain working condition which is
established by a feedback servo. The purpose of the feedback is to
suppress any disturbance occurring in the system. This is true for
desired signals such as coating thermal noise as well.
Figure 6.29.: Irrespective whether the servo feeds back to the
laser frequency or the TNI length, any differential signal between
TNI and laser frequency is measured and suppressed by the feed-
back loop. The equivalent out of loop signal
√
Sol can be inferred
by means of the open loop gain G. The results can then be pro-
jected back to displacement noise.
Imagine the sensitivity
√
Sil to be measured inside the loop as shown
in figure 6.29. The equivalent out of loop signal, the signal of a virtual
system which doesn’t have to be held at the working point (i.e. without
feedback) √
Sol =
√
Sil · (1+G) (6.42)
requires the open loop gain G to be known. Directly, this can only be
measured in a limited frequency range due to the large loop suppres-
sion at low frequencies. The PMC simply cannot follow injected signals
that are sufficiently big. Yet for commissioning it is important to have
a calibrated signal down to and even below the suspension resonances.
What can be measured well enough are the individual transfer func-
tions from actuator drive to laser frequency. As all the other frequency
responses are also known to within a scaling factor, the open loop gain
can be synthesized.
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Figure 6.30.: The TNI length is measured relative to the laser
frequency by means of the resonant V5TUF-type resonant pho-
todiode. The internally demodulated output is processed by a
common SERVO. Its output is split up into a fast PZT actuator
path and a slow TEMP actuator. The laser frequency is followed
by the PMC feedback loop inside its bandwidth.
6.12.2 Actuator characterization
It is rather challenging, to measure individual actuator responses in a
multi actuator feedback system as in figure 6.30. With a single actua-
tor, however, the loop won’t be robust enough, so another method is
required. The PMC can serve as an analyzer for the laser frequency.
Its feedback loop tries to follow frequency changes with the end mirror
position by means of a voltage applied to the piezo where the mirror is
attached to. This voltage can be measured at the high voltage ampli-
fiers monitor portHVmon . It is important to consider the finite output
impedance of 3.3kΩ in conjunction with the (unbiased) piezo capaci-
tance of 4.08µF. This forms a single pole at 11.8Hz between HVmon
and the piezo voltage. As the feedback loop tries to compensate it, this
shows up as a zero in the laser frequency to HVmon transfer function.
Fitting the measured PZTact response gives a slightly higher corner
frequency of 12.3Hz compared to the calculated 11.8Hz (compare fig-
ure 6.31). This might arise from biasing the piezo. To compensate this,
a pole at 12.3Hz is multiplied to both the measured actuator responses
in order to obtain a response of the laser frequency in units of HVmon
readout at DC. This is not so clear when looking just at the TEMPact
response since the measured zero is almost compensated by a close-by
pole of the temperature feedback loop built into the laser.
6.12.3 Sensor characterization
The coupling of length fluctuations of the TNI to PDH readout signal is
determined by the optical transfer function of the cavity plus the elec-
tronic conversion inside the photodiode including demodulation. The
9 The star denotes that it is an inferred response which is calibrated in units of HVmon
DC response per DAC output in counts.
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Figure 6.31.: The actuator transfer functions PZTact and
TEMPact are measured from the digital output of the PZT and
TEMP filter to laser frequency by means of the electronic HVmon
(compare figure 6.30) while the TNI is unlocked. Because of co-
herence loss in the TEMP and phase loss in both measurements,
the light colored data beyond 100Hz are not fitted in the dashed
curve. Including a 190µs delay, which is in rough agreement with
[34] and probably arises from the AA/AI filters and delay in the
digital signal processing running at 32 kHz, explains the measured
PZT data well as shown in the solid curve. The zero at 12-13Hz
arises from a low-pass in the PMC actuation and is canceled by
chance by an unexpected pole in this range in the TEMP path.
The point-dashed data excludes the HVmon-zero and the delay
and hence shows the inferred actuator transfer functions to laser
frequency laser*.9
optical transfer function is well defined by the cavity pole frequency at
≈3MHz as given in table 6.1 similar to figure 6.6. This is well beyond
the interesting frequency range and can be treated as flat. This might
not be completely true for a TNI as proposed in table 6.2.
The opto-electronic transfer function of the photodiode including the
first stage was measured. Modulating the current of a laser diode causes
a power modulation. Inside the PD electronics, the photocurrent is
detected resonantly and its DC contribution is suppressed by an active
high-pass filter. The transfer function from laser power to the output
of this filter stage is shown in figure 6.32. A manual fit results in a Q of
the resonance of 10 at the modulation frequency of 8MHz. This gives a
corner frequency of the pole of ≈400 kHz. For a better understanding,
the measurement from the left graph is shown in the right graph again.
However, this time the frequency axis has a logarithmic scaling and is
centered around the resonance frequency. For comparison, the fitted
double pole without any other structure is shown in the right as well.
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The fitted response is flat within 0.5 dB up to beyond 110 kHz which is
sufficiently flat for the measurement shown in this section.
Figure 6.32.: The response of the V5TUF mixer input to optical
power fluctuations was measured. The right tile shows the same
plot for sideband frequencies around the resonance, i.e. around the
TNI’s modulation frequency. The -3 dB bandwidth of ≈400 kHz
should be sufficient for the TNI readout and can be approximated
as flat for most applications.
The signal output of this first electronic stage is later on mixed down
and filtered by an electronic 4th order Tschebyscheff low-pass with a
corner frequency of 500 kHz to suppress leakage at the modulation fre-
quency as well as 2f-signals. Still, the sensor can be assumed flat in
the range important for the derivation of the open loop gain shown in
figure 6.33, whereas the exact gain is undetermined.
6.12.4 Open loop gain
The PDH error signal gets digitized. A common servo determines the
overall response of the feedback servo at higher frequencies and creates
a robust 1/f slope. This signal is split up into two individual paths. The
high bandwidth path acts onto the fast response laser PZT (∼=1MHz/V
according to the datasheet, 1.5±0.25MHz/V according to [99]). It is
assisted by a small bandwidth path with much bigger tuning range act-
ing on the laser temperature by means of a Peltier element (3GHz/V
according to the datasheet, 2.8±0.3GHz/V according to [99]). The re-
sponse of the actuators is shown in figure 6.31. The lasers temperature
control actually adds to the error point for a temperature feedback
loop inside the Mephisto seed laser, which explains the rather com-
plex response. The PZT filter provides a roll-off above unity gain to
reduce introduced noise. The TEMP filter effectively compensates the
response of the lasers temperature loop and thereby widens the possible
actuation range. Furthermore, it provides a stable handover between
PZT and TEMP actuation and contains an integrator for improved DC
response.
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Figure 6.33.: The fits of both actuator paths shown in orange
and light blue can be assembled according to figure 6.30 to give the
total feedback’s loop shape. The optical transfer function GTNI
was verified to be flat at about 3 ·105 in the covered frequency
range. The actual loop gain could only be measured down to a
few Hertz. It is in good agreement with the fully synthetic one
besides a 5.5 kHz resonance. The latter might be an artifact of
the PZT to HVmon transfer function due to the PMC’s unity gain
crossing.
6.12.5 Results
The error signal of the TNI is monitored and stored continuously by
CDS. A typical spectrum under vacuum is shown in figure 6.34. All
graphs are corrected for the loop suppression by means of the open loop
gain figure 6.33 and calibrated to equivalent differential TNI mirror
displacement.
Above 5Hz the TNI sensitivity is limited by 1/f noise at the ex-
pected level of the frequency noise of the unstabilized laser [99]. Below,
it is dominated by suspension motion. This residual motion is assumed
to fall off with 1/f6. Its continuation will pose a low frequency limit
in case of decreased laser frequency noise. The calibration is verified
by means of the PMC spectrum. Below unity gain the laser follows
the TNI’s eigenfrequency. The PMC in turn follows the laser, so it
can provide an independent readout of the lasers frequency. For com-
parability, the PMC motion is calibrated in equivalent TNI motion as
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Figure 6.34.: The TNI spectrum can be inferred from the feed-
back signal by means of the open loop gain (see figure 6.33). At
high frequencies it is dominated by the frequency noise of the yet
unstabilized laser. Below 5Hz it is dominated by residual sus-
pension noise. The calibration can be verified independently by
means of the PMC following the laser frequency. Its sensitivity
was limited by ADC readout noise above 4Hz at the time of the
measurement run, i.e. before whitening was implemented. This is
why the signal could not be used for frequency noise suppression
in data post processing explained in section 6.12.6. This hurdle
should be overcome and a new measurement could deliver a proof
of principle. Yet manpower is being assigned to the commissioning
of RefC locking instead.
well by means of the geometric round trip length ratio. Below 3Hz the
PMC spectrum is dominated by the TNI’s pendulum motion. Beyond,
it suffers from ADC readout noise. This is confirmed by its projec-
tion as well as the unchanged PMC spectrum in times when the laser
doesn’t follow the TNI length. However, this limit was improved by
implementing whitening/de-whitening to the HVmon [158].
6.12.6 PMC as potential frequency reference
Until the RefC locking is commissioned, the rigid spacer pre-mode
cleaner might be used as independent frequency reference for the TNI
but this section might also be of interest when implementing a second
loop for the laser frequency stabilization. Now the PMC originally was
not optimized for a good noise performance. Its readout noise is above
the TNI sensitivity as seen in figure 6.34. After implementing whiten-
ing, it should now able to sense frequency noise beyond free running
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NPRO noise [158] and thereby allow the subtraction of noise until the
RefC is fully operational.
The challenge is that in this scheme the TNI still feeds its length to
the laser frequency. The PMC is located inside the optical path from
the laser to the TNI forming a nested loop. For frequencies within
the PMC servo bandwidth, the PMC can be treated as static and the
complicated loop can be unfolded to the easier one shown in figure 6.35.
Then the PMC basically serves as an out of loop sensor for the con-
trolled laser frequency.
Figure 6.35.: The feedback loop of laser to TNI length is shown.
This scheme is equivalent to the one desired for the RefC in future.
The PMC has to follow the laser frequency which is determined
by the TNI length which will be replaced by the RefC length. For
most applications the PMC can be assumed as an independent out
of loop sensor for the laser frequency although the TNI is actually
supplied by light passing through it. Due to the feedback, the
disturbances it has to follow are bigger than free running laser
noise in the Hz-region but strongly reduced in the high frequency
band.
It is possible to calibrate all shown signals in terms of laser frequency.
This eases the calculation as the whole calibration and frequency de-
pendence is shifted to the open loop gains TNI and PMC. To obtain
the unknown laser noise
laser = IN2TNI − IN1TNI , (6.43)
according to figure 6.35 the two signals before and after its injection
are compared. The signal IN2TNI is unknown and cannot easily be
measured with the TNI which was the problem in the last section. The
only obtainable information about the laser frequency noise was from
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the TNI readout photodiode. This signal, however, already contains
added TNI noise, so it is the signal called IN1TNI. However, it can be
sensed in the PMC loop in terms of the controlled laser frequency
IN2TNI = IN2PMC − IN1PMC (6.44)
which shifts the problem to the yet unknown IN2PMC. This, however,
can be inferred
IN1PMC = IN2PMC · PMC +EXCPMC
→ IN2PMC = (IN1PMC −EXCPMC) /PMC
(6.45)
from the PMC length readout IN1PMC taking the PMC’s loop gain
PMC and the added noise EXCPMC into account. By inserting equa-
tion 6.45 into 6.44 one can express the formerly unknown laser noise
IN2TNI = (IN1PMC −EXCPMC)/PMC − IN1PMC
= (IN1PMC · (1− PMC)−EXCPMC) /PMC
(6.46)
by means of measurable quantities. With this result it is possible to
infer the laser noise from the TNI and the PMC signals and even project
the PMC noise by inserting equation 6.46 into equation 6.43
laser =IN1PMC · (1− PMC)/PMC − IN1TNI
−EXCPMC/PMC .
(6.47)
This finally allows the TNI noise to be expressed as
EXCTNI = IN1TNI − IN2TNI · TNI
= IN1TNI − IN1PMC · (1−PMC)·TNI
PMC
+EXCPMC · TNI
PMC
(6.48)
which is free of laser noise and with the PMC noise suppressed by the
factor TNI/PMC.
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In the first chapter of the thesis, the AEI 10m Prototype facility was
introduced. It provides an ultra low noise test environment with fast cy-
cling times for interferometric experiments. The first large scale exper-
iment will be the SQL interferometer which aims for a purely quantum
noise limited position readout of macroscopic test masses.
A beam jitter requirement for this experiment was deduced in the
second chapter. This requirement is so demanding that a pre-mode
cleaner (PMC) was designed to reduce mode jitter arising from the
photonic crystal fiber which couples the laser into vacuum. This design
was realized as a master thesis project. If it turns out that the achieved
suppression is not sufficient, a second mode cleaner will have to follow
the PMC designed and developed in this thesis. This additional mode
cleaner will likely need to be suspended.
The free running laser is by far not able to meet the laser frequency
noise requirement of the SQL interferometer. This requires active stabi-
lization of the laser to a frequency reference which needs to be extremely
quiet in the hundreds of Hertz band. A 10m long Reference Cavity
(RefC) was presented in the fifth chapter. The design was originally
proposed by Fumiko Kawazoe, who also started efforts for a script to
predict the cavity’s sensitivity. This work was continued in this thesis,
which led to the refined sensitivity plot shown in figure 5.20.
Seismic motion spoils the sensitivity of large ground based interferom-
eters by coupling into the optical system due to insufficient mechanical
common mode rejection. In the third chapter, the theoretical back-
ground behind isolating mirrors from this seismic noise by means of
suspension systems was given. Different schemes to damp the suspen-
sion resonances, i.e. reducing the resonant enhancement, were presented
and discussed.
For the RefC, a triple suspension system was proposed by Robert
Taylor. The realization of this design was covered in the fourth chap-
ter. Three suspension systems (plus a ‘toy’ suspension and a reac-
tion pendulum, which was instead re-purposed as beam splitter suspen-
sion recently) were built. They needed to be equipped with damping
which was realized by an active feedback system to the upper mass by
means of digital control loops. Here the aforementioned RefC sensitiv-
ity served as the noise requirement for the suspensions and their control.
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All major noise contributions of the developed damping system clear
the requirement when projected into cavity length noise. The digital
control system of the Prototype allows for an easy conversion from lo-
cal shadow flag positions into Euler coordinates. This enabled damping
in Euler coordinates which in turn can provide reduced feedback noise
in the direction along the optical beam. A remote alignment strategy
for the in-vacuum cavity was developed. Passively damped, suspended
beam directors were designed. Spot positions of the cavity mode are
measured by newly developed in-vacuum quadrant photodiodes. Due
to their pW DC sensitivity they are capable of detecting leaking light
fields even out of a cavity on antiresonance. Initial locking of the sus-
pended cavity was established by means of a workaround servo. First
steps towards an auto alignment system could be undertaken. After
the early commissioning phase, the upper mass’ actuation range will be
reduced to provide the full noise performance of the actuation. Incorpo-
rating whitened shadow sensor readout will finally allow the ultimate
RefC noise to be reached above approximately 10Hz. Once the cavity
can be robustly locked with sufficient gain, the active damping gains
can be adapted to the actual seismic noise. The proposed widening of
the shadow sensor range could improve the robustness of the damping
system beyond the very limited linear range of the BOSEM readout
units.
Finally, the script developed to calculate the RefC sensitivity was also
used to design a shorter two-mirror twin, to measure Coating Brown-
ian noise. This Thermal Noise Interferometer (TNI) was described in
the sixth chapter. The finesse was reduced from the design value to
≈150 to ease alignment and locking in the commissioning phase. 1”ø
replacement optics were mounted inside a large aluminum ring. This
compound structure allows the use of the same suspension system as
in the RefC by preserving mass and dimensions. Spot positioning of
the cavity’s input mode was demonstrated. A full auto-alignment sys-
tem was set up but could not be used yet because of the missing spot
centering on the differential wavefront sensors. In this early stage of
the Prototype facility no reliable laser frequency stabilization was avail-
able. Therefore, the laser was locked to the TNI. Hence, the achieved
preliminary sensitivity was limited by laser frequency noise above a
few Hertz. The performance could be verified by using the PMC as
an independent frequency reference at low frequencies, i.e. around the
suspension resonances. Once the laser can be locked to the RefC, the
TNI length in turn needs to be stabilized to the laser frequency. For
this, intermediate and lower mass actuation have been prepared. Ad-
ditional space was reserved for a potential reaction pendulum, should
it be required.
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MECHANICS
a.1 periscope
The PMC serves as extremely good polarizer and delivers purely s-
polarized light. The reference cavity mirrors, in contrast, were coated
for p-polarized light. It was decided to place the PMC low above the
table (8 cm beam hight) for stability reasons and lift the beam hight up
to 10 cm, the beam hight of the reference cavity. A periscope provides
by far the cleanest polarization rotation and is independent of thermal
effects and beam parameters.
The reference cavity periscope was constructed with emphasis on
sturdiness as quasi-monolithic aluminum tower. It houses two 1” optics,
which are clamped using peek screws to achieve UHV compatibility.
The mirrors are used under an angle of incidence of 45◦. They are
rotated by 90◦ with respect to each other around the vertical axis.
This way an ingoing horizontal beam is steered up into the vertical
and finally to the right (with respect to the ingoing beam) to leave
the periscope horizontally but geometrically rotated by 90◦. It is lifted
by 2 cm which is about the smallest value achievable with 1” mirrors
without mechanical interference. The parasitic mirror transmissions are
not blocked in order to reduce stray light. This periscope was installed
in front of the suspended steering mirrors to ease the diagonalization
of the steering (not to have to take the rotation into account).
The periscope was discarded later on. The PMC breadboard was
instead lifted by 2 cm and the polarization rotation is currently covered
by a less stable λ/2 waveplate.
a.2 2” steering mirrors
Remotely controllable mirrors are required to co-align a laser beam with
a suspended, and thereby moving eigenmode. At the same time the mir-
rors may not introduce noise. 2” optics are mounted in an aluminum
holder and suspended from a three-legged item cage. The compound
mass provides attachment possibilities for the suspension, for dampers,
includes pushrods for leveling and increases the moment of inertia to
reduce the resonance frequency. The reduced eigenfrequency in turn
results in improved high frequency attenuation (compare figure 5.19
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and 6.18). A longer suspension would serve the same purpose for dis-
placement DOFs, yet it requires a higher support structure. But the
structure’s resonance frequency, especially that of the torsional mode,
strongly decreases with height. The geometry is chosen such that the
resonance frequencies of the frame are beyond the important detection
band around 200Hz. The mirror surface is close to the center in order
to get little lateral motion of the beam across the surface when actuat-
ing tilt. Furthermore, the mass’ suspension point is only slightly above
the center of mass in order to get little pitch to long coupling. The
separation of the wires at the top and on the compound mass is chosen
to be small in order to reduce the yaw frequency.
The wire is clamped using a jig to define the wire length accurately.
Once attached to the ‘ring mass’, it is fed through a set of rods at the
top of the cage. These define the wire spacing and allow to adjust roll
comfortable before clamping the wire sling at the top. All six rigid
body modes are damped by means of six magnets on the mass and
eddy current dampers around them attached to the frame (compare
figure 5.18). The magnets are oriented pairwise opposite to reduce
coupling of magnetic moments to mirror motion. Coils are wound onto
the four eddy current dampers, which are behind the mass, to use the
corresponding magnets for actuation as well.
a.3 lens mounts (kenny)
In contrast to most commercial lens mounts, adjustability was sacrificed
in favor of an optimal long term stability. Therefore, the beam needs to
be steered through the lens’ center externally. The lens mounts provide
maximal sturdiness combined with minimal weight and least possible
space consumption along the optical axis. A 1” or 2” ø lens (dependent
on the mount’s version) is placed flat into a recess forming kind of a jig.
It is clamped with a single, easy to reach peek screw from the top. The
aluminum frame protects the lens’ surface from unintentional touching.
The mount design is parametrized and can be changed easily for
beam heights which are different from 100mm. For SQL interferometer
heights of 22 cm, however, a different design should be used, as the
support would get extremely weak along the beam axis.
a.4 pbs waveplate assembly
The TNI input light is tapped off from the reference cavity path. Defin-
ing its input power independently from the reference cavity power re-
quires a continuous power adjustment method. A λ/2 wave plate fol-
lowed by a PBS serves this purpose. A λ/4 wave plate directly behind
the PBS circularizes the polarization inside the TNI and strips the re-
flected beam off from the ingoing beam (compare figure 6.1). The TNI
input requires an extremely compact UHV compatible assembly.
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A 1” PBS cube is clamped diagonally to provide full accessibility to
all four beams. 1” zeroth order wave plates are clamped into a knurled
peek ring which can be rotated manually. It is clamped and protected
against falling out of its aluminum housing by a thin sheet metal. The
ring can be fixed in place by an additional screw from the top. (Care
must be taken not to demolish the recess in the peek ring!)
The completely UHV compatible assembly is made for 100mm beam
height and measures only 66mm end to end.
a.5 in vacuum spot qpd
DC alignment of beams in a suspended setup requires a form of position
sensitive readout. This is usually accomplished via quadrant photo
detectors. As the SAS tables are suspended, the sensing needs to take
place on top of their surface inside vacuum. Therefore special mounts
for commonly used QD50-3T photo detectors were designed and built:
The photodiodes’ housing is cut open (using the so-called can opener)
to vent the trapped volume and to avoid reflexes on the front window.1
This exposes the silicon area and the sensitive bond wires. To protect
them, the bare photodiode is enclosed inside a peek holder consisting
of two pieces. It must be isolating as the PD case is connected to bias
which would cause shorts to the grounded table otherwise. The peek
holder in turn is mounted inside an aluminum base establishing a rigid
connection to the table. A piece of sheet metal serves as strain relief
for the extremely floppy connector pins. The whole assembly should
be placed under an angle to split the parasitic reflected beam off from
the incident light in order to dump it. The according cabling and
electronics are described in chapter C.6, B.8, and 5.3.2.
a.6 breakout box
In order to clean up the signal redistribution inside vacuum, universal
boxes were constructed to hold SubD plugs. Each of the breakout boxes
houses single a SubD37 connector which is connected via a straight
through cable to the vacuum feedthrough. Six slots for SubD9 connec-
tors are distributed around the other sides of the box. All connectors
are fixed with metric screws (M3). A lid closes the box providing me-
chanical and electrical shielding. Care must be taken with respect to
ground loops as all connector shields are locally connected to the box
and thereby usually to the table as well.
1 With this type of QPD drilling a hole into the side for venting is not possible as the
glass wraps around to the sides of the case.
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ELECTRONICS
b.1 coil tester
Thin coil wires, for example of the steering mirror actuation, break eas-
ily. It turns out to be extremely helpful to test, whether the problem
lies on the driver side or on the cabling/coil side. A simple SubD9
plug with resistors serves the purpose. Due to the maximal dissipated
power, two 5Ω resistors rated for 2W are used in series for each channel,
four sets in total. Another benefit of the tester is the commissioning
of the current readback, which gives false values if there are uninten-
tional shorts to ground anywhere in the coil (e.g. abrasion of the wire
insulation).
b.2 bosem tester
The BOSEMs are not only extremely sensitive to flag position changes,
but also prone to failure. Their delicate microD9 connector is suscepti-
ble for touching of the soldered wires. Therefore, every single unit must
be tested for correct signal connections, e.g. by checking resistances in
between the according pins and to the aluminum holder. The LEDs
stacked in series should cause a voltage drop of about 7.2V.
Nevertheless, the BOSEM readout boxes need to be checked as well.
At several occurrences, the LED current driver tried to push way too
much current which destroyed multiple BOSEM units. To reduce this
specific risk, several readout boxes were fitted with fast fuses later on.
For easy and safe testing of the readout boxes, two SubD9 test plugs
were built (one for BOSEMs A..D, one for E, F and LEDs): A Zehner
diode simulates the voltage drop from the LEDs while a small resistor
simulates their resistive load. The intended current of 35mA can be
checked by means of the voltage drop across the resistor. On each set
of photodiode pins, a resistor simulates about half light condition.
It should be mentioned that some problems manifest only by in-
creased noise, so a ‘dark noise’ spectrum should be taken of each chan-
nel using the described tester.
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b.3 rf distribution
Figure B.1.: The 8MHz local oscillator distribution for the RefC
and the TNI is shown. The highly stable Wenzel oscillator signal
is split into several copies, most of which can be shifted in phase
electronically. Finally the input power levels to the demodulation
electronics must be matched thoroughly.
Wenzel oscillator and power splitting
AWenzel quartz oscillator provides a highly phase stable 8.047260MHz
signal at a power of 13±2 dBm. The frequency of the oscillator can be
tuned electronically by 0.2µHz/V with ±1µHz tuning range in total.
A -20 dB coupler (ZX30-13-4S+) splits off a -7 dBm test output. The
remaining power is split by means of a balanced 3 way splitter (ZMSC-
3-1) and distributed to the three outputs, receiving 7.5 dBm each. All
connections are carried out in SMA to achieve good coupling and long
term stability.
Phase shifter box
The phase shifter box was designed to accept a signal up to 7.5 dBm
power and provide three electronically phase shifted copies.
Due to the limited power handling capabilities of the used JSPHS-
12 phase shifter, the RF signal is attenuated slightly in addition to
the power splitting into three channels by means of an AD3PS-1. Each
phase shifter’s output is amplified back to the ingoing power level taking
the phase shifter’s loss into account. It is important to mention that
the output impedance is not 50Ω. This has to be taken into account
at the input termination of the following electronics.
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Figure B.2.: The electronic phase shifter takes an RF input
power of up to 7.5 dBm. It is separated into three channels, each
of which is re-amplified to the original power. Furthermore, each
channel can be tuned in phase by means of two inputs, a differen-
tial CDS input and a fast test input.
Two inputs can be used to tune each signal in phase. To filter out
DAC noise, the differential CDS input path is filtered by a second
order 0.5Hz low-pass. The specific, component saving layout results in
a small 1 dB bump in the second, single ended test input. It is not low-
passed, as one of its purposes is to measure phase noise coupling later
on. Both inputs are summed up and slightly reduced in amplitude,
not to exceed the JSPHS-12 voltage input level. The phase shifting
performance is described in more detail in chapter 6.8.2, especially in
figure 6.26.
RF power levels at PDs
Each mixer used for demodulating error signals requires a specific RF
input power. The nominal local oscillator input power to the quadrant
photodiodes (described in chapter B.7) is 3 dBm. The TNI photodiode
requires an input level of 0 dBm. These values should be well achiev-
able with the ≈ 7.5 dBm delivered by the phase shifter even for long
transmission distances.
b.4 bosem readout box
The BOSEM readout box suits several purposes: The shadow sensor
photodiodes are supplied with a stable bias, their signals are read out,
processed and sent to CDS but also an extremely stable LED current is
supplied in the first place. The noise requirement of this electronic box
was set by an aLIGO measurement (see figure 4.8), which is thought
to be mostly limited by inherent BOSEM noise. The whitened output
Furthermore, allows to fulfill the stringent requirements of the RefC
regarding injected readout noise.
The stability of the LED current determines the maximal sensitivity
of the shadow sensors. The output of an ultra stable 10V reference
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(AD587) is buffered and serves as photodiode bias. Another path is
filtered passively by means of a 2nd order low-pass with 0.1Hz corner
frequency and divided to result in an even more stable 2V set point. It
is matched to the voltage drop across a 56.2Ω current sensing resistor
which is supplied by a transistor. This resistor doesn’t have to be
super noise free as the small resistance transforms flicker only to small
current noise. Other noise, for example originating from the transistor,
is suppressed by the active feedback loop (compare figure 4.9). This
results in an extremely stable 35mA supply for the LEDs. All six LEDs
them are stacked in series. Their voltage drop is about 7.2V in total.
Figure B.3.: The signal connection scheme of the BOSEM read-
out box is shown: photodiodes A-D are read out at one SubD9
connector, anode and cathode each on adjacent pins. Photodiodes
E&F are read out via another SubD9 connector. This also supplies
the ultra stable LED current with one signal pair of ground in be-
tween. The connection to CDS is established via the same scheme
(partly Y cables), as in the case of the BOSEM driver boxes (see
below).
The approximately 65µA of photocurrent are read out by one tran-
simpedance amplifier each. The transimpedance resistor is a 120kΩ
low flicker noise resistor. The bandwidth is limited to 6 kHz in the very
first stage. The output is sent via a discrete differential line transmitter,
which was optimized for low DC noise performance. A second, aggres-
sively whitened output contains a double zero at 0.16Hz and a double
pole at 8Hz. More detail about the design decisions can be found in
chapter 4.5.
b.5 bosem driver box
The BOSEM driver box supplies the coils of the RefC triples with
the currents required for electromagnetic actuation. The CDS’ DAC
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signals are received by a differential line receiver. The signal is de-
whitened aggressively to fulfill the stringent requirements for injected
DAC noise (compare figure 4.18) with a double pole at 0.16Hz and a
double zero at 8Hz. The power for the attached coil is supplied by an
OP27 operational amplifier. The actual current is measured by means
of the voltage drop across a low flicker noise resistor improving the
low frequency performance and actively controlled in a feedback loop.
Optionally, the voltage drop is buffered and sent differentially to an
ADC (compare figure 4.16). More construction details can be found in
chapter 4.5
Figure B.4.: The signal connection scheme of the BOSEM driver
box is shown: coils A-D are supplied on one SubD9 connector,
negative (N) and positive (P) signals located on adjacent pins to
ease twisting in the cable. Coils E&F are supplied via another
SubD9 connector. This way Y-cables can be used, to feed two
BOSEM driver boxes from one quad channel DAC output.
As the coil is part of a feedback loop, it is important that all sig-
nals are isolated well. Whenever one of the signals is corrupted (for
example by abrasion of the coil wire and shorting to the coil holder, i.e.
ground) the feedback loop will not work properly and even the current
readback will not show correct readings. Therefore, prior to use each
coils resistance must be measured after installation.
In the early times of the RefC commissioning, more actuation force
is required than 1kΩ shunt resistors can provide. Hence, smaller 10Ω
resistors are used. They just meet the RefC noise requirement be-
yond 25Hz. But their noise dominates seismic excitation already above
0.5Hz.
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Figure B.5.: The same simulation as in figure 4.18 was carried
out for a 10Ω shunt resistor used in the early commissioning phase.
The smaller resistor eases alignment (i.e. it gives more actuation
range) but also increases noise.
b.6 coil driver box
This is basically a four channel version of the BOSEM driver box. The
de-whitening filters are less aggressive, as the noise requirements for
steering mirrors are less stringent. There is a combination of DC force
(hold position) and sufficient actuation (fast alignment cannot be car-
ried out at the triple suspensions and must be covered with the steer-
ings) required. Therefore, the de-whitening was changed to a double
pole at 1Hz in conjunction with a double zero at 10Hz. Furthermore,
the sensing resistance was decreased (take figure 4.19 into account) to
allow for faster actuation.
b.7 rf qpd aka quadcam
The RF QPD design serves as differential wavefront sensor. It was
provided by the GEO600 operators and slightly modified. It features:
• QD50-3T quadrant photodiode
(note the rather low response of ≈0.2A/W @ 1064 nm)
• resonant detection at 8MHz for RF path
• internal 8MHz demodulation of each quadrant
• balanced 50Ω LO input (≈3 dBm)
• whitened differential output of demodulated RF for each quad-
rant
• high-pass filtered sum of all four non-demodulated RF signals
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• independent broadband DC readout with whitened differential
output for each quadrant
• bias current limitation according to figure B.6 to ≈10mA
It turns out that manual spot positioning is not sufficient to obtain
proper differential wavefront signals. For valid DWS signals, faster
automatic centering loops using e.g. galvo motor driven mirrors must
be implemented.
Some produced quadcam models needed to be rewired internally (ex-
change quadrant C and D) in order to match the pin numbering of the
RF output to that of the DC output.
b.8 qpd readout box
The purpose of the QPD readout box is to receive current signals from
in vacuum spot position photodiodes, and process them for CDS. Due
to the relatively long cables in between, only slow (no RF) signals can
be detected.
A transimpedance amplifier converts the photo current to a single
ended voltage by means of the voltage drop across a 3.3 kΩ resistor.
The whitening of the signal with a zero at 0.33Hz and a pole at 33Hz
can be bypassed using a dip switch. In this case the signal is not
inverted. Finally the signal is buffered and a copy inverted in a discrete
LT1124 differential sender stage, resulting in a differential output with
a gain of 2.
Each quadrant’s signal is processed individually and only later com-
bined in CDS to give position information. This results in increased
noise when compared to electronically subtracted and amplified signals
but gives more insight in the case of failures and allows for more range.
The latter is important for spot position sensors as the set point often
is off-center.
Figure B.6: The bias voltage is
current limited. As all quadrants
are supplied with the same bias
the position sensitivity can be
maintained even in this current
limit [159].
In case the photocurrent exceeds some limit, the bias voltage of 15V
is reduced to minimize the electronic thermal load. If the voltage drop
across R18 exceeds the base-emitter voltage of T1, which is the case
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at about 10mA, the bias drops until the aforementioned condition is
reached again. In this case all four quadrants receive the same, reduced
bias. Therefore pitch and yaw signals can still be calculated, just at
lower sensitivity. The normalized pitch and yaw signals, however, are
fully maintained.
b.9 digital io of cds
There are several CDS channels that require only relatively slow data
rates. Custom made DIO field-boxes provide relatively cheap means of
eight digital outputs each. Two of such boxes can be supplied by the
same controller card. They are interfaced via slow epics channels (16Hz
at most). Each output’s state is controlled by one bit of a single 16 bit
variable which is responsible for all possible 16 channels. All outputs
are galvanically isolated by means of relays lowering the switching rate
further.
Figure B.7.: The electronics shown above receive a switch state
(high or low impedance) from a remote digital IO field box. This is
then translated into a path switching applied locally by means of
a DG419 solid state switch. The logic table is shown in table B.1.
To use these outputs in practice, a local solid state relay can be
used. The DG419 is much faster than it is required in this case but
it is convenient as it provides relatively low on resistance combined
with high off resistance. Neither current nor voltage noise or coupling
between the outputs was observed in extremely sensitive electronics
(see section 5.3.2). Applying the scheme presented in figure B.7 yields
zero potential on the shield and watches for field-box resistance.
DIO state DG419 logic S1 (Pin8) S2 (Pin2)
off 1 off on
on 0 on off
Table B.1.: The DG419 acknowledges < 0.8V as logic 0 and
>2.4V as logic 1.
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CABL ING
c.1 vacuum feedthroughs
In the Prototype facility commercial CF100 vacuum feedthroughs from
Allectra are used. It should be mentioned that those have (more robust)
male connectors inside and outside vacuum. This results in a mirroring
of the pin numbering as shown in figure C.1.
Figure C.1.: The mirroring of the Allectra vacuum feedthroughs
is shown.
c.2 refc breakout
All signals of each RefC suspension are covered by a single vacuum
feedthrough. These signals are grouped after weak/sensitive signals
(bias, PD currents) and strong signals (coil currents) all the way from
the out of vacuum electronic boxes to the suspension inside vacuum.
Close to the upper mass, a breakout board redistributes all the signals
into six bundles, one for each BOSEM readout/actuator unit. The
LEDs are all sequenced in series, which happens inside the box as well
to have six identical, interchangeable cables for the units.
First, the inside of the boxes was wired by hand (crimp connectors).
Later, readily routed kapton boards could be added to a bigger order
which eases the production of breakout boxes heavily.
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Figure C.2.: One in-vacuum breakout board is located close to
every RefC suspension upper mass. It redistributes the signals and
stacks the LEDs in series to have standardized straight through
(SubD to microD) cables between the box and the BOSEMs.
c.3 refc octopus
It was decided that one feedthrough (37 signals possible) would be spent
per RefC suspension (26 signals). This results in standardized cables
described in the following: Cat7 cables provide four twisted pairs, in-
dividually shielded against each other plus a common shield. They are
cheaply available. The SubD9 standard provides reliable connections
of 8 (+1 unused) signals plus a shield. The transmitted signals are
low in frequency (<1 kHz), so 50Ω impedance is not so essential. The
BOSEM (coil) driver box provides six pairs of signals. Coils A..D are
routed on one cable, coils E&F on another. The BOSEM readout box
deals with seven signals. Again PD A..D are occupying one cable, while
PD E&F (pins 1/6, 2/7) are on the second one. The LED current (pins
4/9) is sent via the same cable. It is separated by one set of pins (3/8)
to reduce crosstalk. The octopus cable gathers all signals in order in
a custom made SubD37 housing. This plug connects to the air side of
the vacuum feedthrough.
c.4 9 pin breakout for em actuators, bds, qpds etc.
A SubD9 connector usually supplies four differential signals (pin1/6,
2/7, 3/8, 4/9, while pin5 is left empty). A SubD37 connector as used
in the feedthroughs, however, can host five sets of such signals. In
contrast to the RefC breakout, no redistribution close to the experiment
is required.
Two solutions were developed: octopus cables, separating into bun-
dles of four twisted pair cables at one end while ending in a SubD37
pin connector at the other side, and breakout boxes, which are con-
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Figure C.3.: The octopus cable collects all signals for a RefC sus-
pension from the BOSEM readout and driver boxes and bundles
them onto one vacuum feedthrough.
nected with a straight through cable to the flange (exactly like the
RefC breakout box) and splitting into up to six SubD connectors on
their circumference.
c.5 9 pin octopus for em actuators, bds, qpds etc.
Outside of vacuum, a standardized octopus cable is used to collect/ dis-
tribute four sets of four differential signals to the according electronics
(e.g. QPD readout or coil driver).
c.6 spot-pd
The DC spot position sensor QPDs (Centroic QD50-3T) are common
cathode. Four inside vacuum quadrants must be read out with distant
out of vacuum electronics. Additionally, a bias must be supplied into
vacuum. [88] talks about electromagnetic incoupling at 60 Hz, so at
low frequency. The proposed optimal solution is to have a sense wire
tightly twisted around the signal wire. The intentionally picked up
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Figure C.4.: Each feedthrough provides 37 connections on a
SubD37 connector. Outside vacuum, the signals are bundled in
bunches of four signals, each occupying its own twisted pair, on
Cat7 cable [88]. For convenience and costs, the Cat-cable connects
by means of a SubD9 connector.
Figure C.5: The cabling of
in-vacuum spot position sen-
sors is shown. The spe-
cific scheme allows for up to
90 dB suppression of electro-
magnetic incoupling in the
power lines’ frequency range
into the pitch and yaw sig-
nals.
signal is then subtracted from the real signal wire. Together with a
grounded shield up to 90 db of 60Hz rejection could be measured.
With that scheme one witness cable is spent per signal cable. As
we are mostly interested in pitch and yaw signals and not at all in
butterfly signals, the cabling scheme shown in figure C.5 is used. The
signals from diagonally opposing quadrants are used as pickup signals.
It is based on the fact that according to
pitch/yaw = (A−C)± (B −D) (C.1)
pitch and yaw both contain A−C and B−D signals, so differences of
diagonally opposing quadrants.
As A and C are (digitally) subtracted (same as B and D) anyway,
the tightly twisted pairs in the Gore vacuum cables are used for these
signals. The shield is grounded at the feedthrough side. As the pho-
tocurrent is less sensitive to bias variations. It can be routed in another,
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independent cable strand. For current handling reasons and to give it
a defined potential, both signal lines share the bias voltage.
Crosstalk between signals might occur between A and C (or B and
D) which again does not influence the pitch and yaw signals. Finally
the butterfly signal (A+C)−(B+D) can give information about the
effectiveness of the subtraction.
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d.1 uhv compatible beam dump
In any complex optical experiment there are many parasitic beams.
Proper dumping is crucial, as phase sensitive readouts, i.e. interferom-
etry, are sensitive to the amplitude of stray light. In contrast to out
of vacuum, painted materials cannot be used because of outgassing.
To avoid this problem, the paint can be encapsulated, e.g. in glass.
The described design offers extremely good attenuation performance
solely limited by scatter defects on the very first surface and residual
s-polarization.
Many cheap 8mm thick glass plates are available. They don’t let
any measurable amount of light penetrate at all. The only challenge
is to reduce the reflection. For p-pole this is minimized under the
Brewster angle. This is not very well known and the index of refraction
is unknown as well. It was measured to be about 56◦ which matches a
refractive index of n=1.48.
The described design features three glass blocks in series. The first
two are illuminated under the angle of 56◦, the third one nearly under
normal incidence (2◦). The remaining reflex therefore walks off the
incident beam and is reflected twice more, this time under 52◦ and 60◦.
This leaves an negligible amount of p-polarization. But even residual
Figure D.1: The high perfor-
mance UHV compatible beam
dump features five reflections off
a highly absorptive glass. Four
of the reflections are oriented un-
der the Brewster angle. This lim-
its the maximally usable size to
≈15mm beam size. The remain-
ing ‘reflex’ is walking off the inci-
dent beam by 4◦.
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Figure D.2.: To evaluate the beam dump’s performance, a glass
plate was illuminated under 56◦. For reference, the right picture
shows the beam scattered off a white surface. The left photo shows
that scattering on the glass plate arises from small centers. Accord-
ing to microscopic images, these are inclusions close to the surface.
The color scale is calibrated in W/cm2/sr. The total amount of
scattered power integrated across the surface is about 10−5. The
performance could not be improved by flame polishing.
s-polarization is attenuated by 2·10−5. According to figure D.2 this is
similar to the amount of scattered light in p-pol.
In order to adjust the beam dump for the polarization of the incident
light, it can be rotated on its mount by 90◦ where space allows for this.
d.2 qpd signal conversion
After being digitized, each QPD quadrants’ signal is de-whitened indi-
vidually.
The digital quadrants signals are combined linearly to give degree of
freedom information that can be used for interferometric control. The
butterfly degree of freedom should not contain any signals which makes
it valuable for debugging. The influence of power being dissipated in
the gap is minimized by normalizing the signals with the sum power
(compare chapter 6.7.4). Another advantage is that feedback loops
relying on these signals, such as spot centering servos, are getting in-
dependent of the used laser power. This allows for more aggressive
(only conditionally stable) servo designs. Whenever the incident laser
beam leaves the horizontal plane, like on the RefC minibench or in the
galvo mirror periscopes, it may rotate. This rotation, same as resid-
ual mounting inaccuracies, are compensated by a digital (un-)rotation
matrix mixing the pitch and yaw signals.
In the RF QPDs’ case the normalization with the sum doesn’t yield
sensible signals anymore. The RF sum is forced to zero by the PDH
length lock which would drive the normalized error signal towards infin-
ity. Normalizing with the DC sum doesn’t help as well, as the QPD sees
the interference of the directly reflected light and the one from inside
the cavity. The DWS error signal, in contrast, contains the product
of the amplitude of the sidebands and the cavity light. A workaround
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Figure D.3.: After de-whitening and calibrating each QPD’s DC
signals, the beam degrees of freedom are restored by weighting
the quadrants. Positive pitch means the beam points up on the
QPD, positive yaw corresponds to hitting to the right side (seen
from the beam). Normalizing by the sum creates signals that
are independent from power fluctuations. A rotation is applied to
pitch and yaw in order to un-rotate residual QPD mounting errors
and the 90◦ caused by the galvo mirror assembly.
Figure D.4: In the ×-oriented case the pitch and yaw
restoration works slightly different. Only two quadrants con-
tribute to each signal resulting in lower noise. However, the
signal’s slope is reduced by the same amount (compare fig-
ure D.6).
might be a set of additional photodiodes: one sensing the input power
(assuming a constant modulation depth this is a measure for the side-
band amplitude) and one measuring the power circulating inside the
cavity. However, this was not tested yet. Hence, all DWS signals re-
main input power and cavity detuning dependent.
d.3 qpd in × or + orientation
Every once in a while the question is raised, whether it would be better
in terms of noise performance to mount QPDs under and angle of 45◦,
i.e. with the gap in ×-orientation instead of 0◦, i.e. with the gap in
+-orientation.
Then the pitch and yaw signals are read only from two quadrants
each. If the electronic noise of the quadrants is uncorrelated, this re-
duces noise by 1/
√
2. Also only half of the power is dumped on the sig-
nal supplying quadrants. This reduces shot noise by the same amount.
But at the same time, the slope of the error signal decreases by 1/
√
2
as well, so no signal-to-noise ratio can be gained. Even worse, the slope
of the error signal gets drastically smaller if the beam is not centered
on the QPD anymore (see figure D.6).
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Figure D.5: When mount-
ing a QPD in ×- instead of
+-orientation it is more diffi-
cult to adjust due to a lack of
references. In contrast to the
first intuition the signal-to-
noise ratio doesn’t improve.
Figure D.6.: The slope of the pitch signal for a QPD oriented in
×- and +-direction are shown. Neither orientation gives benefits
in terms of signal-to-noise ratio. But a lot of position information
is lost in the case of a not perfectly centered beam on a ×-QPD.
Therefore it was decided to mount all QPDs in +-orientation.
d.4 suspension wire strength
Mirror suspensions require thin (and light) wire to increase the dilution
factor and thereby decrease thermal noise, shift violin modes to higher
frequencies and lower the bounce mode frequency. Yet the wire needs
to support the suspended mass reliably. The lowest RefC suspension
stage requires 0.55GPA strength for a design diameter of 55µm not
including any safety margin. This already rules out C70 steel with a
tensile strength of 0.6..0.7GPa which was used in suspension designs
of early other experiments. Three types of wires were investigated for
their potential use in the RefC triples:
• 55µm music wire from California Fine Wire Company
• hard tempered 50µm from Goodfellow plus DIY annealing
• 52µm type 304V high tensile wire from Fort Wayne Metals
Initially, the music wire was used in the triple suspension’s lowest
stage. In original condition it can withstand 1.72GPa is not weakened
e.g. by kinks. However, the suspension was extremely sensitive and
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Figure D.7: The wire strength is measured on
an improvised test stand. The wire is wound
around 10mm diameter rods on a jig and taped
at the end to fix it without reducing the strength
from uncontrolled clamping. The pulling force
is ‘buffered’ by means of a coil spring. The ac-
tual load is determined by fixing the lower half
on a weight scale. The fact that the wire usu-
ally breaks in between the jigs, shows that it’s
strength is not compromised by the measurement
process.
Figure D.8.: The hard tempered wire is annealed by resistive
heating. Beyond 210mA, the temperature is high enough to
change the material properties but also to reduce the strength.
At 240mA the wire starts to straighten. The recommendations
for the single arm test sacrifice a lot of wire strength. Surprisingly,
above 300mA a glow is visible. This should only occur beyond
600◦C.
failed several times. Testing of visually not impaired sections of used
wire resulted in only 1.3GPa strength. Hence, a different wire was
searched for.
In the single arm test, hard tempered wire is used instead of the final
monolithic suspensions. It is annealed in order to straighten the other-
wise extremely curly wire, relieve internal stress and reduce brittleness.
For this purpose, a current is sent through the wire heating it up for
two minutes. It turns out that the heating duration doesn’t make a
big difference. The current, however, must be chosen quite accurately
(see figure D.8). This is caused by a quite narrow temperature range
in which the aimed annealing takes place. Also the dependence of the
temperature from current is nonlinear as the resistance increases with
temperature.
Beyond 210mA, the strength of the wire decreases abruptly. At
240mA the wire begins to straighten completely which is a sign for the
relief of strain. Microscopic images taken after the annealing process
(see figure D.9) show the temper colors which are in agreement with
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Figure D.9.: Microscopic images of the annealed wire show the
onset of coloring at 200mA. According to the color, 240mA agrees
to 250..290◦C. However, the process seems to be very inhomoge-
neous: there are almost uncolored sections even at 260mA. At
higher currents, dark areas looking like voids occur on the surface
and grow significantly with increased current. This suggests that
the weakening arises from oxidation processes especially in those
areas.
a temperature range of 250..290 ◦C. The strength, however, is reduced
by >20% in comparison to the original wire. The current range recom-
mended for the single arm test results in an extremely wide strength
range from 1 to 2GPa. Here the images suggest that small initial de-
fects at the surface grow due to oxidation processes and result in large
voids. For the 100 g mirrors this is not problematic, but in comparison
to the music wire the hard tempered DIY annealed wire has no benefits
in terms of reliability.
Luckily another company was found producing sufficiently thin high
tensile strength wire. Fort Wayne Metals specify their type 304V wire
to hold at least 2.932GPa and provide a diameter of 50µm±2.5µm.
Using a microscope and an etched precision scale the actual diameter
was measured to be 52µm which is well within the tolerances of the
wire and measurement. Assuming the specified diameter, the strength
was measured to be 2.92..2.97GPa which gives plenty safety margin
compared to the music wire. Therefore, this wire was tested in the
TNI suspension.
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Even under clamped conditions and running across break-off prisms,
the suspensions turned out to be extremely sturdy. From this finding
on, every time a RefC suspension chain broke, the new Fort Wayne wire
was installed consecutively. With this in place no further breakdowns
happened.
d.5 generalized common mode rejection of a trian-
gular cavity
Let the angles of incidence onto the three RefC mirrors be unspecified
and named as depicted in figure D.10.
Figure D.10.: Recapitulation of figure 5.9 for convenience.
Equivalent to chapter 5.5, ground motion in the local mirror reference
frame
L
gnd
2a = − sin(β)x− cos(β)y ∂Lmirr2a ∆rt = 2 cos(β)
S
gnd
2a = − cos(β)x+ sin(β)y ∂Smirr2a ∆rt = 0
L
gnd
2b = + sin(β
′)x− cos(β′)y ∂Lmirr
2b
∆rt = 2 cos(β
′)
S
gnd
2b = − cos(β′)x− sin(β′)y ∂Smirr2b ∆rt = 0
(D.1)
can be described by motion in the Prototype’s reference frame (x,y).
Geometry requires that the angle of incidence onto the out-coupler
β′=90◦−(α+β) is constrained by the other angles, so that equations
5.7 change to
L
gnd
1a = y ∂Lmirr1a ∆rt = 2 cos(α)
S
gnd
1a = x ∂Smirr1a ∆rt = 0
L
gnd
2a = − sin(β)x− cos(β)y ∂Lmirr2a ∆rt = 2 cos(β)
S
gnd
2a = − cos(β)x+ sin(β)y ∂Smirr2a ∆rt = 0
L
gnd
2b = + cos(α+β)x− sin(α+β)y ∂Lmirr2b ∆rt = 2 sin(α+β)
S
gnd
2b = − sin(α+β)x− cos(α+β)y ∂Smirr2b ∆rt = 0 .
(D.2)
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The round trip deviation as sum of the individual contributions
∆rt = 2 cos(α)L
mirr
1a + 2 cos(β)L
mirr
2a + 2 sin(α+β)L
mirr
2b
= 2 cos(α)H l1ay + 2 cos(β)H
l
2a [− sin(β)x− cos(β)y]
+ 2 sin (α+β)H l2b [cos (α+β) x− sin (α+β) y]
= 2 cos(α)H l1ay − sin(2β)H l2ax− 2 cos2(β)H l2ay
+ sin (2(α+β))H l2bx− 2 sin2 (α+β)H l2by
(D.3)
is getting complicated. But the fractional round trip change for ground
motion in the x-direction
∂∆rt
∂xgnd
∣∣∣∣∣
y=0
= sin (2(α+β))H l2b − sin (2β)H l2a
= H2bl −H2al +O
(
α2
)
+O
(
(45◦−β)2
)
+O (α(45◦−β))
(D.4)
goes to equation 5.9 sufficiently fast for small α and β close to 45◦ as
it does not have linear terms in α or β−45◦. The fractional round trip
change for y-motion
∂∆rt
∂ygnd
∣∣∣∣∣
x=0
= 2 cos(α)H l1a − 2
[
sin2(α+β)H l2b + cos
2(β)H l2a
]
= . . .
α≈1◦
β≈β′≈ 2 cos(α)H l1a −
[
(1+α) ·
(
H l2a+H
l
2b
)]
+ 2(β−0.777 rad) ·
(
H l2b−H l2a
)
β=β′
= 2 cos(α)H l1a − (1+α) ·
(
H l2a+H
l
2b
)
[α,β in rad]
α=0
= 2H l1a −H l2b −H l2a
(D.5)
can be simplified around the desired operation point at α≈ 1◦ and
β≈β′≈ 44.5◦= 0.777rad. With perfectly matching transfer functions
the imbalance is approximately 2α. Therefore, a small opening angle is
good for common mode rejection, while it harms in terms of backscatter.
As an example, the common mode rejection of the well aligned RefC is
theoretically limited to
CMR = 1−
∣∣∣∣∣ ∂∆rt∂ygnd
∣∣∣∣∣
Hl
1a
=Hl
2a
=Hl
2b
≈ 1−
∣∣∣2 cos(α)− 2(1+ α)∣∣∣
≈ 1−2α
= 96.5%
(D.6)
for perfectly matching transfer functions.
In practice, the ground at the two sites probably move less in com-
mon. Even the matching of just the SAS platforms is worse on its own.
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But the complex structure of the urban environment including building
resonances causes spatially uncorrelated seismic motion [160].
Surprisingly, there is no linear coupling between the misalignment of
the short, transverse RefC arm along the x-direction even for β 6= β′
as long as the transfer functions of RC2a and RC2b are matched well
enough.
d.6 a compound mirror – bonding substrates
The TNI input mirror requires a short radius of curvature of the order
of the length of the cavity, which is 10 cm. Yet the suspension was
designed for a comparably large mass of 850 g and 10 cm diameter. The
realization of such a heavily curved mirror turns out to be challenging.
In the case of AlGaAs coatings, the technology isn’t even ready to bond
a coating onto a 5 cm thick substrate at all.
An alternative approach is to use a flat substrate close to the required
mass and bond a small, curved mirror onto its center. As this interface
would be inside the input path of the TNI, the optical quality of this
bond is important. Some substrates with unknown surface quality were
available for testing.
Optical contacting appears to be the optimal method of bonding, as
e.g. [161] claims
• Full transparency (bonding layer is ‘invisible’)
• No uncontrolled creep/drift under mechanical load (bonding layer
is ‘stiff ’)
• No outgassing at elevated temperatures
• No stress from melting/re-solidification processes or thermal mis-
match (for identical materials)
• Assembly of individual parts ‘accurate to gage blocks’, bonding
layer is ‘infinitely thin’
which suggests superior optical and mechanical qualities. However, op-
tical contacting requires extremely good surface qualities. The surface
roughness of the two interfaces should be smaller than 1 nm rms and
the surfaces must have a good conformity. The quality of the given
substrates was probably not sufficient for this. Even after extended
periods of strong pressure no bonding could be observed.
In the hope of assisting the optical contacting by wringing, a drop
of deionized water was added to the surface. It is easy to squeeze the
water film thin so that Newton fringes appear. The 1” and 2”ø by 1/4”
substrates could be deformed by applying decent pressure by more than
a whole fringe. This hints that the overall surface figure is probably
not the reason why the optical contact did not work. When increasing
the pressure, even the last violet fringe eventually disappeared. In that
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Figure D.11.: The microscopic images of the optocast bond inter-
face are strongly increased in contrast. The conchoidal fractures
at the edge probably were in place before the bonding. In the
central region a bigger spot, either a particle or a surface defect
can be seen. The scratches in the outer region might arise from
debris in the glue distribution phase or have been in place before.
case both surfaces should be closer than 150 nm everywhere. Never-
theless, the substrates didn’t even make contact over night. Instead,
the water started to disappear in the outer 5mm from the edge. Using
isopropanol the same results were obtained with less pressure although
the viscosity is twice as high. But this time the same reduction of liquid
was observed already after 30 minutes.
Since optical contacting and wringing didn’t show the expected suc-
cess, another thin bonding method was searched for. Optocast 3553-
LV-UTF is a UV-curable glue free of any filler. It was tested for vac-
uum applications by LIGO. The extension LV stands for low viscosity
(800mPas compared to 1mPas of water). The UTF option means ul-
tra thin film. This version cures in sections smaller than 20µm. Due
to the – with respect to water – increased viscosity, a higher pressure
and a bit of sliding was required to squeeze the film between two 1.5”
substrates as thin as possible. With this, a 2..4mm3 drop of glue was
distributed across the whole interface resulting in an theoretical max-
imum average layer thickness of 1.8..3.µm. That is surprisingly thin.
The homogeneity of the film couldn’t be judged as no Newton fringes
occur. This is because the optocast’s index of refraction matches the
glass’s one pretty well. Optimally, the glue is cured under constant
pressure. A jig should be used not to introduce stress and deform the
mirror’s surface figure.
Aside from a few microscopic defects (see figure D.11) which might
arise from imperfect cleanliness or initial defects of the substrates, the
bond interface looks very nice with bare eye as well as under the mi-
croscope. The test should be redone using high quality mirrors under
clean room conditions. The only potential drawback of the UV gluing
method is that the extensive pressure might introduce stress and sur-
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face deformation to the mirror. However, a part of it can be released
before curing the glue.
d.7 slow servo beam shutter
One big challenge in interferometry is the large dynamic range of sig-
nals especially in the use of high finesse cavities. Light powers before
and after lock acquisition differ by F2 (compare equation 6.7 or 6.8).
Typical signals exceed the dynamic range of CDS. Wherever shot noise
performance is not crucial, this can be overcome by inserting optical
neutral density filters in front of photodiodes during lock.
It is convenient to insert these filters remotely or even automatically.
Toy model servo motors serve as cheap actuators with sub second re-
sponse time. Such servo motors are supplied with approximately (un-
stabilized) 5V. The set position is determined by the pulse width of a
TTL signal. The absolute pulse length of ≈ 1..2ms (exact values de-
pend on the specific model) determines the angular position within a
range of about 0..180◦. The pulse is repeated about 50 times a second
(usually 40 to 80Hz will work as well). The ND filter can be glued to
the servo arm to be swiped into the beam and out.
Figure D.12.: An electronic interface controls the position of a
cheap model servo motor by means of CDS. This allows mechanical
sub-second switching actions such as the attenuation of optical
power by means of neutral density filters.
An electronic box was designed to interface the servo. Only two
distinct states are available: filter in or filter out. One NE555 timer
creates the 50Hz signal, another sets the pulse length. The state is
selected by setting the input for an channel to low or high impedance.
This can be done using a switch, but digital IO cards for CDS provide
full automation capabilities at 16Hz switching rate. This is by far suffi-
cient for most applications. To avoid excess electromagnetic radiation,
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mechanical disturbances and wear, the servo is switched off automati-
cally one second after any position change by cutting the TTL signal
off.
d.8 fast hdd beam shutter
In some special cases, the speed of the shutter described in the last
section is not sufficient. When a cavity falls out of lock, the power in
reflection rises quickly. The power dissipated in the locking photodiode
in this case can exceed the destruction threshold.
Quick mechanical shuttering is extremely challenging. A shading flag,
usually a small mirror, must be accelerated into the beam path. Elec-
tromagnetic actuation requires high voltages to overcome inductances.
Inspired by [162], a shutter for KAGRA was built from an old hard
disk drive. The read/write arm is driven by a core-less coil sitting be-
tween two strong magnets. It is meant to move quickly across the hard
disk with a positioning time of about 10ms on average. In the given
publication, more emphasis was put onto pulse length (actual speed of
motion) than onto reducing the delay of the shuttering action. Nev-
ertheless an average delay of 4.6ms was achieved. Motivated by this,
the fairly simple electronics were modified slightly to achieve improved
performance and better reliability.
Figure D.13.: A fast but cheap shutter was investigated for the
application in KAGRA. A commercially available H-bridge is ca-
pable of driving huge currents through a relatively light read/write
arm in order to achieve low latency movement. The design can
provide twice the supply voltage for a short moment to overcome
the inductance of the voice coil.
The basic functionality is the one of the H-bridge LMD18200. The
electronics are supplied with a voltage below half of the rating of C4
and below the rating of C3. With a change of the TTL input, the LMD
changes the polarity of the outputs (2&10). It can deliver high currents,
but the voltage is limited by the supply voltage of course. As C4 is still
charged, the effective voltage is doubled in the first moment, overcom-
ing the inductance of the voice coil and rising the current through it
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faster. After the acceleration phase, when C4 is discharged, the current
is limited by the resistor R1 to reduce the thermal load on the shutter
coil.
A resistor across C3 discharges the capacitor in case the electronics
are unplugged from the supply. A resistor across the TTL input pulls
the input down in case no signal is applied. Before that, the electronics
often went into random oscillations which destroyed the shutter after
a short while. Two capacitors C4 in parallel provide even higher speed;
a big, slow and a small, fast capacitor. For diagnostic purposes a 0.1Ω
shunt resistor is added in the output path.
Figure D.14.: The performance of the HDD shutter supplied
by 50V is depicted. It was placed aside an approximately 2mm
diameter beam. Following the TTL signal’s edge, the voltage rises
to its maximum of twice the supply. The current through the coil
follows delayed due to the inductance. After reaching its maximum
it falls off almost exponentially. The current is proportional to the
exerted force. Integrating it twice gives an estimate for the shutter
displacement. After about 0.8ms the beam is completely blocked.
The TTL input should be differential to prevent ground loops as
no differential receiver was implemented into the electronics to main-
tain simplicity. The circuit was tested for supply voltages up to 50V
successfully.
The achieved 0.8ms seems to be close to the technical limit of this
design. The coil might survive higher currents for a short time, if
the exponential tail of the capacitor discharge was clamped by other
means to reduce the total deposited thermal energy. With a different
mechanical design there is plenty room for improvement left. Already
with this poor mans approach a cheap, easy to build shutter with sub-
ms closing times for protecting sensitive optical components could be
demonstrated successfully. This is comparable to commercially avail-
able high end shutters like the fast uniblitz LS shutter series.
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d.9 internal cantilever modes
In contrast to horizontal seismic isolation, where thin, almost massless
wires can be used, vertical isolation relies on more massive cantilever
springs. This increases their inertia and thereby lowers internal reso-
nance frequencies into the detection band. The associated Q-factors
are usually very high. Yet their frequencies are too high to be damped
by upper mass dampers. There are two cases to be considered: The
upper stage’s blade resonances show up as upper mass motion. Then
they are observable and hence dampable by the active feedback system
in principle. Their oscillation couples less strongly into test mass mo-
tion as it is attenuated by the lower vertical isolation stage(s). But the
lower blades’ resonances show up in testmass motion almost unfiltered
(the lowest stage bounce mode is in the tens of Hertz range). These
modes couple to upper mass motion only weakly so they are barely
detectable due to BOSEM readout noise and hence not well dampable.
To identify the internal blades’ frequencies for the RefC, a simulation
was carried out with the FEM tool Ansys. As the whole suspension is
too complicated to be simulated, the model was simplified. In the case
of the upper stage the root of the flattened out cantilever is assumed
to be fixed. This appears reasonable as they are rigidly attached to
the cage which in turn is mounted to the table. At the tip a 222.8mm
long spring with a stiffness of 16.8 kN/m is attached. This matches the
spring constant of the 150µm steel suspension wire. The other side
of the spring is connected to a mass of 0.55 kg which is free to move
vertically. This is half the weight of the upper mass, i.e. the load per
upper blade. The lower masses are assumed to decouple due to the soft
blades inside the upper mass. The results are shown in figure D.15 and
table D.1. It can be seen that many modes involve motion of the tip.
The frequencies of these modes could be increased by manufacturing
the wire clamp from titanium, i.e. reducing the mass.
Another slightly different model had to be used in case of the RefC
lower stage’s blades: The blade’s root is attached to the 0.55 kg half
upper mass which is assumed to be freely movable in vertical due to
the softness of the upper blades. The tip is connected via a 220.8mm
long 8.3 kN/m stiff spring to a 0.436 kg mass. This resembles half the
load of the vertically free intermediate mass. The lower mass mostly
decouples from this resonance due to the few ten Hertz vertical bounce
resonance. The results from this simulation are shown in figure D.16
and table D.1
d.10 phase modulation
In optical experiments, intentional frequency modulation is often achieved
by means of periodic phase modulation. The few identities, which help
to get a better understanding, are explained this section.
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Figure D.15.: An FEM simulation of the upper stage cantilevers
was carried out in Ansys to investigate internal modes. The shapes
of modes below 300Hz are shown above. The complex suspension
dynamics are replaced with a heavily simplified model. Yet, the
attached wire has to be simulated to allow for cantilever tip mo-
tion.
Figure D.16.: The simulation of the upper blades shown in D.15
was repeated with a similarly simplified model for the intermediate
blades. In the initial clamp design the effective suspension point
was not centered on the blades which caused twisting when loaded.
In the final design this was corrected.
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mode upper stage lower stage
1 76Hz (v) 186Hz (v)
2 186Hz (v) 258Hz (s)
3 265Hz (s) 271Hz (v)
4 285Hz (v) 571Hz (s,t)
5 456Hz (v) 588Hz (v)
6 545Hz (t)
7 739Hz (v)
8 818Hz (t)
Table D.1.: Simulated frequencies of the internal modes of the
RefC’s upper and lower stage cantilevers below 1 kHz were ob-
tained from an FEM simulation. The lower stage’s modes are
higher in frequency because the blade is shorter and stiffer. The
strongest involved degrees of freedom of the cantilever tip can be
seen in figure D.15 and D.16. They are given in brackets: vertical,
sideways, twist.
Imagine an arbitrary carrier
Ec = A · ei(ωct+φc) (D.7)
with constant amplitude A and frequency ωc. Now allow the phase
φc(t) = β · sin (Ωt) (D.8)
to be sinusoidally modulated with a frequency Ω and the modulation
depth β given in radians. The resulting modulated electrical field
Em = A · eiωct+iβ sin (Ωt) (D.9)
can be expressed by the Jacobi Anger expansion [163]
Em = Ae
iωct ·
∞∑
n=−∞
Jn(β)e
inΩt
= Aeiωct ·
(
J0(β)︸ ︷︷ ︸
carrier
+
∞∑
n=1
Jn(β)e
inΩt
︸ ︷︷ ︸
upper sidebands
+
∞∑
n=1
(−1)nJn(β)e−inΩt︸ ︷︷ ︸
lower sidebands
)
(D.10)
and separated into different contributions due to the symmetry of the
Bessel functions J(β). This shows that the phase modulated carrier is
reduced in amplitude to J0(β), while frequency sidebands are emerg-
ing. For small modulation depth, mainly first order sidebands with
amplitude J1(β) each are created at frequencies ωc±Ω.
d.11 number of coating layers vs. reflectivity
Often, in experimental design the reflectivity of a given number of
coating layers is requested or the number of layers to achieve a certain
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Figure D.17.: The reflectivity of dielectric coatings is based
on constructive interference of reflexes from the silica (n=1.47)
and tantala (n=2.10) layers (singlets) applied to a quartz sub-
strate. Coatings with optimal constructive interference (quarter
wave stack with half wave silica cap) are simulated for common
parameters used in the PMC, RefC and TNI. The coatings could
be improved in terms of thermal noise performance by changing
the silica/tantala thickness ratio.
reflectivity is under question. The reflectivity of a dielectric coating
stack arises from constructive interference of Fresnel reflexes on the
boundaries between high and low refractive index material. Assuming
optimal constructive interference, an upper limit can be given for any
number of layers.
mirror AoI Tspec layers
RC1a ≈0◦ 10 ppm 36
RC2a ≈45◦p 1000 ppm 28
RC2b ≈45◦p 600 ppm 30
Table D.2.: Number of coating stack layers for the RefC as de-
duced from figure D.17 and the specified power transmissivities.
The reflectivity of the 45◦-RC2-mirrors under s-pol is predicted to
be about 100 times closer to one than p-pol.
As the Fresnel formulas are dependent on the angle of incidence, the
coating stack reflectivity is as well, even when optimizing the layer
thickness for the changed optical path length. The result is shown in
figure D.17. From this, a lower bound for coating layers of the RefC
can be deduced for usage in thermal noise simulations.
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Figure D.18.: Three sources [164, 165, 166] give the vertical (z)
self noise of STS2-type seismometers. [165] employed three sen-
sors with special shielding techniques. This seems to increase the
sensitivity by a factor 10. The horizontal sensitivity (x,y) given
in [166] rises with respect to the vertical noise below 0.1Hz. Al-
though the source claims the noise to be unidirectional, x shows a
twice as high noise from 0.1 to a few Hz.
d.12 sts2 self noise
The scope of this section is to show that the seismic noise presented
in chapter 3.1 is not limited by instrument noise. The self noise is not
measurable with a single seismometer, as it’s not distinguishable from
seismic motion. An estimate can be obtained in a huddle test which
requires two sensors of the same kind. The coherent part of the signal
is assumed to be signal, the incoherent is supposed to arise from sensor
noise.
Since no two sensors were available, four sources are evaluated. [164]
gives a power spectrum for vertical acceleration in figure 10. In [165]
figure C-13 the ‘corrected difference’ of vertical displacement power
spectra is given. It is assumed to be corrected by the factor
√
2 to obtain
the single instrument’s sensor noise. Finally [166] gives measurements
for displacement ASDs in horizontal as well as vertical. Surprisingly,
the x-noise is a factor 2 worse in the mid-frequency range around 1Hz
than the y-noise.
d.13 coupling in vacuum noise
This section is meant as a quick reminder of how losses transform noise
properties of a laser beam. In particular, shot noise can be described
by a perfect laser beam Ein overlaid with vacuum fluctuations δvac.
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Loss channel
Assume such a shot noise limited laser to be attenuated. This can be
described as a beam splitter action.
The beam splitter replaces a fraction r of the laser with a fraction r
of vacuum. The amplitude of the transmitted light reads
Etrans = tEin + tδvac − rδvac’ . (D.11)
The fact that the vacuum modes are uncorrelated means that they sum
up in quadrature. Hence, the transmitted light
Etrans = tEin +
√
|tδvac”|2 + |rδvac”|2
= tEin +
√
|t|2 + |r|2 · |δvac”|
= tEin + δvac”
(D.12)
is equivalent to a shot noise limited beam with amplitude tEin or E¯trans,
the average transmitted amplitude.
Laser intensity stabilization
A laser intensity stabilization picks off a fraction of laser light Ein con-
taining amplitude noise δlas.
The power
|Edet|2 = |rElas + rδlas + tδvac| (D.13)
is detected by a photo diode. The deviation from a set point is fed
back to a power actuator of the laser. In the theoretical case of infinite
gain, this holds |Edet|2 constant, so that rδlas+tδvac= const. Since all
DC power is attributed to Elas,
rδlas
!
= −tδvac (D.14)
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has to hold. Then the laser noise in the transmitted light field
Etrans = tElas + tδlas − rδvac (D.15)
can be replaced using equation D.14 to obtain
Etrans = tElas − t
2
r
δvac − r
2
r
δvac
= tElas − 1
r
δvac .
(D.16)
In case the amount of detected power is a big fraction ot the laser
power, Pdet→Plas and r→1, the transmitted light
Etrans = tElas − δvac (D.17)
is equivalent to a shot noise limited beam with amplitude tElas= E¯trans.
If the detected power is only a small fraction of the laser power, 1/r
goes to infinity. However, it can be replaced using Edet≈ E¯det= rElas,
where E¯det is the average detected light field, to obtain
Etrans ≈ tElas − Elas
Edet
δvac . (D.18)
The noise of the transmitted light is now proportional to the laser ampli-
tude, same as classical laser noise would be and the relative amplitude
noise is the same as a shot noise limited detection of Edet would give.
d.14 mechanical loss of silica/tantala coatings
material technology loss angle source
SiO2 e-beam 6.0 ·10−4 [152]
SiO2 e-beam annealed 0.6 ·10−4 [152]
SiO2 IBS 1.0·10−4 [167]
Ta2O5 e-beam annealed 4.7 ·10−4 [152]
Ta2O5 IBS 3.8·10−4 [167]
Ta2O5 TiO2 doped 1.5·10−4 [153]
Table D.3.: The various existent coating technologies yield dif-
ferent mechanical loss angles even for the same materials.
For a long time silica/tantala coatings were the first choice for 1064 nm
applications due to their superior mechanical as well as optical qual-
ity. In particular, these amorphous thin film structures provide rela-
tively low mechanical loss while optical absorption and scattering are
extremely small. Improved coating processes, such as annealing, al-
low for even lower mechanical loss. Ion beam sputtering (IBS) creates
denser films than e-beam evaporation which reduces structural defects.
The mechanical performance of tantala, which was hugely dominant for
a long time, is shown to improve to levels similar to silica when being
doped with titania.
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